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Abstract
The continued penetration of technology in our daily lives has led to the emergence
of the concept of Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems and networks. An increasing number
of enterprises and businesses are adopting IoT-based initiatives expecting that it will
result in higher return on investment (ROI) [1]. However, adopting such technologies
poses many challenges. One challenge is improving the performance and efficiency of
such systems by properly allocating the available and scarce resources [2, 3]. A second
challenge is making use of the massive amount of data generated to help make smarter
and more informed decisions [4]. A third challenge is protecting such devices and systems
given the surge in security breaches and attacks in recent times [5].
To that end, this thesis proposes the use of various optimization modeling and
machine learning techniques in three different systems; namely wireless communication
systems, learning management systems (LMSs), and computer network systems. In par-
ticular, the first part of the thesis posits optimization modeling techniques to improve
the aggregate throughput and power efficiency of a wireless communication network. On
the other hand, the second part of the thesis proposes the use of unsupervised machine
learning clustering techniques to be integrated into LMSs to identify unengaged students
based on their engagement with material in an e-learning environment. Lastly, the third
part of the thesis suggests the use of exploratory data analytics, unsupervised machine
learning clustering, and supervised machine learning classification techniques to identify
malicious/suspicious domain names in a computer network setting.
The main contributions of this thesis can be divided into three broad parts. The
first is developing optimal and heuristic scheduling algorithms that improve the per-
formance of wireless systems in terms of throughput and power by combining wireless
iii
resource virtualization with device-to-device and machine-to-machine communications.
The second is using unsupervised machine learning clustering and association algorithms
to determine an appropriate engagement level model for blended e-learning environments
and study the relationship between engagement and academic performance in such en-
vironments. The third is developing a supervised ensemble learning classifier to detect
malicious/suspicious domain names that achieves high accuracy and precision.
Keywords: Device-to-device communication, Machine-to-machine communication, Het-
erogeneous networks, LTE/LTE-A, Wireless Resource Virtualization, Optimization, Mixed
Integer Non-Linear Programming, Machine Learning, Data Analytics, e-Learning, Secu-
rity, DNS, Typosquatting.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent years has seen an explosion in the evolution and penetration of technology in our
daily lives. The use of smart-phones, mobile-connected wireless devices, social networks, and
sensors has grown substantially. This has resulted in increased dependency on technology and
connected devices in our daily lives. This includes the way we communicate, how we learn,
and how we travel from one place to the other. The National Cable & Telecommunications
Association (NCTA) predicted that the number of connected devices will approximately reach
50 billion devices as shown in Figure 1.2 [6]. Moreover, Cisco projected that the number of
mobile-connected devices will reach 11.6 billion by the year 2021 [7].
Figure 1.1: Sample of future connected systems
2
Figure 1.2: Predicted Growth of Internet of Things Devices [6]
However, adopting such devices will pose several challenges. One challenge is how to
properly allocate available resources to improve the efficiency and performance of such systems
given the scarcity of available resources [2, 3]. Another challenge is the how to make use of the
massive amount of data generated [4] . A third challenge is how to protect these devices [5].
To that end, this thesis proposes the use of various optimization modeling and machine
learning techniques in three different types of systems; namely wireless communication systems,
learning management systems (LMSs), and network systems. In particular, the first part of the
thesis posits optimization modeling techniques to improve the aggregate throughput and power
efficiency of a wireless communication network. On the other hand, the second part of the
thesis proposes the use of unsupervised machine learning clustering techniques to be integrated
into LMSs to identify unengaged students based on their engagement with material in an e-
learning environment. Moreover, the impact of the identified engagement levels is also studied
using unsupervised association rules techniques. Last but not least, the third part of the thesis
suggests the use of exploratory data analytics, unsupervised machine learning clustering, and
supervised machine learning classification techniques to identify malicious/suspicious domain
names in a computer network setting.
3
1.1 Motivation
The emergence and increased adoption of mobile-connected devices has led to a dramatic
growth in both the demand for communication resources as well as in the amount of data
streams generated and collected. Estimates given by Cisco project that the number of mobile-
connected devices will reach 11.6 billion by the year 2021 [7]. Moreover, the projection states
that the global monthly demand for mobile data traffic will reach 49 Exabytes as shown in
Figure 1.3 [7]. This increase in mobile data traffic demand has resulted in an increased demand
for spectrum access. This is because radio resources are needed for mobile communication.
However, as illustrated in Figure 1.4, it has become increasingly difficult to provide spectrum
for new services or expanding existing ones with most of the spectrum already being assigned
[8]. However, studies conducted in the USA have shown that there is unexploited capacity in
the spectrum as it is not being efficiently utilized [12]. Therefore, it is important to introduce
new paradigms and architectures that can efficiently use the available radio resources to enable
the proper communication of the different devices.
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Figure 1.3: Predicted Growth of Mobile Data Traffic [7]
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Figure 1.4: United States Frequency Allocation Chart as of 2016 [8]
The second challenge which is the result of the rapid growth of connected devices usage
is the massive amount of data that can be generated by such devices. For example, data col-
lected from 40 houses with smart plugs as part of the Distributed Event-Based Systems Grand
Challenge (DEBS ’14) resulted in 4 billion events in one month [4]. Moreover, it is expected
that every person will generate approximately 1.7 MB of data every second [13]. Hence, such
devices have become one of the main drivers of data growth along with social networks and
other sources [13, 14]. Among the sources of data growth is the data being generated through
online learning websites and learning management systems (LMSs) as part of e-Learning envi-
ronments. Statistics show that online course websites such as Coursera, edX, and Udacity have
more than 81 million students combined with around 10 thousand courses being offered by more
than 600 universities [9]. Figure 1.5 shows the growth rate of the number of courses offered on
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) websites. Moreover, it has been estimated that there
are almost one thousand event log entries per student every month and around 60,000 course
visits every month for online courses [15]. This gives us an idea of how big the data streams
are expected to be with online courses specifically and the field of e-learning in general being
a main contributor to the “Big Data” concept. Moreover, the different types of collected data
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Figure 1.5: Predicted Growth of Massive Open Online Courses [9]
pose a challenge as it is more difficult to deal with a variety of data types simultaneously [16].
One example is the healthcare use cases presented in [17, 18] where the data collected from
the connected mobile devices and sensors as well as the electronic health records all emphasize
the variety problem. Thus, a need to analyze and extract useful information from the collected
data has risen in order to take more informed decisions and have more efficient systems. These
systems can become more intelligent and responsive to users as they better cater to their needs.
A third challenge is the security and privacy of future networks. The adoption of tech-
nologies and architectures such as cloud computing and software defined networks (SDNs) has
presented a new set of challenges, especially security ones. For example, McAfee reported that
52% of the respondents surveyed for their report indicated that they tracked a malware infec-
tion to a Software-as-a-service (SaaS) application [19]. Moreover, it was reported that more
than 6.1 million DDoS campaigns occurred in 2017 with the Melbourne IT registrar attack and
DreamHost attack being the most prominent [20]. This is especially damning given that the
number of new malware specimen is increasing year on year [10, 21]. As Figure 1.6 shows, it can
be seen that up to 7.41 million new malware specimens were projected for the year 2017. This
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Figure 1.6: Number of new malware specimen (in millions) [10]
is mainly due to the different vulnerabilities of the components and protocols used for current
networks. Therefore, it is crucial to make use of the data collected, analyze it, and extract use-
ful information that can be used to protect networks against attacks and malicious/suspicious
behavior.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
This thesis can be decomposed into three distinct blocks. It proposes the use of vari-
ous optimization modeling and machine learning techniques in three different types of systems.
The first block focuses on wireless communication systems. The second block concentrates on
e-learning environments and learning management systems (LMSs). Finally, the third block
considers the security of network systems.
The first part of the thesis proposes more efficient spectrum management schemes that
combine different technologies and concepts together. In particular, Chapters 3 and 4 present a
framework in which wireless resource virtualization (WRV) is combined with device-to-device
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(D2D) communication underlaying a Long Term Evolution (LTE) wireless network. The goal
is to achieve higher aggregate throughputs using lower transmission powers. This framework is
further extended in Chapter 5 by considering WRV with machine-to-machine (M2M) commu-
nication underlaying an LTE-Advanced network. The aggregate throughput of this framework
is evaluated to study its impact on the spectrum utilization and management.
The second part of the thesis focuses on an e-learning environment. Within such an envi-
ronment, the use of unsupervised machine learning clustering techniques is proposed to identify
unengaged students based on their perceived online engagement with course material. This
is done in an attempt to provide students with a more personalized learning experience. The
proposed work can help instructors better communicate with seemingly unengaged students
to discuss and tackle any possible issues that may be hindering the student’s performance or
lowering his/her motivation and engagement. This is further extended by exploring the impact
of the identified engagement levels using unsupervised association rules techniques.
Finally, the third part of the thesis explores the different vulnerabilities and security
challenges of a computer network. More specifically, it explores the vulnerabilities of the do-
main name system (DNS) protocol. In particular, one vulnerability is studied, namely the DNS
typosquatting. To that end, exploratory data analysis is first performed to get a better under-
standing of several domain name-related features. Moreover, the use of unsupervised clustering
and supervised machine learning classification techniques is suggested to identify suspicious
domain names in a computer network setting.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The thesis is composed of nine chapters.
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction about the evolution of technology and the chal-
lenges posed by future technology-dependent systems. Moreover, the importance of adopting
optimization modeling and machine learning techniques to improve a variety of systems and
processes is highlighted. Additionally, the thesis contributions are summarized and outline is
provided.
Chapter 2 provides a detailed background about optimization modeling techniques in-
cluding the different optimization categories and the variety of applications and fields in which
they are used. Furthermore, a thorough description of the different types of machine learning
and data analytics algorithms is given along with a brief summary of the applications and use
cases in which they are proposed.
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Chapter 3 formulates the problem of wireless resource virtualization with D2D communi-
cation underlaying the LTE network. Since the problem is an integer non-linear programming
problem (INLP), it is divided into two smaller linear integer programs that are solved to op-
timality. Two lower complexity heuristic algorithms, each solving one of the subproblems are
introduced.
Chapter 4 extends the previous work by formulating the problem of power-aware wire-
less resource virtualization with D2D communication underlaying the LTE network. Since the
problem is a mixed integer non-linear programming problem (MINLP), it is divided into four
smaller linear programs, each of which is solved to optimality. Two lower complexity heuristic
algorithms to solve the power allocation problems are introduced.
Chapter 5 further extends the previous work by formulating the problem of wireless
resource virtualization with M2M communication underlaying LTE-A network. Since the prob-
lem is an integer non-linear programming problem (INLP), it is divided into two smaller linear
integer programs that are solved to optimality. The heuristic algorithm used in Chapter 3 is
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture.
Chapter 6 proposes the use of unsupervised clustering algorithms, namely k-means algo-
rithm, to cluster students into different engagement levels based on twelve engagement metrics.
Quantitative analysis is performed in an attempt to identify the students that are not engaged
who may need help.
Chapter 7 tries to investigate the relationship between student engagement and their aca-
demic performance using association rules. In particular, Apriori association rules algorithm is
used to derive a set of rules that relate student engagement to academic performance.
Chapter 8 explores the different vulnerabilities of the DNS protocol. More specifically,
the chapter focuses on the typosquatting attack which can often lead to fraud and identity
theft. To that end, two datasets are considered (one labeled and one unlabeled). Exploratory
data analysis is first performed on the labeled dataset to better understand the behavior and
trends of several domain-name related features. Moreover, an ensemble learning classifier based
on five supervised machine learning classification techniques is proposed. Furthermore, an un-
supervised machine learning clustering algorithm is implemented on the unlabeled dataset to
verify the trends observed for the domain features. Additionally, the ensemble learning classifier
is then applied to the unlabeled dataset to study the impact of having prior information on the
identification of suspicious domain names.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis, provides a summary of the findings, and discusses
some potential future research directions.
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1.4 Thesis Contributions
The major contributions of the thesis are summarized as follows.
1.4.1 Contributions of Chapter 3
1. The problem of wireless resource virtualization with device-to-device communication un-
derlaying cellular network is formulated as an integer non-linear programming problem
(INLP).
2. The problem is divided into two smaller linear binary integer programming problems,
each of which is solved to optimality.
3. Two low-complexity heuristic algorithms are developed, each of which is used to solve
one of the two sub-problems.
1.4.2 Contributions of Chapter 4
1. The problem of power-aware wireless resource virtualization with device-to-device com-
munication underlaying cellular network is formulated as a mixed integer non-linear pro-
gramming problem (MINLP).
2. The problem is divided into four smaller linear programming problems, each of which is
solved to optimality.
3. Two low-complexity heuristic algorithms are developed, each of which is used to solve
the power allocation problem for cellular and D2D users respectively.
1.4.3 Contributions of Chapter 5
1. The technologies used and challenges faced in multi-radio access technology (multi-RAT)
architectures are briefly discussed. In particular, the advantages and challenges of efficient
spectrum management are highlighted.
2. A combined wireless resource virtualization and M2M communication underlaying LTE-A
cellular network architecture is proposed.
3. The problem of wireless resource virtualization with machine-to-machine communication
underlaying LTE-A cellular network is formulated as an integer non-linear programming
problem (INLP).
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4. The performance of the proposed architecture is evaluated using two different algorithms,
a decomposition-based algorithm and a greedy-based heuristic algorithm.
1.4.4 Contributions of Chapter 6
1. A set of engagement metrics that include both interaction-related metrics and effort-
related metrics that gauge the student engagement in an e-learning environment illus-
trated by the time spent on different tasks of the course is determined.
2. The performance of different engagement level models is compared to determine which
model is the most appropriate in an e-learning environment using unsupervised machine
learning techniques, namely K-means algorithms.
3. The metrics that are more representative of student engagement in an e-learning envi-
ronment are determined.
1.4.5 Contributions of Chapter 7
1. A new set that combines previously identified engagement metrics (including both interaction-
related metrics and effort-related metrics) with the student performance in different com-
ponents of the course is determined.
2. The impact of the considered engagement metrics and levels on academic performance is
studied using unsupervised association rules techniques, namely Apriori algorithm.
1.4.6 Contributions of Chapter 8
1. The behavior and trends of several domain name-related features is studied using ex-
ploratory data analytics.
2. An ensemble learning classifier based on five supervised machine learning classification
algorithms is proposed to identify suspicious domain names that achieves higher accuracy.
3. The observed trends are validated by studying the same set of features in an unlabeled
dataset using unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithms and through applying
the developed ensemble learning classifier.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned earlier, the penetration of technology has resulted in the need for efficient
algorithms that can help improve the performance of systems and processes. Moreover, these
systems need to be able to make “informed” decisions that can further enhance their perfor-
mance and intelligence. To that end, this thesis proposes the use of optimization modeling and
machine learning techniques to improve the performance of different considered systems and
processes. In what follows, a brief background about the different types of optimization models
and machine learning techniques is given. Section 2.2 presents the different types of optimiza-
tion models including linear, non-linear, and other models. Furthermore, Section 2.3 discusses
the different types of machine learning (Section 2.3.1) algorithms including supervised learning
(including deep learning), unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and reinforcement
learning. Moreover, the section also discusses the different types of data analytics (Section
2.3.2) algorithms such as exploratory, confirmatory, and qualitative data analytics .
2.2 Optimization Modeling
Optimization, also commonly referred to as mathematical optimization or mathematical
programming, can be defined as the process of identifying the best result under specific cir-
cumstances [23]. This is of particular interest in any practical system where the objective is
to make decisions that would minimize/maximize the required effort/desired reward [23]. The
required effort/desired reward is typically expressed as a function of some decision variables.
In that context, “optimization can be defined as the process of finding the conditions that give
the maximum or minimum value of a function” [23].
Classification of optimization problems can be done in several manners. One way is based
A version of this chapter has been published in [22].
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on whether constraints exist or not. This is typically referred to as constrained or unconstrained
optimization respectively [23]. However, due to the fact that most real-life systems considered
have physical constraints, only the branch of constrained optimization is considered in this
work.
Constrained optimization problems are often formulated as follows [23]:
max /min f(X) (2.1a)
subject to
gi(X) = di, i = 1, 2, ....,m (2.1b)
If maximization: hj(X) ≤ cj j = 1, 2, ..., p
If minimization: hj(X) ≥ cj j = 1, 2, ..., p
(2.1c)
where X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} is an n-dimensional vector of decision variables, f(X) is the objective
function that needs to be maximized/minimized, g(X) is the set of m equality constraints, and
h(X) is the set of p inequality constraints.
Another way to classify optimization problems is based on the nature of the functions
involved (including both objective and constraints) and nature of the decision variables. Fig.
2.1 shows the different types of constrained optimization models that will be discussed.
Figure 2.1: Different Constrained Optimization Model Types
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2.2.1 Types
2.2.1.1 Linear Optimization Models
Linear optimization models refer to the models in which all of the functions are linear
functions of the decision variables , i.e. the objective function, equality constraints, and in-
equality constraints are all linear functions of the decision variables [23].
A linear optimization model can be formulated as [23]:
min f(X) = a1 x1 + a2 x2 + ...+ an xn (2.2a)
subject to
g11 x1 + g12 x2 + ...+ g1n xn = d1 (2.2b)
g21 x1 + g22 x2 + ...+ g2n xn = d2 (2.2c)
...
gm1 x1 + gm2 x2 + ...+ gmn xn = dm (2.2d)
h11 x1 + h12 x2 + ...+ h1n xn ≥ c1 (2.2e)
h21 x1 + h22 x2 + ...+ h2n xn ≥ c2 (2.2f)
... (2.2g)
hp1 x1 + hp2 x2 + ...+ hpn xn ≥ cp (2.2h)
where {a1, a2, ..., an},{g11, g12, ..., gmn}, and {h11, h12, ..., hpn} are all constants. Note that if
the objective is to maximize a specific objective function, then the inequality constraints would
change to ≤ instead of ≥. However, due to the fact that linear functions are considered convex
functions, then trying to maximize the function f(X) is equivalent to minimizing the objective
function −f(X). Hence, all linear optimization models can be written in the general form
described above.
Solving a linear optimization model depends on the nature of the decision variables. As
shown in Figure 2.1, the decision variables can be either continuous, integer, or a mixture of
both. To that end, a brief description of each type is given below.
1. Continuous Decision Variables: A continuous decision variable means that it can
take any value. Such problems are commonly referred to as linear programming (LP)
problems. To solve such problems, simplex method is usually used [23, 24]. It was proven
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that for such problems, the optimal solution exists at the corners of the feasible region
(region enclosed within the linear constraints) [23, 24]. This is again due to the convexity
property of such problems. Thus, solving linear programming problems is trivial as only
the corners of the feasible region need to be checked.
Consider the following simple example as an illustration of a linear programming problem
[23]:
An industrial manufacturer produces two types of machine parts. Lathes, milling ma-
chines, and grinding machines are needed to produce each of the machine part types.
Each machine part of type I generates 50$ of profit and needs 10 minutes for lathes, 4
minutes for milling, and 1 minute for grinding. On the other hand, each machine part of
type II generates a profit of 100 $ and needs 5 minutes for lathes, 10 minutes for milling,
and 1.5 minutes for grinding. Moreover, the maximum allowed time per week is 2500
minutes for lathes, 2000 minutes for milling, and 450 for grinding. The manufacturer’s
objective is to maximize their weekly profits given the above mentioned constraints. First,
the decision variables are identified. In this case, the decision variables are:
• x1=number of parts of type I manufactured each week.
• x2=number of parts of type II manufactured each week.
Second, the objective function is determined. The weekly profit = (50x1+100x2).
Then, the constraints are defined:
• Time for lathes no more than 2500 minutes: 10 x1 +5 x2 ≤ 2500
• Time for milling no more than 2000 minutes: 4 x1 + 10 x2 ≤ 2000
• Time for grinding no more than 450 minutes: x1 + 1.5 x2 ≤ 450
Also, since the decision variables represent the number of parts produced of each type,
they have to be a nonnegative number. Therefore, the optimization model can be formu-
lated as [23]:
max f(X) = 50 x1 + 100 x2 (2.3a)
subject to
10 x1 + 5 x2 ≤ 2500 (2.3b)
4 x1 + 10 x2 ≤ 2000 (2.3c)
x1 + 1.5 x2 ≤ 450 (2.3d)
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x1 ≥ 0 (2.3e)
x2 ≥ 0 (2.3f)
Figure 2.2 shows the feasible region of the problem (shown in green and yellow). It also
shows that the optimal solution for the manufacturer is to produce 187.5 parts of type I
and 125 parts of type II to maximize their their weekly profit since it can reach 21,875$.
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Figure 2.2: Linear Programming Model Example
2. Integer Decision Variables: An integer decision variable means that it can only take
integer values. Such problems are commonly referred to as integer linear programming
(ILP) problems. To solve such problems, the branch and bound method is usually used
[23, 24]. Although it might seem at first glance that solving such problems is easier than
regular linear programming problems due to the smaller search space, it is actually more
computationally complex to solve integer linear programming problems. This is because
in contrast to normal LPs which can be solved by evaluating the objective function only
at the corners of the feasible region, ILPs need to be evaluated at every single possible
value for the decision variables. This can become expensive when the number of decision
variables is high.
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Consider the following simple example as an illustration of an integer linear programming
problem [24]:
Given the following optimization model formulation:
max f(X) = 1200 x1 + 2000 x2 (2.4a)
subject to
2 x1 + 6 x2 ≤ 27 (2.4b)
3 x1 + x2 ≤ 19 (2.4c)
x2 ≥ 2 (2.4d)
x1, x2 ≥ 0 and Integer (2.4e)
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Figure 2.3: Integer Linear Programming Model Example
Figure 2.3 shows the feasible region of the problem (shown in blue with the possible values
marked as black dots). It can be shown that the optimal solution is x1 = 4 and x2 = 3
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which results in f = 10, 800.
3. Mixed Decision Variables: Problems that contain a mixture of continuous and inte-
ger decision variables are commonly referred to as Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) problems. To solve such problems, the Simplex method and the branch and
bound method are combined to reach the optimal solution [25, 26].
2.2.1.2 Non-linear Optimization Models
Non-linear optimization models refer to models where the objective function and/or con-
straints are non-linear functions of the decision variables [23]. There are different types of
non-linear functions. For example, if the objective function includes multiplying two decision
variables with all the constraints being linear, this results in a polynomial objective function of
order 2. This is often referred to as quadratic programming (quadratic objective function with
linear constraints). Other possible non-linear models include having an exponential function as
an objective function and/or constraint.
Solving non-linear optimization models is not as straight forward as linear models. This
is because other than the nature of the decision variables, the type of non-linearity plays a
major role in how to solve the optimization model [23, 24]. In what follows, a brief description
of the different techniques proposed for solving non-linear optimization models is given.
1. Continuous Decision Variables: As mentioned earlier, this type of optimization mod-
els refer to the case where the decision variables are continuous and can take any value
within the defined constraints. To solve such problems, two broad categories are defined:
direct methods and indirect methods [23]. Direct methods correspond to the group of
techniques that handle the constraints explicitly. This includes algorithms such as ran-
dom search methods, objective and constraint approximation methods, and generalized
reduced gradient methods [23]. On the other hand, indirect methods treat the constrained
problem as a series of unconstrained minimization problems. This include variable trans-
formation methods and sequential unconstrained minimization methods [23].
2. Integer Decision Variables: Similar to the linear optimization models’ case, solving
integer non-linear models is quite challenging. The cutting plane method, branch and
bound method, and Balas method have been mostly used to solve integer polynomial pro-
gramming models [23]. Also, the generalized penalty function method and the sequential
linear integer programming methods have proved to be popular for solving more general
integer non-linear optimization models [23].
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3. Mixed Decision Variables: Similar to the general integer non-linear optimization
models’ proposed techniques, the generalized penalty function method and the sequential
linear integer programming methods have been proposed to solve mixed integer non-linear
optimization models [23].
2.2.1.3 Other Optimization Models
There are several other less known optimization models and techniques. This includes
geometric programming, dynamic programming, and stochastic programming models. Each of
these models differ in some manner from traditional/classical optimization models. In what
follows, a brief description of these three optimization models is given.
1. Geometric Programming Models: Geometric Programming Models are one special
class of non-linear optimization models. Such models aim to minimize objective functions
that have a posynomial under constraints of the same type [23]. The main difference
between such models and other classical optimization models is the emphasis placed
on the magnitude of the objective function rather than on the decision variables. Hence,
geometric programming models first determine the optimal value of the objective function
and then determine the optimal values of the decision variables [23]. This is in contrast
to what is typically done for classical optimization models where the optimal values of
the decision variables is determined first.
Posynomials refer to functions of the form [23]:
f(X) = U1 + U2 + ....+ UN (2.5)
with
Ui = kix
a1i
1 x
a2i
2 ...x
ani
n (2.6)
where ki are positive constants, and exponents aij are real constants (i.e. zero, positive,
or negative) [23]. For example:
f(x1, x2, x3) = 6 + 3x1 + 2x
2
1x2 + 8(x1x2)
−1 + x1x2x3 + 5x
−1/4
3 (2.7)
is a posynomial since all coefficients are positive and all exponents are real. Typically, a
primal-dual approach is adopted to solve this type of optimization models [23].
2. Dynamic Programming Models: Dynamic Programming models refer to the tech-
niques used to solve a multistage decision problems. In such problems, decisions have
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to be made in a sequential manner at different time, space, and level points [23]. This
technique decomposes a multistage decision problem into a sequence of single-stage de-
cision problems [23]. The decomposition is done in such a way that the optimal solution
of the initial problem can be determined from the optimal solution of the resultant sub-
problems. Typically, these single-stage decision problems are easier to solve using any of
the previously mentioned classical optimization techniques.
The beauty of dynamic programming is that it can solve multistage decision problems
that have discrete variables, non-convex, non-continuous, and non-differentiable func-
tions [23]. This is in contrast to classical techniques that suffer from various restrictions
in terms of the type of decision variables or the functions involved (convexity, continu-
ity, and differentiability) [23]. Hence, dynamic programming has proven to be a suitable
technique to solve a variety of complex multistage decision problems [23].
3. Stochastic Programming Models: Stochastic Programming models refer to the cases
where some or all of the parameters are stochastic/random variables instead of being
deterministic [23]. The stochastic/random nature of the variables is dependent on the
nature of the problem. For example, the actual dimensions of any machine part is in
fact a random variable. This is because this dimension lies anywhere within a specific
tolerance band [23].
The stochastic model can be linear, non-linear, geometric, or dynamic depending on the
nature of the equations used. The main concept used to solve stochastic optimization
models is to transform them into an equivalent deterministic one where the previously
mentioned techniques and algorithms can be used [23]. Chance-constrained programming
technique is often used to solve this type of problems as it helps transform the problems
into their equivalent deterministic versions [23].
It is worth mentioning that a group of modern optimization algorithms have been pro-
posed in recent years. This includes algorithms such as genetic algorithms, simulated anneal-
ing, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, and fuzzy optimization [23]. These
algorithms are mostly based on particular characteristics or behaviors of various biological,
molecular, and insect swarming systems. For example, genetic algorithms are based on the
fundamentals of natural genetics and selection while simulated annealing mimics the thermal
annealing of critically heated solids [23]. These algorithms are part of the stochastic algorithms
that can determine the optimal solution with high probability and are often used for discrete
optimization models [23]. Particle swarm optimization simulates the behavior of a colony of
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living things such as a swarm of insects (hence the name) while ant colony optimization is based
on the cooperative behavior of ant colonies [23]. On the other hand, fuzzy optimization methods
have been developed for the cases where the objective function, constraints, and design data
are only vaguely and linguistically described [23]. Such algorithms have proven to be popular
in a variety of applications and fields [23].
2.3 Machine Learning & Data Analytics
Machine learning and data analytics have been proposed as possible solutions to process
the increased amounts of data collected. These algorithms are the tools that can make use of
the data by “learning” the behavior and finding interesting patterns within it. In what follows,
some of the different machine learning and data analytics types and algorithms are discussed.
2.3.1 Machine Learning:
As shown in [4], data has become more abundant and easy to obtain. However, extracting
knowledge from this collected data is often expensive. With the help of computers which can
perform calculations at tremendous speeds, more complex data analysis has become available.
Moreover, having computers that can “learn” without being told what to do is essential as this
would give it a greater capacity to adapt based on new inputs. To this end, the field of machine
learning has been developed. Machine learning, as per Arthur Samuel, is defined to be the “field
of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed” [27].
The learning is performed using some data or observations such as examples, direct experience,
or instruction [27]. This is crucial in many cases such as when the solution changes over time
or when it needs to be adapted to specific cases. Thus, “learning” based on experience is
imperative in many future applications.
Machine learning algorithms have garnered significant attention in recent years and have
been used in several applications such as pricing prediction, image recognition, optical character
recognition, spam filtering, fraud detection, healthcare, transportation, and many others [27,
28, 29, 30, 31]. Fig. 2.4 shows the different machine learning types and algorithms that will be
discussed.
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Figure 2.4: Different Machine Learning Categories and Algorithms
2.3.1.1 Types
Machine learning algorithms are divided into four main categories: supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and reinforcement learning. Supervised learn-
ing includes having a dataset with the correct output that is used to “train” the system. For
example, the actual prices of different houses are given along with their features (size, number of
bedrooms, location...) to help the system learn. The model developed using the dataset is then
able to predict the price of a new house based on its features. On the other hand, unsupervised
learning includes trying to find relations between the points in the dataset without having the
correct results during training [32]. This means that the algorithm tries to “cluster” points
that it believes to be highly correlated under one label based on their statistical properties
only. Semi-supervised learning combines the previous two types by training the system using a
dataset containing labeled and unlabeled data points. The goal is to improve the performance
of the model by making use of both types of data points [33]. Last but not least, reinforcement
learning on the other hand learns by trial-and-error to discover the set of actions that maximize
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some cumulative reward metric [34].
1. Supervised Learning:
Supervised learning is a branch of machine learning algorithms in which a function/model
is inferred based on labeled training data [35]. The training data is formed of a group of
training examples, each of which is a pair (x, y) where x is an input vector and y is the
output value. The algorithm produces a function that can be used for mapping future
unknown inputs. A more formal mathematical definition is provided below:
Given a set of M training examples {(x1, y1), ...., (xM , yM )} such that xj is the jth ex-
ample input vector (xj = [xj1, x
j
2, ..., x
j
N ] where x
j
i is the i
th feature of the jth example)
and yj is its output, the supervised learning algorithm tries to find a function z : X → Y
that maximizes some scoring metric or minimizes some error metric [35]. This function is
then used to “predict” the output of any new incoming input as follows: ynew = z(xnew).
Supervised learning algorithms often fall into one of two main categories: regression
algorithms (output is continuous) or classification algorithms (output is discrete) [36].
Within each category, several algorithms exist which will be presented below.
(a) Regression: Regression algorithms try to find the best fit function for the training
data available. Two main algorithms are discussed below: linear regression and
polynomial regression.
• Linear Regression: One of the most common regression algorithms used in
machine learning is the linear regression algorithm. This algorithm tries to find
the best fit line/hyperplane for the available training data as shown in Fig. 2.5.
x1
x2
Figure 2.5: Linear Regression Hyperplane
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The goal of the algorithm is to find the value of the optimal coefficient vector
θopt = [θ0, θ1, ...., θN ] such that the predictive function has the following linear
form:
zθopt(x) = θ0 + θ1x1 + ...+ θNxN (2.8)
This function is used to obtain ynew = zθopt(x
new) as follows:
ynew = θ0 + θ1x
new
1 + ...+ θNx
new
N (2.9)
The squared error cost function defined to be:
Jregression (θ) =
1
2M
M∑
j=1
(zθ(x
j)− yj)2 (2.10)
is often used to find the coefficient vector θopt such that: θopt = min
θ
J (θ). This
minimization problem can be solved iteratively using gradient descent since the
cost function is a convex one. However, a non-iterative method known as the
“normal equation method” that is based on matrix operations can be used to
find the coefficient vector θ as follows:
θopt = (X
TX)−1XT y where
X =

x1
x2
...
xM
 =

1 x11 x
1
2 . . . x
1
N
1 x21 x
2
2 . . . x
2
N
...
1 xM1 x
M
2 . . . x
M
N
 and y =

y1
y2
...
yM

(2.11)
XT is the transpose of matrix X and (. . .)−1 is the matrix inverse operator. It
is worth noting that the ones column in the X matrix is used to determine θ0
(y-intercept of the function zθopt(x)) of the coefficient vector.
Linear regression has been used in many applications and fields including social
sciences [37], economics [38], finance [39], construction engineering [40], and
geography [41].
• Polynomial Regression: Another common regression algorithm used is the
polynomial regression algorithm. This algorithm tries to find the best fit poly-
nomial for the available training data. Fig. 2.6 demonstrates the output of the
algorithm.
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x1
x2
Optimal Polynomial
Figure 2.6: Polynomial Regression
Similar to its linear counterpart, the goal of the algorithm is to find the value
of the coefficient vector θopt = [θ0, θ1, ...., θkN ] such that the predictive function
has the following form (polynomial of order k):
zθopt(x) = θ0 + θ1x1 + ...+ θNxN + θN+1x
2
1+
...+ θ2Nx
2
N + θ(k−1)N+1x
k
1 + ...+ θkNx
k
N
(2.12)
For example, assume that each training example consists of 2 features and that
the desired polynomial is of order 2. The predictive function would be of the
form:
zθopt(x) = θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2x2 + θ3x
2
1 + θ4x
2
2 (2.13)
Similar to the linear regression case, the coefficient vector θopt can be calculated
using the iterative method based on gradient descent (the method also aims
to minimize the squared error cost function given in 2.10) or the non-iterative
method based on the normal equation given in 2.11. The only difference is that
the matrix X should include the polynomial terms of each feature. Therefore,
the matrix becomes:
X =

1 x11 x
1
2 . . . x
1
N (x
1
1)
2 . . . (x1N )
k
1 x21 x
2
2 . . . x
2
N (x
2
1)
2 . . . (x2N )
k
...
1 xM1 x
M
2 . . . x
M
N (x
M
1 )
2 . . . (xMN )
k
 (2.14)
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It is worth mentioning that using the normal equation method can be com-
putationally prohibitive whenever training examples have a large number of
features or when the desired polynomial has a high order degree.
Polynomial regression has been used in different applications such as wireless
sensor networks for environmental data gathering and monitoring [42], stock
price prediction [43], and in codeword testing [44].
(b) Classification: In contrast to regression algorithms that try to find the best fit
function for the training data, classification algorithms try to find the best fit class
for the data by putting each input in its correct class. In such cases, the output of
the predictive function is discrete with the possible values being one of the different
classes available as part of the training data. Four important classification algo-
rithms are discussed below, namely logistic regression, artificial neural networks,
support vector machines, and decision trees.
• Logistic Regression: Logistic regression is an extremely popular classifica-
tion algorithm used in the literature [45, 46, 47, 48]. Despite its name, this
algorithm is used for classification (i.e. its output is discrete) rather than being
a regression algorithm. For the simple case of binary classification, the logistic
regression’s predictive function is given by:
zθopt(x) = g(w) where
w = θ0 + θ1x1 + ...+ θNxN and
g(w) =
1
1 + e−w
(2.15)
The function g(w) is called the sigmoid function and it is used because it limits
the output to values between 0 and 1, i.e. 0 ≤ zθopt(x) ≤ 1. The predictive
function, also known as the hypothesis function, calculates the probability of
the output being equal to 1 given a specific input. In other words, zθopt(x) =
P (y = 1/x; θ). If this probability is greater than 0.5, the output is defined to be
1. Otherwise, the output is defined to be 0. Note that the input to the sigmoid
function g doesn’t have to be linear, but can be a polynomial. For example, the
input can be a second order polynomial of the form w = θ0 + θ1(x1)
2 + θ2(x2)
2
and hence the hypothesis function becomes
zθopt(x) = g(w) =
1
1 + e−(θ0+θ1(x1)2+θ2(x2)2)
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Table 2.1: Student studying hours and whether they passed (1) or not (0)
Hours 0.5 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 4 4.25 4.5 4.75 5
Pass 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
To determine the coefficient vector θopt, a cost function needs to be used. How-
ever, the squared error function will not work because the sigmoid function will
make the output wavy and thus have many local optima. Instead, a different
cost function is used that ensures the output is convex. The cost function that
needs to be minimized is defined to be [49]:
JLR (θ) = −
1
M
M∑
j=1
[yjlog
(
zθ(x
j)
)
+ (1− yj)log
(
1− zθ(xj)
)
] (2.16)
In this case as well, the gradient descent algorithm is used to iteratively solve
the optimization problem of minimizing JLR (θ).
This algorithm can also be used for multi-class classification. In that case,
instead of having just one hypothesis function zθopt(x), we would have multiple
functions with each calculating the probability of the output being class i given
the input available. In other words, if the output y = {0, 1, ..., L}, then:
z0θopt(x
new) = P (ynew = 0/xnew; θ)
z1θopt(x
new) = P (ynew = 1/xnew; θ)
...
zLθopt(x
new) = P (ynew = L/xnew; θ)
(2.17)
and the output would be ynew = max
i
(
ziθopt(x
new)
)
.
An example of how logistic regression works is given below. A group of 19 stu-
dents studied between 0 and 6 hours for an exam. The algorithm gives the prob-
ability of passing an exam given the number of hours studied. Using equation
2.16, the coefficient vector is determined to be θopt = [−4.0777 1.5046]. There-
fore, the hypothesis function becomes: zθopt(x) =
1
1+e−(−4.0777+1.5046x)
where x =
number of hours studied.
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Figure 2.7: Logistic regression curve showing probability of passing vs studied hours
Fig. 2.7 shows both the training data and the hypothesis function which gives
the probability of passing. It could be seen from the figure that to have a
probability of passing above 0.5, a student has to study more than 2.75 hours.
Logistic regression has been commonly used in medicine [45], environmental
health studies [46], network security [47], and financial prediction [48] among
other applications.
• Support Vector Machines: Support vector machines (SVM) is another su-
pervised classification algorithm. It tries to find the optimal hyperplane that
separates the labeled data with the maximum margin from the closest point.
This is shown in Fig. 2.8 below.
x1
x2
Figure 2.8: Support Vector Machine Classifier
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The intuition is that the cleanest separation between the different classes is
desired. That is why the algorithm tries to maximize the margin between
the different classes. It is a more powerful and restrictive classifier than the
logistic regression algorithm. This algorithm replaces the sigmoid function used
in logistic regression with a new function called the hinge loss function. The
hinge loss function makes the classification cleaner as it creates a larger margin
by classifying the output as 1 when w = θ0 + θ1x1 + ... + θNxN > 1 rather
than > 0 as is the case in logistic regression. Similarly, the function classifies
the output as 0 when w is < −1. Based on this, we define two cost functions
cost0(w) and cost1(w) for classifying when the output is 0 and 1 respectively
as:
w = θ0 + θ1x1 + ...+ θNxN
cost0(w) = max(0, k(1 + w))
cost1(w) = max(0, k(1− w))
(2.18)
where k is a random constant representing the line slope.
Thus, the cost function used to determine θ in logistic regression is modified
by replacing the −log
(
zθopt(x
j)
)
and −log
(
1− zθopt(xj)
)
terms with cost1(w)
and cost0(w) respectively. Therefore, the cost function becomes:
JSVM (θ) =
1
M
M∑
j=1
[yjcost1(θ0 + θ1x
j
1 + ...+ θNx
j
N )
+ (1− yj)cost0(θ0 + θ1xj1 + ...+ θNx
j
N )]
(2.19)
Note that the hypothesis function given by the SVM algorithm is not inter-
preted as the probability of the output being 1 or 0, but rather is a discrimi-
nation function that outputs either 1 or 0.
It is important to know that despite SVM being a more powerful algorithm, it
does have some limitations. For example, it can’t be used whenever the number
of labeled training data is small (typically < 100) [50]. In such cases, logistic
regression is a more appropriate choice as it is easier to implement and we
wouldn’t need a complex hypothesis function. However, when we have a large
set of labeled training data, SVM becomes more powerful as the hypothesis
function becomes more complicated.
Due to its power and cleanliness, SVM has been used in a variety of applications
and fields. This includes works in reliability assessment [51], medicine [52],
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insurance fraud detection [53], and speech recognition [54].
• Artificial Neural Networks: Artificial neural networks (ANN), also called
multi-layer perceptron, is a popular supervised classification algorithm. It is
often used whenever we have abundant labeled training data with many fea-
tures, and a non-linear hypothesis function is desired [55]. This algorithm tries
to mimic the way our brain works as it has been proven that the brain uses one
“learning algorithm” for all its different functions [56].
Similar to neurons that act as computational units that take electrical inputs
(through dendrites) and channel them towards an output (axon), the ANN
algorithm adopts a model in which the features act as dendrites (nerve cell) and
outputs the value of the hypothesis function. Often, more than one “hidden”
layer is used that act as intermediate layers. These layers help extract more
information from the set of features available as part of the training data and
are called activation layers. A simple example of an artificial neural network is
shown in Fig. 2.9 below.
Input
Hidden
Output
x1
x2
x3
a1
(2)
a2
(2)
a3
(2)
a4
(2)
zθ(x)
Figure 2.9: Artificial Neural Network Classifier
The sigmoid function used in logistic regression is used here at each layer of
the network. For example, for the network given in Fig. 2.9 above (3 features),
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the input vector is: 
x0
x1
x2
x3
 (2.20)
where x0 is called a bias unit that is always set to 1 (to account for the y-
intercept [55]).
The vector representing the set of activation nodes in the second layer (also
called intermediate/hidden layer) is given as follows:

a
(2)
1
a
(2)
2
a
(2)
3
a
(2)
4
 (2.21)
where g(w) = 1
1+e−w and:
a
(2)
1 = g(θ
(1)
10 x0 + θ
(1)
11 x1 + θ
(1)
12 x2 + θ
(1)
13 x3)
a
(2)
2 = g(θ
(1)
20 x0 + θ
(1)
21 x1 + θ
(1)
22 x2 + θ
(1)
23 x3)
a
(2)
3 = g(θ
(1)
30 x0 + θ
(1)
31 x1 + θ
(1)
32 x2 + θ
(1)
33 x3)
a
(2)
4 = g(θ
(1)
40 x0 + θ
(1)
41 x1 + θ
(1)
42 x2 + θ
(1)
43 x3)
(2.22)
At the last layer, the output becomes:
zθopt(x) = a
(3)
1
= g(θ
(2)
10 a
(2)
0 + θ
2
11a
(2)
1 + θ
2
12a
(2)
2 + θ
2
13a
(2)
3 + θ
2
14a
(2)
4 )
(2.23)
where a
(2)
0 is also a bias unit set to 1. The bias unit set is used to determine
the y-intercept of the classification function zθopt(x).
Note that for θ
(f)
kl : k is the source unit index, l is the destination unit index,
and f is the layer index.
Since the sigmoid function is used in ANN, then the cost function used to
determine the values of the coefficient vector θ
(f)
opt at layer f is the same one
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used for logistic regression and it is given below:
JANN (θ) = −
1
M
M∑
j=1
R∑
r=1
[yjrlog
({
zθ(x
j)
}
r
)
+ (1− yjr)log
(
1−
{
zθ(x
j)
}
r
)
]
(2.24)
where
{
zθ(x
j)
}
r
is the hypothesis function for the rth output (general case of
multiple classes). To minimize this function, a back propagation algorithm that
is based on gradient descent is used as described in [57].
ANN algorithm has proved to be a popular choice in many literature works in
various applications such as power generation [58], geology [59], business [60],
and sensor fault detection [61].
• Decision Trees: Decision trees are another popular choice of supervised learn-
ing classification algorithms. These algorithms are often referred to as statis-
tical classifiers since they use statistical metrics to determine the branching of
the nodes [62]. To classify an instance, decision trees sort the instance down
the tree from the root node to a specific leaf node. Each node within the tree
represents a test of a particular feature of the instance while each branch repre-
sents a possible value of the tested feature. Fig. 2.10 is a simple example that
tries to determine whether an individual should play sports outdoors or not
based on three different features: sunny or rainy weather, humid or not, and
windy or not. Depending on the result of each test starting from the weather,
the individual can determine whether to play outdoor sports or refrain from it.
Weather
Humid Wind
Sunny Rainy
Yes No Yes No
PlayDon t PlayPlayDon t Play
Figure 2.10: Decision Tree Example
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There are several decision tree-based algorithms such as ID3, ASSISTANT,
and random forests [62]. One of the most well-known decision trees algorithms
among them is the C4.5 algorithm. The algorithm was first proposed by Ross
Quinlan and is based on the notion of information entropy [63]. Effectively,
the C4.5 chooses the feature that best divides its set of samples into smaller
subsets rich in one class or the other. To determine the division criterion, the
normalized information gain metric (difference in entropy) is used. The feature
chosen is the one with the highest information gain.
To better understand the mechanics of the algorithm, we first define the equa-
tions for entropy and information gain. Assume a set of samples S is given.
Each sample within this set is classified to belong to a class Ci (where i ∈
{1, 2, ...,K}). Define |S| to be the total number of samples within the set and
|Ci| be the number of samples classified as Ci. The entropy of the set S is:
Entropy(S) = −
K∑
i=1
|Ci|
|S|
× log2
(
|Ci|
|S|
)
(2.25)
Partition the set S into n outcomes based on the possible values of a specific
feature x. Then the entropy of S based on this feature x is given by:
Entropyx(S) =
n∑
j=1
|Sj |
|S|
× Entropy(Sj) (2.26)
where Sj is the subset of S that has a value = j for feature x. Based on this,
the information gain that we get from feature x is defined to be:
Gain(x) = Entropy(S)− Entropyx(S) (2.27)
Using the equations given above, the C4.5 algorithm runs as follows:
i. Calculate the normalized information gain from dividing the data based on
feature x for all the features of the data.
ii. Determine xbest: the feature with the highest normalized information gain.
iii. Create a decision node that divides on xbest.
iv. Repeat the same process on the subsets obtained by dividing the set based
on xbest.
The advantage of the C4.5 algorithm is that it can handle both continuous and
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discrete-valued features as well as handle training data with missing feature
values. This makes it robust to data over-fitting as it prunes the tree after
creating it by removing the branches that do not help.
In general, decision tree algorithms have several advantages such as the sim-
plicity to understand them, their robustness to improper assumptions, and the
ability to perform well with large datasets. That is why these algorithms have
been used in fields such as data mining [64], meteorological prediction [65],
banking [66], and medicine [67].
(c) Deep Learning: One special class of supervised machine learning algorithms is
deep learning. In essence, deep learning can be thought of as a large scale neural
network [68]. However, due to the fact that deep learning is also able to perform
automatic unsupervised feature extraction, also commonly referred to as feature
learning [69], it cannot be classified as a traditional neural network. Hence, deep
learning is then considered a special case of supervised machine learning. In general,
deep learning tries to model abstractions found in data using a graph with multiple
processing layers [70, 71, 72]. These processing layers contain units that apply linear
and non-linear transformations on the data to extract as much useful information
as possible.
Deep learning algorithms are very similar to artificial neural networks. In fact,
ANN can be classified to be one of the deep neural networks learning algorithms.
However, deep learning algorithms are more broad as they can be applied to both
labeled and unlabeled data. Moreover, they can be applied to a much larger scale
of neural networks. Andrew Ng, co-founder of Coursera and the Chief Scientist at
Baidu Research, said that deep learning is just applying ANN on a large scale that
can be trained with more data and have better performance because of that [70].
There are many different deep learning algorithms other than ANN. In what follows,
two popular algorithms are briefly described and discussed.
• Convolutional Neural Networks: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
is a version of artificial neural networks that was inspired by the connectivity
patterns found in the visual cortex of animals. These connectivity patterns have
been proven to be mathematically described by a convolution operation [73].
This operator replaces the sigmoid function that is typically used in artificial
neural networks.
This algorithm is often used to process data that has a known-grid like topol-
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ogy [72]. That is why CNN has been used in image processing for edge de-
tection [72, 73]. The motivation behind using the convolution operator, which
is a specialized linear operator, is that it uses three important notions: sparse
interactions, parameter sharing, and equivariant representation. Convolution
also allows the system to work with inputs of variable sizes.
• Recursive Neural Networks: Recursive Neural Networks (RNN) is another
version of artificial neural networks. RNNs are created by using the same set
of weights in a recursive manner over a tree like structure [74, 75]. The tree is
traversed in topological order. This algorithm is often used to process sequential
data. Similar to the idea that CNNs are used to process data grouped in the
form of a grid, RNNs are specialized in processing a sequence of values.
Given that RNNs are used to process sequential data, it has proved to be an
efficient algorithm for natural language processing [75]. RNNs also allow for
parameter sharing across different levels of the network. This is also similar to
CNNs, thus making RNNs also efficient in dealing with variable length inputs
[74, 75].
2. Unsupervised Learning:
In contrast to supervised learning, unsupervised learning is the branch of machine learning
in which a function/pattern is inferred based on unlabeled training data [76]. The training
data consists of only inputs x1, x2, ...., xM and no known outputs. Therefore, unsupervised
learning algorithms aim to make sense of the training data by finding relations and
patterns within it.
Unsupervised learning algorithms can be divided into 3 main categories: classification/clustering,
Dimensionality reduction, and anomaly detection [76]. Several algorithms exist within
each category. In what follows, some of the most popular algorithms in these categories
are presented.
(a) Clustering: One of the easiest way to make sense of a set of data points is to
group/cluster them. This makes the data more understandable as it gives more
structure to it by forming a finite set of groups rather than having a multitude of
random data points. This is especially important in applications such as market seg-
mentation and social network analysis. Since we don’t know whether this grouping
is correct or not, the term “clustering” is used rather than “classification” because
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the data points are not labeled to be belonging to specific classes. In what follows,
two well-known clustering algorithms are discussed.
• K-Means Algorithm: K-means is one of the most popular unsupervised
clustering algorithms for automatic data grouping into coherent clusters. This
algorithm tries to group the data into K clusters by finding the cluster centroid
(also known as cluster mean) and group with it the data points closest to it.
An example is shown in Fig. 2.11.
Figure 2.11: K-means Algorithm
To do the clustering, 4 simple steps are performed.
i. Randomly choose K points within the dataset and assign them to be the
cluster centroids. Note that the number of clusters needs to be ≤ number
of points within the dataset.
ii. Cluster assignment: each example/data point is assigned to one of these
clusters based on which centroid is the closest to it.
iii. Centroid movement: Calculate the new average of each cluster and move
the centroid to this average.
iv. Repeat steps (2) and (3) until some stopping condition is met (centroid
doesn’t change or maximum number of iterations).
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To be able to properly cluster the data points into theK clusters, a cost function
needs to be minimized. This cost function is dependent on 3 variables:
c(j) : index of the cluster to which example x(j)
is currently assigned to (where j ∈ {1, ..,M}
and c(j) ∈ {1, ...,K})
µk : centroid of cluster k(k ∈ {1, ...,K} and µk ∈ Rn)
µc(j) : centroid of the cluster to which example x
(j)
is currently assigned to.
Therefore, the cost function becomes:
JK−mean(c
(1), .., c(M), µ1, .., µK) =
1
M
M∑
j=1
||x(j) − µc(j) ||
2 (2.28)
The objective then becomes: min
c,µ
JK−mean, i.e. the algorithm aims to find the
indices and centroids that will minimize the average distance of every exam-
ple to its corresponding cluster centroid. In the cluster assignment step, we
minimize the cost function relative to the index c(j) while fixing the value of
µ. Then, in the centroid movement step we calculate the new centroid mean
of the clusters by minimizing the cost function relative to µ while keeping the
indices fixed.
The ease of implementation of this algorithm has made it a popular one in
fields such as big data analysis [77], environmental studies [78], social studies
[79], and power generation [80].
• Naive Bayesian: Another popular clustering algorithm is the naive bayesian
classifier which can be used both as a supervised classification algorithm and
as an unsupervised clustering algorithm. This is one of a family of probabilistic
classifiers that is based on the well-known Bayes’ theorem. Bayes’ theorem
gives the probability of an event based on conditions that might be related to
it. More formally, Bayes’ theorem states:
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(2.29)
where:
– P (A) and P (B): Probability of events A and B respectively (without re-
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gard to each other).
– P (A|B): Probability of event A given that event B occurred.
– P (B|A): Probability of event B given that event A occurred.
Naive bayesian classifiers try to determine to which class the instance belongs
to by calculating the probability of it belonging to a specific class k given that a
set of features x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is observed and choosing the class that gives
the highest probability. This is expressed mathematically as follows:
y = max
k∈{1,...,K}
p(Ck|x1, ..., xn) (2.30)
Using Bayes’ theorem, p(Ck|x1, ..., xn) = p(Ck|x) can be rewritten as:
p(Ck|x) =
p(x|Ck)p(Ck)
p(x)
(2.31)
Since the denominator doesn’t depend on the classes, then the term of interest
is the numerator. Using the definition of conditional probability, the numerator
can be rewritten as:
p(x|Ck)p(Ck) = p(x ∩ Ck) = p(x1, ..., xn, Ck) (2.32)
Furthermore, using the chain rule, this can be modified to be:
p(x1, ..., xn, Ck) = p(x1|x2, ..., xn, Ck)p(x2|x3, ..., xn, Ck)
...p(xn−1|xn, Ck)p(xn|Ck)p(Ck)
(2.33)
Now it is assumed that each feature xi is conditionally independent of all other
features (this independence assumption isn’t always true since the Bayes rule
still works, but it makes the calculation easier). Therefore, the conditional
probabilities can be expressed as:
p(xi|xi+1, ..., xn, Ck) = p(xi|Ck) (2.34)
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Thus, the joint probability becomes:
p(x1, ..., xn, Ck) = p(x1|Ck)p(x2|Ck)....p(xn|Ck)p(Ck)
= p(Ck)
n∏
i=1
p(xi|Ck)
(2.35)
Hence, p(Ck|x) ∝ p(Ck)
n∏
i=1
p(xi|Ck). Based on the derivation shown above, the
Bayes classifier chooses the most probable class given the value of the features
(also known as maximum a posteriori rule) and is expressed as follows:
y = max
k∈{1,...,K}
p(Ck)
n∏
i=1
p(xi|Ck) (2.36)
Due to the speed and robustness of this family of classifiers, they have been used
in different applications and fields including education [81], medicine [82], fraud
detection in telecommunication networks [83], and engines’ fault detection [84].
(b) Dimensionality Reduction: Dimensionality reduction is another essential topic
in the field of machine learning. The motivation behind dimensionality reduction
can be summarized as follows:
i. Remove redundant data since some features may be highly correlated and do
not give new insights when considered together.
ii. Reduce the storage and computational needs since only relevant features are
considered.
iii. Simplify the visualization of data by only considering a few features.
To this end, one well-known algorithms is discussed which is the principal component
analysis (PCA) algorithm.
• Principal Component Analysis: Principal component analysis is one of the
most popular dimensionality reduction algorithms in unsupervised learning. Its
aim is to find the subset of features that best represents the data. For example,
assuming two features x1 and x2 are given, PCA tries to find a single line that
can describe both these features effectively at the same time. This is different
from linear regression since the goal of PCA is to reduce the average projection
error (orthogonal distance from the feature to the projection line) while linear
regression tries to reduce the average error (vertical distance) to the line. Fig.
2.12 below shows the difference between PCA and linear regression.
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Linear regression
PCA
Figure 2.12: Difference between PCA and Linear Regression
To perform PCA analysis, 4 steps are needed:
i. Preprocess the data: Calculate µi =
1
M
M∑
j=1
x
(j)
i the average of each feature
for all the features. Then replace x
(j)
i with x̂i
(j) =
x
(j)
i −µi
si
for all the
features (si is the maximum feature value observed). x̂i
(j) represents the
scaled/normalized version of the original feature value.
ii. Compute covariance matrix: Calculate σ = 1M
M∑
j=1
(x̂(j))(x̂(j))T
iii. Compute “eigenvectors” of the covariance matrix: Calculate the eigen vec-
tors and values of the covariance matrix using “singular value decomposi-
tion” method ([U,S,V]=svd(σ)). The U matrix is the desired output from
the SVD calculation.
iv. Choose the first k columns of the U matrix and compute new data z:
Take the first K columns of the U matrix which represent the most highly
correlated features (highest k eigen values). Then using this reduced U
matrix (denoted as Ured), determine the reduced version of the training
data as z(j) =UTred x
(j)
It is worth noting that we cannot completely reconstruct the original data from
the compressed data. However, a very good approximation can be obtained as
follows: x
(j)
approx =Ured z
(j).
Due to its cleanliness, PCA algorithm has been widely used in the literature.
For example, it has been used in risk management [85], neuroscience [86], power
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fault detection [87], product quality assurance [88], and intrusion detection on
computer networks [89].
(c) Anomaly Detection: Another important unsupervised learning algorithm is the
anomaly detection algorithm. From its name, this algorithm tries to determine
whether the given new example x(new) is anomalous or not. To do so, a probability
function/model p(x) is calculated which gives the probability of an example not
being anomalous. A threshold value, denoted by ε, is used as the dividing value
between identifying the example as normal or anomalous.
To be able to calculate the probability function p(x), the set of features are assumed
to be independent. Hence, the function can be written as:
p(x) = p(x1)p(x2)...p(xn)
where the example x = [x1, x2, ..., xn]
(2.37)
Another assumption made is that the features are normally distributed, i.e. follow
the Gaussian distribution that is defined as follows:
f(x;µ, σ2) =
1
σ
√
2π
exp−
1
2(
x−µ
σ )
2
(2.38)
where µ is the average and σ is the standard deviation of the data respectively.
Based on this, the algorithm goes as follows:
i. For every feature i ∈ {1, ..., n}, calculate the average and standard deviation
as follows:
µi =
1
M
M∑
j=1
x
(j)
i and σ
2
i =
1
M
M∑
j=1
(x
(j)
i − µi)
2 (2.39)
ii. For a new example x(new), compute p(x(new)) as follows:
p(x(new)) =
n∏
i=1
p(x
(new)
i ;µi, σ
2
i )
=
n∏
i=1
1
σi
√
2π
exp
− 1
2
(
x
(new)
i
−µi
σi
)2 (2.40)
iii. Determine whether x(new) is anomalous by comparing p(x(new)) with ε: if
p(x(new)) < ε then the example is anomalous, otherwise it is normal.
It is worth mentioning that when we do have a labeled dataset, anomaly detection
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should be used whenever the dataset contains only a small number of previously
flagged examples or whenever there are many different “types” of anomalies making
it difficult for other algorithms to learn from the different anomalous examples
what an anomaly looks like. Otherwise, regular supervised learning algorithms can
be used to learn how to detect anomalies.
Anomaly detection has proven to be popular in different applications such as fault
detection [90], intrusion detection [91], fraud detection [92], wireless sensor networks
[93], and medicine [94].
3. Semi-Supervised Learning:
Semi-supervised learning is a branch of machine learning techniques in which a func-
tion/pattern is inferred based on partially labeled training data [33, 95]. It combines
elements from supervised and unsupervised learning. The aim of semi-supervised learn-
ing is to try to make use of both the labeled and unlabeled data to get better learning
models [33, 95]. Typically, these algorithms are implemented whenever the dataset has
a small amount of labeled data points and an abundance of unlabeled data points. For-
mally, semi-supervised learning can be defined as follows:
Given a set of M labeled training examples {(x1, y1), ...., (xM , yM )} such that xj is the
jth example input vector and yj is its output, and a set of L unlabeled training examples
{xM+1, ..., xM+L} (usually L  M), semi-supervised learning aims to provide a classi-
fication function that can outperform the functions obtained by either using supervised
learning alone (discarding unlabeled examples) or unsupervised learning (discarding la-
beled examples).
To be able to make use of the unlabeled training data examples, some assumptions need
to be made to have some structure to the data distribution. All semi-supervised learning
algorithms make at least one of the following assumptions [96]:
– Smoothness Assumption: It is assumed that points that are close to each other
are more probable to share the same label.
– Cluster Assumption: It is assumed that the data tend to form discrete clusters
with points within the same cluster being more probable to share the same label.
– Manifold Assumption: It is assumed that the data lies approximately on a man-
ifold of lower dimension than the input space. This is a practical assumption in
cases where high-dimensional data is generated such as in voice recognition. In that
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case, it is know that the voice is controlled by a small number of vocal folds and
thus only the space surrounding these folds is considered rather than the space of
all possible acoustic waves.
Semi-supervised learning differs from transductive learning. That is because the aim of
transductive learning is to predict the correct label of the set L using the labeled training
set M . On the other hand, semi-supervised learning, which is inductive, aims to use both
the labeled and unlabeled training sets to obtain a function that can predict the label for
any “future” example [33, 95]. There are several algorithms that fall under the umbrella
of semi-supervised learning. In what follows, some of these algorithms are discussed.
• Self-training: Self-training is the simplest semi-supervised learning algorithm.
This algorithm first obtains a prediction function z using the labeled data points. It
then applies this function to a subset of the unlabeled dataset and adds the outcome
(xM+l, z(xM+l)) to the labeled data. It then repeats the process to obtain a better
prediction function z∗ until all the unlabeled points are given a label and are used
to learn a final model zfinal.
There are some variations of this algorithm in which only the most confident (xM+l, z(xM+l))
points are added to the labeled dataset or a confidence weight is given to each
(xM+l, z(xM+l)) example. The advantage of such algorithm is that it is simple to
implement. However, the disadvantage is that early mistakes can reinforce them-
selves, thus lowering the accuracy of the prediction function [33, 95]. This algorithm
has been used in real life tasks such as natural language processing and image cat-
egorization [33].
• Generative Models: Generative models try to find the parameter θ that best fits
both the labeled and unlabeled data points [97]. To do that, a joint probability
model is used: p(x, y|θ). Using Bayes’ rule, p(x, y|θ) = p(y|θ)p(x|y, θ). Both the
class prior distribution p(y|θ) and the class conditional distribution p(x|y, θ) need
to be assumed to follow a specific distribution. For each θ, a predictor function
zθ(x) is given:
zθ(x) = max
y
p(y|x, θ) = max
y
p(x, y|θ)∑
y′∈Y
p(x, y′|θ)
(2.41)
where Y is the set of all possible classifications. This can be easily done for the
labeled data points. However, to make use of the unlabeled data points, the log
likelihood of θ is used to rank the different predictor functions zθ. The log likelihood
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of θ on the unlabeled data points is:
log p({xj}M+Lj=M+1|θ) =
M+L∑
j=M+1
log
∑
y∈Y
p(xj , y|θ)
 (2.42)
Hence, to identify the best predictor function z∗θ that fits both the labeled and
unlabeled data well, the log likelihood of θ on the labeled and unlabeled data should
be maximized. Therefore:
z∗θ = max
θ
[
log p({xj , yj}Mj=1|θ) + λ log p({xj}M+Lj=M+1|θ)
]
(2.43)
where λ is a balancing weight. Note that this is a non-concave problem and thus a
local maximum can be obtained using any numerical optimization method such as
the expectation-maximization (EM) method [97]. Several different variations exist
in which the probability distributions are assumed to be Gaussian (GMM) or follow
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
The advantage of generative models is that they are a well-structured and well-
studied probabilistic framework that can be extremely effective if the model is close
to correct. However, the disadvantage is that it is often difficult to measure the
correctness of the model. Also if the model assumed is wrong, the unlabeled data
can hurt the overall model [97]. These algorithms have been popular in applications
such as image classification, text categorization, and speech recognition [97].
• Low-density Separation Models: Another group of semi-supervised learning
algorithms is the low-density separation models. These algorithms try to place
the dividing boundaries in regions with a few data points (labeled or unlabeled).
Among this class of algorithms is the transductive support vector machine algorithm
(TSVM), also known as semi-supervised support vector machine algorithm (S3VM).
Similar to the supervised learning SVM, TSVM aims to find the decision boundary
that maximizes the margin over all the data. To do that, the unlabeled data needs
to be labeled. Therefore, the TSVM algorithm enumerates all possible labeling
of the unlabeled data points (2L possible labels) and uses SVM to find a decision
boundary. After finding all the possible decision boundaries, the one with the largest
margin is chosen.
Two different loss functions are used for labeled and unlabeled data respectively.
The hinge loss function defined to be max(1 − yjz(xj), 0) is used for labeled data
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points while the hat loss function defined to be max(1 − |z(x)|, 0) is used for the
unlabeled data points. The optimal solution z∗ is obtained as follows:
z∗ = min
z
(
1
M
M∑
j=1
max(1− yjz(xj), 0) + λ1||z||2
+ λ2
1
L
M+L∑
j=M+1
max(1− |z(x)|, 0))
(2.44)
This problem is intractable due to the non-convexity of the hat loss function [97].
To solve this problem, several techniques have been proposed such as semi-definite
programming relaxation and deterministic annealing [97]. The advantage of TSVM
is that it can be applied wherever SVM can be applied as it has a clear mathemat-
ical framework. However, the disadvantages include having a difficult optimization
problem and risking being trapped in bad local optima [33].
• Graph-based Algorithms: Graph-based algorithms use a graph G = (V,E) to
represent the data [97]. This is done by representing each data point (labeled
and unlabeled) with a node (vj ∈ V ). Then connections/edges between nodes are
established to represent some sort of similarity between the data points (eij ∈ E).
Two common methods are used to connect each node to its k closest neighbors or
to all nodes within a distance σ. In the latter case, a weight Wij is defined between
nodes xi and xj as: Wij = e
−||xi−xj ||2
σ2 . These weights are then used as part of the
cost functions used to determine decision boundaries.
Several graph-based algorithms exist. One well known algorithm is the mincut al-
gorithm. This algorithm tries to find the optimal labeling of the unlabeled data
points by trying to minimize the cost function
∑
ij
Wij |yi − yj |. Although this algo-
rithm involves solving a combinatorial optimization problem, it has a polynomial
time solution.
The advantage of using graph-based algorithms is that they have a clear mathemati-
cal framework and can perform well if the graph fits the task. Also, these algorithms
can also be applied and extended to directed graphs. On the other hand, the disad-
vantage is that the algorithms are sensitive to the graph structure and edge weights,
making the performance suffer if the graph doesn’t fit the task well [33].
4. Reinforcement Learning:
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine learning in which the action is taken
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in such a manner so as to maximize a cumulative reward metric [34]. This is often
done using a trial-and-error sort of way in an attempt to discover the actions with the
highest rewards. The decision taken often not only affects the immediate reward, but
also subsequent ones. These two features, which are trial-and-error and delayed reward,
are the two most distinguishing characteristics of reinforcement learning [34].
RL problems are often modelled as a stochastic finite state machine problem with inputs
being the actions taken by the agent and the output being the observations and rewards
obtained by the agent [98]. The environment consists of:
– A set of states S describing the environment.
– A set of possible actions A.
– Transitioning rules between states.
– Scalar reward rules of a transition and the observation rules of an action.
RL agents take actions in discrete time steps. Hence, at time instance t, the agent makes
observationOt which includes a reward rt. The agent then chooses an action at that makes
the environment move from state St to state St+1. This transition is then associated with
a reward rt+1. The goal of the agent is to maximize the collected cumulative reward [99].
The RL model depicting the interaction between the agent and the environment is shown
in Fig. 2.13.
Agent
Observation: Ot
Reward: rt
Action: at
Environment
Figure 2.13: RL Model
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There are a variety of algorithms that fall under the RL category. These algorithms have
proved to be popular in a variety of applications including control theory, telecommuni-
cations, gaming (backgammon and checkers), and scheduling [34]. In what follows, some
of the most popular RL algorithms are discussed [100, 101].
• Dynamic Programming: Dynamic programming is one of the most well known
RL algorithms. This algorithm is considered a value function-based approach. Value
function-based approaches try to determine a policy π, a mapping that assigns
a probability distribution of the actions to all possible histories, that maximizes
the reward by maintaining a set of estimates of the expected rewards for different
policies. Formally, the state value of a policy π is defined as:
V π(Si) = Eπ[rt|St = Si, π] where Si ∈ S (2.45)
Also, we can define the action value function of a policy π, which is the value of
taking action ai starting from state Si under the assumed policy, as:
Qπ(Si, ai) = Eπ[rt|St = Si, at = ai, π] where ai ∈ A (2.46)
Dynamic programming algorithm can determine the optimal state value function
V ∗ and the optimal action value function Q∗ given that a perfect model of the
environment is available.
V ∗(Si) = max
ai
Eπ[rt|St = Si, π] and
Q∗(Si, ai) = max
ai
Eπ[rt|St = Si, at = ai, π]
(2.47)
Using the recursive relationships that all value functions follow, the optimal policy
π∗ (which yields V ∗ and Q∗) can be determined using the transition probabilities
between states and the expected rewards gained [101].
However, this algorithm has two main drawbacks. The first drawback is that the
environment needs to be perfectly known, i.e. all the states and the transition
probabilities as well as the rewards associated with each step need to be known.
This is a limiting constraint since it is rare that we have this perfect knowledge of the
environment. A second drawback is the computational complexity of implementing
the algorithm. Assuming we have n possible states and m possible actions, then this
algorithm needs O(mn) time to reach an optimal policy [101]. Thus, this algorithm
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is rarely used in large problems as it doesn’t scale well.
• Monte Carlo Methods: Another group of algorithms that are used for RL is
Monte Carlo Methods. The benefit of these algorithms is that they do not assume
complete knowledge of the environment, but rather learn about it by experience
(sample sequence of stations, actions, and rewards) [100].
This group of algorithms depend on running several iterations to evaluate the policy
by computing the value of Qπ(Si, ai) for the different values of the state-action pairs
(Si, ai). The different iterations start at random from different states to get a more
comprehensive depiction of Qπ(Si, ai). The computed values are then averaged out
to get a good estimate of the action value function of the considered policy.
Despite the fact that this group of algorithms do not need complete knowledge of the
environment, they do face some problems. First, they can waste time on evaluating
a suboptimal policy since several iterations are performed for the same policy. An-
other problem is that the convergence speed will be low whenever the rewards along
the considered trajectories have high variance. Also, they only work for episodic
problems (problems that are known to terminate). This adds a constraint since such
algorithms only work on one class of problems and can’t be extended or generalized
to other classes of problems [100].
• Heuristic Methods: Another group of algorithms that have become popular are
heuristic algorithms [100]. Despite the fact that these algorithms rarely produce an
optimal solution, they often give good solutions with relatively low computational
complexity.
Among this class of algorithms is the greedy algorithm. As the name suggests, this
algorithms always chooses the action with the highest estimated immediate reward.
The rationale behind this algorithm is that always choosing the action with the
highest reward will eventually lead to the maximum cumulative reward.
The advantage of this algorithm is the implementation simplicity. This is because
only the possible rewards at the current state are considered without any considera-
tion to past or future rewards. This reduces the search space considered. However,
the main disadvantage is that this often leads to suboptimal solutions. That is due
to the fact that early choices of actions do not necessarily need to be of high re-
ward in the optimal solution. Therefore, running greedy algorithms can give good
solutions, but often not optimal ones [100].
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Table 2.2: Summary Of ML Algorithms
Algorithm
Data Type Problem Type
Labeled Data Unlabeled Data
Prediction &
Classification
Pattern & Struc-
ture Discovery
Linear Regression x x
Polynomial Regression x x
Logistic Regression x x
SVM x x x
ANN x x x
Decision Trees x x x
K-means x x
Naive Bayesian x x x x
PCA x x
Anomaly Detection x x x
Self-training x x
Generative Models x x x x
Low-density Separation
models
x x x x
Graph-based Algorithms x x x
CNN x x x
RNN x x x
Table 2.2 summarizes the different machine learning algorithms, the data types they can work
on, and the problem types they can be applied for.
2.3.2 Data Analytics:
Data analytics has become an increasingly important tool for users to extract knowledge
and inferences from the abundant amount of collected data [4]. This analysis has become easier
with the emergence of sophisticated computers and softwares that are able to perform exhaustive
computations in lightning quick speeds. In contrast to machine learning which tries to “teach”
computers to perform certain tasks without explicitly programming them, data analytics try to
analyze and make inferences based on the raw collected data in order to take better decisions
[102].
To this end, different techniques and algorithms have been developed. These algorithms
have been applied in various fields such as business, marketing, health care, transportation,
and education [102, 103, 104, 105]. This has helped individuals make more informed decisions
about the data available at their hands.
Fig. 2.14 shows the different data analytics types and algorithms that will be discussed.
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Figure 2.14: Different Data Analytics Categories and Algorithms
2.3.2.1 Types
Data analytics algorithms and techniques can be divided into three main categories: ex-
ploratory, confirmatory, and qualitative. Each category represents a different goal and approach
when it comes to dealing with the data.
1. Exploratory Data Analytics (EDA):
Exploratory Data Analytics (EDA) is a group of techniques that tries to determine/discover
new features within the data [106]. These techniques often give insights into the avail-
able data and uncover the underlying structure found within the data. The difference
between EDA techniques and machine learning techniques is that EDA techniques ana-
lyze the data and try to infer the adequate model. On the other hand, machine learning
techniques first try to find the model and then analyze its parameters [106]. Most of the
EDA techniques are graphical in nature because graphics allow analysts to explore and
obtain insight into the data in a visual and open-minded manner. Therefore, techniques
like histograms, probability plots, mean plots, and scatter plots are used to find the un-
derlying structure found in the data. However, quantitative techniques like confidence
intervals and variance analysis can also give insights into the structure of the data.
To show the importance of these graphical tools, the example below is given. Assume
we have to groups of collected data as given in Table 2.3. If quantitative statistical
parameters are calculated for the two datasets, it is found that they both have the same
mean value, standard deviation, and can be fitted to the same straight line having an
equation y = 0.5x+ 3. This can make an individual naively conclude that both datasets
are equivalent. However, if a scatter plot is used, it can be observed that dataset 1 follows
a linear model while dataset 2 follows a quadratic model as shown in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16.
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This shows the importance of graphical tools to help provide better insights into the
nature and structure of the available data.
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Figure 2.15: Dataset 1
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Figure 2.16: Dataset 2
Typically, EDA techniques can help answer several questions such as [106]:
(a) What is a typical value for a feature?
(b) What is the uncertainty around this value?
(c) What is a good distributional fit for the given dataset?
Answering these questions can improve the analyst’s understanding of the mechanics
of the dataset he/she is dealing with. To this end, several graphical and quantitative
techniques are used that help answer these questions. Some of these techniques are
discussed below [106]:
• Graphical:
– Histograms: Histograms give a graphical summary of the distribution of a
univariate dataset. This can be done to one feature of the collected data. The
histogram can give an idea about the center, spread, and skewness of the data.
Table 2.3: DataSets 1 and 2
X1 10 8 13 9 11 14 6 4 12 7 5
Y1 8.04 6.95 7.58 8.81 8.33 9.96 7.24 4.26 10.84 4.82 5.68
X2 10 8 13 9 11 14 6 4 12 7 5
Y2 9.14 8.14 8.74 8.77 9.26 8.31 6.13 3.1 9.13 7.26 4.74
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– Probability Plot: Probability plots are another graphical technique that helps
analysts assess whether the data follows a specific distribution or not. The data
is plotted against a theoretical distribution. If the plot has a linear form, then
this implies that theoretical distribution fits the data well. If the plot doesn’t
have a linear form, then the considered distribution is not representative of the
data.
• Quantitative:
– Confidence intervals for the mean: These intervals provide a range of where the
true mean may lie given the dataset available. Since the data contains only a
sample of the actual possible instances of a specific feature, then the calculated
mean of the data is not the true mean of the feature. Hence, we use confidence
intervals to indicate the lower and upper limits of the true mean. This can also
help the analyst know in what range should he/she expect the mean to be in.
– Variance: Variance is a measure of how the data varies around the mean.
It gives an idea of how wide or narrow the distribution is. This can help
the analyst determine how sensitive the dataset is to a variation in a specific
variable.
• Confirmatory Data Analytics (CDA):
Confirmatory Data Analytics (CDA) is a group of techniques that try to confirm
whether a hypothesis is true or false. Such techniques assume that there is a specific
hypothesis and perform tests that either confirm the validity or invalidity of the
hypothesis. Two well known tests are discussed below [106].
– Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): ANOVA techniques are often used to compare
data collected from two or more processes. The idea is to test whether the
processes have equal variances. Variance of a dataset in it self is a quantitative
EDA that is used to give an idea about the variability of the data. Bartlett’s
test performs ANOVA by testing for what is called homogeneity of variance.
The hypothesis is assumed to be that all the variances are equal and is math-
ematically represented as follows:
H0 : σ
2
1 = σ
2
2 = ... = σ
2
k for processes 1, ..., k (2.48)
Performing this analysis answers the question of whether the variances are
truly equal or not with some specific confidence level. This type of tests is
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often used when the dataset seems to be normally distributed and is one of
a set of statistical tests called “parametric tests” which also include t-tests
[107, 108].
– Chi-Square Test for variance: This test is used to see if the variance of a dataset
is equal to a specific value. This is often very important in manufacturing pro-
cesses because manufacturers desire that their production process’s variability
is greater or smaller than some threshold. The hypothesis for such test is the
mathematically represented as follows:
H0 : σ
2 = σ20 where σ
2
0 is a specific variance value. (2.49)
These tests output a value that allows the analyst to determine whether the original
hypothesis is valid or not. Based on this, he/she can take action and change some
aspects of the considered process. This type of tests is often used when the dataset
doesn’t seem to be normally distributed, but rather follows other distributions. It
is one of a set of statistical tests called “non-parametric tests” that include tests
like Wilcoxon rank sum test and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [107, 108].
2. Qualitative Data Analytics (QDA):
Another type of data analytics is Qualitative Data Analytics (QDA). This type encom-
passes the set of processes and techniques that try to explain/interpret qualitative (non-
numeric) data such as videos, interview transcripts, images, and documents [109]. These
techniques are very prevalent in social sciences in which a lot of the data collected is non-
numeric in nature. They are also prevalent in text analysis by searching for recurring
words or topics.
There are some key terms that often pop up in QDA techniques. Words such as “Theme”
that provides a general idea of the topics apparent in the data and “Characteristic” which
represents a single item in a text often appear when performing QDA. The process of
performing QDA involves having to iteratively and progressively notice, collect, and think
about things [110]. This process is not linear since the cycle keeps on repeating and you
don’t go through it step by step, but rather do these steps simultaneously. This process
is shown in Fig. 2.17.
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Notice Things
Collect ThingsThink about things
Figure 2.17: Qualitative Data Analysis Process
To perform QDA, techniques like sorting and categorizing the collected data into groups
based on a theme can help simplify the analysis. After sorting the data, further analysis
is performed by trying to interpret the significance of the sorting or by trying to explain
the findings based on the sorted data.
These techniques have been used in different applications like text mining, marketing
research, business, criminology, and sociology [111, 112].
It is worth mentioning that machine learning can be used as one method for data analysis. This
is because in essence, machine learning can be thought of as a data analysis method that builds
the analytical model automatically [113]. Hence, it can help identify and uncover patterns
found within the data.
2.3.3 Applications
Machine learning and data analytics algorithms have been used in a variety of applications
and fields. In what follows, some of the different fields and applications in which these algorithms
were used are discussed. Table 2.4 summarizes these different fields.
• Healthcare and medicine:
Ahmad et al. used logistic regression to detect any outliers in medical data records [45].
Four different outlier measures were calculated for three different real datasets. The four
outlier detection methods proved to be accurate in identifying the outliers within these
datasets.
Patra et al. used support vector machines to identify the presence of drugs that can help
diabetic patients [52]. The work aimed to identify potent drugs (referred to as aldose
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reductase inhibitors) using SVM. The performance was compared to that of artificial
neural networks and found to be superior in terms of drug potency identification.
Caza-Szola et al. proposed the use of Naive Bayesian classifier to identify patients with
low back pain based on muscle fatigue measures [82]. The proposed algorithm had a 70%
success rate proving its efficiency through cross-validation.
Mukherjee et al. discussed the use of data mining techniques for neo-natal care [114].
To detect possible medical conditions in infants, data mining techniques were applied to
determine if any patterns exist within the collected data streams. This helped doctors di-
agnose some medical conditions early for swift treatment based on current health records
as well as patterns discovered from historical data.
• Transportation:
Liu et al. successfully used video analytics in traffic control systems [115]. This was done
to detect traffic volume, highlight accidents, and punish offenders who broke traffic laws.
The video analytics were also used to help the drivers perform lane detection, pedestrian
detection, and traffic sign detection.
Leibig et al. worked on an intelligent transport system in Dublin city [116]. The system
used video analytics to propose good routes for travel planning. The analytics were also
used to predict future traffic flow based on the historical data collected from sensors
installed around the city.
Wang et al. also proposed an adaptive dynamic bayesian network for traffic flow pre-
diction [117]. The algorithm was used along with a Markov decision process to obtain
optimal decisions for route planning. The proposed algorithm was simulated on Beijing
city traffic and proved effective by reducing the route congestion throughout the city.
Biuk-Aghai et al. discussed the current transportation infrastructure available in China
[105]. They then proposed a big data analytics framework that collects data from CCTV,
GPS systems, and wireless sensors and analyzes them in order to provide optimal route
suggestions that would minimize the congestion within the cities. This work can be
extended to optimize the transportation system on the national level (inter- and intra-
cities).
Canale et al. proposed a personalized extended intelligent transportation system [118].
The system doesn’t only take the route statuses into consideration, but also the user’s
preferences in proposing the route. This will offer the users a more personalized route
recommendation to reach their destination that satisfies their preferences.
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• Environment:
Wang et al. proposed a polynomial regression based algorithm in wireless sensor networks
for environmental data monitoring [42]. Each node within the network determines the
coefficients of the best fit polynomial for the collected data. These coefficients are then
sent to the sink node to report the data collected. This algorithm has proved to reduce
the data transmissions needed for reporting, resulting in significantly saving energy.
Kotsiantis et al. proposed using machine learning techniques for environmental reporting
[119]. The authors aimed to identify the level of environmental information that Greek
companies in different sectors provide in their financial statements. This was in attempt
to get the companies to be more environmentally aware and be accountable for their
actions.
Yue et al. employed data mining techniques on a combination of social media posts
and scientific sensor data to provide geo-spatial haze observations [120]. Their work
illustrated the applicability of combining scientific data with social media data efficiently
for different applications.
Schnizler et al. proposed using heterogenous sensor data streams for a disaster detection
system [121]. The system collects data from several sensors including base station sensors
as well water level sensors. It then identifies any anomalous events. These anomalies in
location and time are then combined to provide an early warning for disastrous situations.
Mukherjee et al. presented a wind forecasting algorithm [122]. This is done by collecting
data from wind speed sensors in wind turbines along with some historical data and using
artificial neural networks to perform the forecasting.
• Energy:
Alonso et al. suggested using machine learning techniques to give personalized recom-
mendation on how to reduce energy consumption [123]. The proposed algorithm not
only considers data collected within the home, but that of neighboring houses to provide
better recommendation based on similar consumption patterns.
Ahmed proposed the use of big data tools and techniques such as MapReduce and Hadoop
to process and analyze the energy data collected [124]. The aim was to provide a data-
driven framework for organizations to adopt to improve their energy efficiency. The
analysis included classifying buildings based on their energy efficiency and determining
usage patterns based on seasonal and temporal changes.
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Ghosh et al. proposed to use data analysis on data collected from smart plugs in order
to monitor and save energy [125]. Their simulations showed that it is possible to reduce
the consumption, especially that of the appliances working during non-office hours.
Mocanu et al. performed a study on how to improve the energy efficiency of buildings
[126]. To that end, the authors presented a time series-based energy consumption pre-
diction algorithm. The proposed algorithm was compared to classical machine learning
algorithms such as ANN and hidden markov models (HMM). Simulations based on real
data collected during a period of 7 weeks showed that the suggested algorithm outper-
formed ANN and HMM in terms of energy consumption prediction.
Sonmez et al. used hybrid machine learning techniques to effectively estimate energy
performance of residential buildings [127]. A comparison between classical techniques
(such as K-nearest neighbours and ANN) and hybrid techniques (such as artificial bee
colony KNN and genetic algorithm ANN) was performed. Results showed that hybrid
algorithms achieved a substantial improvement when compared with classical ones in
terms of predicting energy efficiency of the buildings.
• Business & Marketing:
Porshnev et al. proposed using SVM and ANN algorithms to analyze the psychological
states of twitter users [128]. The algorithms tried to identify the presence of eight basic
emotions within the tweets. The psychological state analysis was used to improve the
accuracy of stock market indicators, namely those of DJIA and S&P500 indicators.
Similarly, Qasem et al. performed a comparison between logistic regression and neural
networks to evaluate the accuracy of stock prediction based on social media sentiment
analysis [129]. The analysis was performed by training the algorithms using a dataset
of 42,000 tweets. Simulation results showed that both algorithms give similar results in
terms of stock prediction accuracy.
Das et al. also performed sentiment analysis to be used for marketing purposes [130].
The authors developed an analytics tool named “aText” that computed sentiment scores
for product reviews on Amazon and TripAdvisor. The results were used to gain insights
into the products and services that consumers are looking at and their sentiments towards
them. Moreover, the tool was used to compute sentiment scores and was fused with stock
price data in order to create a composite index that financial analysts and traders can
use to evaluate public and private companies.
Ruangthong et al. presented a machine learning algorithm that can be used by banks
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to predict their customers’ needs [131]. The goal of the algorithm is to improve the ac-
curacy of customers’ needs prediction to enable banks to better improve their marketing
campaigns. The presented algorithm was compared with classical algorithms such as
decision trees, naive bayesian classifier, and ANN. Experimental results showed that pre-
sented algorithm achieved higher prediction accuracy and specificity than the remaining
algorithms.
Banik et al. also investigated the use of ANN and hybrid ANN for stock market prediction
[132]. The aim was to determine the optimal buy and sell price of a share on a Dhaka stock
exchange. The results are used to enable investors to take informed decisions on when to
buy or sell shares on the stock exchange market. Experimental results showed that the
hybrid ANN performed better than classical ANN in terms of prediction accuracy.
Jennings et al. developed a machine learning-based framework to perform obsolescence
risk forecasting and product life cycle prediction [133]. The performance of several ma-
chine learning algorithms such as random forests, ANN, and SVM was evaluated on a
case study of the cell phone market. Simulation results showed that these algorithms
were able to classify parts to be active or obsolete with 98% accuracy and predict within
a few months window the obsolescence dates of these parts. This can be beneficial for
manufacturers to enable them to optimize their processes, provide appropriate mainte-
nance, and take informed decisions when it comes to obsolescence management. This can
be considered part of enterprise resource planning (ERP) processes which organizations
can perform to improve their products and revenues.
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Table 2.4: SUMMARY OF APPLICATIONS THAT USE ML & DA
Field Reference Application Algorithm
Healthcare & Medicine
Ahmad et al. [45] Medical Records Anomaly Detection
Patra et al. [52] Drug Identification SVM
Caza-Szola et al. [82] Patient Identification Naive Bayesian
Mukherjee et al. [114] Neo-natal care Data mining
Transportation
Liu et al. [115] Traffic Control Sys-
tem
Video Analytics
Leibig et al. [116] Route Travel Plan-
ning
Video Analytics
Wang et al. [117] Traffic Flow Predic-
tion
Adaptive Bayesian
Network
Environment
Kotsiantis et al. [119] Environmental Re-
porting
Data mining
Yue et al. [120] Geo-spatial haze ob-
servation
Data mining
Schnizler et al. [121] Disaster Detection Anomaly Detection
Mukherjee et al. [122] Wind Forecasting Artificial Neural Net-
works
Energy
Alonso et al. [123] Energy Reduction Recommender Sys-
tems
Ghosh et al. [125] Energy Reduction Data Analytics
Mocanu et al. [126] Energy Efficiency Artificial Neural Net-
work
Sonmez et al. [127] Energy Estimation Hybrid K-means +
Artificial Neural Net-
work
Business & Marketing
Porshnev et al. [128] Sentiment Analysis SVM + Artificial Neu-
ral Networks
Qasem et al. [129] Stock Prediction Logistic Regression +
Neural Networks
Banik et al. [132] Stock Prediction Hybrid Artificial Neu-
ral Networks
Jennings et al. [133] Obsolescence Risk
Forecasting + Life
Cycle Prediction
SVM + Artificial Neu-
ral Networks
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Chapter 3
Wireless Resource Virtualization with
Device-to-Device Communication
Underlaying LTE Network
3.1 Introduction
The advancement and penetration of cellular technology has led to the increase of wireless
spectrum licensing [134]. Consumers for new services such as satellite digital audio broadcasting
and wireless Internet access are quickly increasing by hundreds of millions [3]. This has caused
a dramatic growth in the spectrum access demand. However, it is becoming more difficult
to provide spectrum for new services or expanding existing ones with most of the spectrum
already being assigned [134]. Yet, studies performed in the USA show that the problem is
often a spectrum access problem rather than the lack of available spectrum, meaning there is
unexploited capacity in the spectrum [12]. Also, with the profit growth rate being less than
the mobile data services’ demand rate [2], service providers (SPs) are searching for innovative
solutions to satisfy the growing demand while concurrently increasing their average revenue per
user [3].
Wireless resource virtualization (WRV) has been suggested as a potential solution [136,
137, 138, 139]. WRV can be defined as the slicing of the wireless resources and the sharing of the
physical infrastructure among co-existing networks in a dynamic manner in order to efficiently
utilize the available resources [138]. It can also be defined as the abstraction and sharing of
wireless hardware equipment by multiple virtual owners, also known as tenants [139]. WRV
offers several benefits to the different SPs. First, it helps improve the utilization of resources due
to SPs sharing them, thus reducing the number of idle resources. Second, WRV can reduce the
capital expenditures (CAPEX) by almost 80% and operating expenditures (OPEX) by almost
27% [140]. Also, WRV can support higher peak rates due to carrier resource aggregation and
A version of this chapter has been published in [135].
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radio resource sharing between different SPs. Finally, multi-SP multiplexing gain is introduced
as a result of the increased number of users in the cells. For example, the aggreagated cell
capacity increasing by ln(M) in a Raygleigh fading channel where M is the number of users
in the cell [141]. Adaptive resource allocation techniques can further augment the benefits
of WRV, especially in orthogonal frequency division multiple access-based (OFDMA) systems
such as in LTE downlink [142, 143, 144].
Another proposed solution to meet the increasing demand is employing Device-to-Device
(D2D) communication as an underlay to cellular networks. D2D communication is defined to
be the direct communication between users’ equipment (UEs) that are close to each other and
have a higher signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) without having to send the data
through the base station [145, 146, 147, 148]. These UEs can achieve higher rates than that
offered by sending data through the base station because of the better SINR they have. Also,
D2D communication can decrease the load at the base station since some content is downloaded
directly without going through the base station. This would be beneficial in several applications.
For example, D2D communication can be used for real-time gaming or content distribution
among large crowds [147]. It can also be used for multimedia sharing where a large group
of devices can share multimedia files without overburdening the base station with requests
which leads to cellular offloading [149]. However, when D2D communication is employed as
an underlay to cellular networks, the interference to the cellular users should be restricted to
maintain the quality-of-service (QoS) requirement of these users [150, 151].
Both possible solutions are combined in this chapter. The problem of wireless resource
virtualization with device-to-device communication underlaying cellular network is formulated.
The problem is solved using two different schedulers.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses some of the related work done
in the literature. Section 3.3 presents the system model as well as the channel model. The
optimization problem is presented in Section 3.4. The heuristic algorithms are described in
Section 3.5. Section 3.6 presents the simulation parameters and results. Finally, Section 3.7
concludes the chapter.
3.2 Related Work
Wireless resource virtualization has garnered increasing attention in recent times. Several
researches have investigated this idea from different aspects. A survey of the works done on
wireless virtualization as well as the models adopted and challenges encountered was presented
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in [152]. Two WRV schemes are described, namely infrastructure sharing and full network
sharing. In the first scheme, only the physical infrastructure, such as the evolved NodeB (eN-
odeB which is the base station) and antennas, are shared. In the second scheme, both the
spectrum and the physical infrastructure are shared among the different SPs. Two business
models were proposed. The first model is a two-level model that contains two different entities:
mobile network operators (MNOs) that own and operate the infrastructure as well as the radio
resources and execute the virtualization scheme, and the service providers (SPs) that provide
end-to-end services to mobile users by leasing and programming the virtual resources. The sec-
ond model is a three-level model consisting of the infrastructure providers (InPrs), the mobile
virtual network operators (MVNOs), and the SPs. The InPr own the physical infrastructure
and the radio resources. The MVNOs create virtual resources and allocate them to SPs after
leasing the resources from the InPrs. The SPs offer services to the mobile users. Four main
challenges were discussed: isolation between SPs, mobility and network management, resource
management, and security [152].
Kamel et al. [153] proposed an efficient resource allocation scheme of resource blocks
in virtualized LTE networks. The problem was formulated as a mixed integer non-linear pro-
gramming problem. However, due to the high complexity of solving such problems, the authors
divided the problem into two sub-problems: resource allocation problem and power allocation
problem. These sub-problems were solved repeatedly one after the other until an optimal so-
lution was reached. In each iteration, the resource allocation problem was solved as a linear
integer programming problem while the power allocation problem was solved using convex op-
timization techniques. An upper bound to the optimal solution was also given by relaxing the
integer variables and transforming the problem to a regular continuous nonlinear programming
problem that was solved using standard techniques [154].
Yang et al. [155] suggested an opportunistic spectrum sharing method that improves
resource utility, revenues, and acceptance rate while decreasing the cost for virtual networks.
This was done through a novel dynamic programming algorithm that solves the formulated
optimization problem. Kokku et al. [156] presented a design and implementation of a network
virtualization substrate on a WiMAX testbed. The proposed framework efficiently enabled
customized flow scheduling for the different virtual networks.
Zhang et al. [157] described a combined time-space resource allocation scheme that took
advantage of both Time Division Multiplexing and Space Division multiplexing. An empty
time slot was first chosen with multiple users fitted within the slot using space multiplexing.
Liu et al. [158] developed a distributed resource allocation scheme for virtualized full-duplex
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relaying networks.
D2D communication has also gathered significant attention as another proposed solution
for satisfying the increasing data demand. Several works in the literature addressed this topic.
Asadi et al. presented a comprehensive survey about D2D communication, its taxonomy, and
the challenges it faces. The paper divides D2D communication into two main categories; In-
band and Outband. Each category is further divided into two sub-categories; Underlay and
Overlay Inband, and Controlled and Autonomous Outband. For underlay inband, cellular and
D2D communications share the cellular spectrum while in overlay inband each type is given
dedicated resources within the cellular spectrum. On the other hand, in outband D2D com-
munication, D2D users use a different frequency band to that of cellular communication. The
cellular network’s advanced management features are used to control the D2D communications
in controlled outband D2D. In autonomous outband D2D, D2D users regulate their requests
among themselves to maintain their backlog balance at the base-station [147]. A framework for
D2D-communication in 5G cellular networks was presented in [148]. A two-tier cellular network
was suggested that includes a macro-tier for cellular communication and a device-tier for D2D
communication. The challenges and possible solutions were also discussed.
Resource allocation in D2D communication has been a particular area of interest [159,
160, 161, 162]. For example, a joint mode selection and resource allocation scheme was de-
veloped in [159] that ensured the Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements were met and the
interference was suppressed. In [160], the optimal system resource allocation and mode selec-
tion for mobile content downloading was presented. Lee et al. [161] proposed a semi-distributed
resource allocation scheme in which the base-station centrally allocated the radio resources for
both cellular and D2D users while the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) as well as the
transmission power was decided by the D2D users themselves. A resource allocation scheme
that maximized the system throughput for relay-aided D2D communication under channel un-
certainties was developed in [162].
In this chapter, we:
• Formulate the problem of wireless resource virtualization with device-to-device commu-
nication underlaying cellular network as an integer non-linear programming problem
(INLP).
• Divide the problem into two smaller linear binary integer programming problems and
solve them to optimality.
• Develop two low-complexity heuristic algorithms, each to solve one of the two sub-
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problems.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work addresses the topic of D2D communication in
the context of resource virtualization.
3.3 System model
SP1-CU
SP1-DU
SP2-CU
SP2-DU
SP3-CU
SP3-DU
Figure 3.1: System Model: Cellular users and device-to-device users belonging to
different service providers within a single LTE cell
3.3.1 General Model
We assume a single cell downlink scenario in an LTE system as is shown in Figure 3.1.
The cell is managed by an infrastructure provider (InPr) that supports a set of service providers
(SPs). The system consists of M SPs belonging to the set MSP = {1, ..,M}, each serving Km
users. The Km users are divided into Cm cellular users and Dm device-to-device (D2D) pairs;
i.e., Km = Cm + 2 × Dm. There are |L| sub-channels in frequency, each of bandwidth B.
The SPs need to be adjacent in frequency bands to enable the users to use the available sub-
channels. We consider T time slots. Thus there are T × |L| resource blocks to be allocated.
Each SP is assigned a minimum number of resource blocks (RBs) NmRB such that N
m
RB ≥ ρmmin|L|
where ρmmin is a pre-agreed access ratio between the SPs and InPr. Isolation between the SPs
is guaranteed by properly allocating the RBs to the users of the different SPs without allowing
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RB sharing between cellular users. It is assumed that the transmission powers of the base-
station (BS) and the users are constant and are denoted by PBS and pu respectively. Also, the
maximum distance between a D2D pair is assumed to be dmax = 25m [145]. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the BS has perfect channel state information (CSI) from all users belonging to all
SPs [153]. Users are typically determined by applying an admission control algorithm to choose
users with good channel conditions, a process assumed to be performed beforehand using any
algorithm suggested in the literature [163, 164, 165]. It is worth mentioning that this process
is outside the scope of this work.
3.3.2 Channel Model
We consider both the distance-dependent macroscopic path loss and the shadow fading
path loss components. The macroscopic path loss between the eNodeB and a user at distance
d in an urban environment is given by [166]:
LdB(d) = 40(1− 4× 10−3hb) log10(d/1000)
−18 log10(hb) + 21 log10(fc) + 80
(3.1)
where hb is the base station antenna height(in meters), fc is the carrier frequency in MHz. The
shadow fading path loss component is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and σ standard deviation in dB. Thus the total path loss between the eNodeB and the
user is [167]:
PLdB,(BS,i)(d) = LdB(d) + log10(Xi) (3.2)
where Xi is the log-normal shadow fading path loss of user i. Consequently, the linear gain
between the eNodeB and a user i is [145]:
G(BS,i) = 10
−PLdB,(BS,i)/10 (3.3)
On the other hand, the channel gain between two users i and j is [145]:
G(i,j) = K(i,j)d
−α
(i,j)
(3.4)
where d(i,j) is the distance between transmitter i and receiver j, α is a constant path loss
exponent, and K(ij) is a normalization constant.
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3.4 Problem Formulation
It is assumed that the same assigned RB(s) allocated to a particular cellular user i is
shared by one of the D2D pairs so that the total network throughput is increased. Thus, D2D
pairs can not be assigned dedicated RB(s) but must share the resources with the cellular users
belonging to the same SP. The optimization problem is formulated in such a way that the
existing cellular network’s performance is not impaired. During each scheduling round, TL
RBs are available to be allocated. Furthermore, an infinitely backlogged model is assumed
where users always have data to be sent. The eNodeB serves two distinct sets. Set C =
{1, ..., |C1|; 1, ..., |C2|; ....; 1, ..., |CM |} represents the cellular users where |C1| is the number of
cellular users belonging to SP 1, |C2| is the number of cellular users belonging to SP 2, and so
forth. Set D = {1, ..., |D1|; 1, ..., |D2|; ....; 1, ..., |DM |} represents the D2D pairs with |D1| is the
number of D2D pairs belonging to SP 1, |D2| is the number of D2D pairs belonging to SP 2,
etc. Moreover, it is assumed that C >> D. Cm denotes the set of cellular users of SP m and
Dm denotes the set of D2D users of SP m.
During downlink phase, a cellular user experiences interference whenever a D2D user
transmits using the same allocated RB. The interference depends on two main factors, the
transmit power of the D2D users and the channel gain between the cellular and D2D users.
Gm,l(c,d) denotes the channel gain between cellular user c and D2D user d belonging to SP m at
RB l and Gm,l(BS,c) denotes the channel gain between eNodeB and cellular user c belonging to SP
m at RB l. The download signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of user cm at RB l is
[145]:
γcm =
Lc∑
l=1
PmBS,cG
m,l
(BS,c)
N0B +
Dm∑
d=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm
(c,d)
pdG
m,l
(c,d)
(3.5)
The SINR of D2D pair dm is [145]:
γdm =
|Cm|∑
c=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm
(c,d)
pdG
m,l
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm
(c,d)
PBSG
m,l
(BS,d)
(3.6)
where bm(c,d) is a binary variable satisfying b
m
(c,d) = 1 if D2D pair d shares the RB(s) assigned
to cellular user c, Lc is the number of RBs assigned to user c and N0 is the noise figure and
thermal noise density at the receiver, and B is the system bandwidth. We denote the rates rmc
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and rmd corresponding to SINR γcm and γdm as defined by the Shannon capacity model. Note
that Gm,l(BS,c) and G
m,l
(BS,d) follow equation (3.3) while G
m,l
(c,d) and G
m,l
(d,d) follow equation (3.4). We
aim to maximize the sum rate of the cellular and D2D users. The problem can be formulated
as integer non-linear program (INLP) as follows:
max
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
nmc r
m
c +
|Dm|∑
d=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)n
m
c r
m
d
 (3.7a)
subject to
Lc∑
l=1
PBSG
m,l
(BS,c)
≥ γmth,c
N0B + |Dm|∑
d=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm(c,d)pdG
m,l
(c,d)
 ;
∀ c ∈ Cm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(3.7b)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)pdG
m,l
(d,d)
≥ γmth,d
N0B + |Cm|∑
c=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm(c,d)PBSG
m,l
(BS,d)
 ;
∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(3.7c)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (3.7d)
|Dm|∑
d=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (3.7e)
|Cm|∑
c=1
nmc = N
m
RB ≥ ρ
m
min|L|; ∀ m ∈MSP (3.7f)
nmc r
m
c ≥ rmc,th; ∀c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (3.7g)
nmc r
m
d ≥ r
m
d,th; ∀d ∈ Dm; ∀ m ∈MSP (3.7h)
The decision variables are nmc , an integer denoting the number of RBs allocated to cellu-
lar user c of SP m; and bm(c,d), a binary integer denoting whether D2D user d shares the RB(s)
assigned to user c of SP m. Constraints (3.7b) and (3.7c) insure that threshold SINR for both
cellular and D2D users is respected. Constraint (3.7d) guarantees that a D2D user shares at
most a particular user’s RB(s) while constraint (3.7e) guarantees that at most one D2D user
shares any user’s RB(s). Constraint (3.7f) guarantees that each SP is allocated a minimum
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number of RBs as per the service level agreement (SLA) with the InPr such that ρmmin ∈ [0, 1]
and
M∑
m=1
ρmmin ≤ 1. Constraints (3.7g) and (3.7h) ensure that a minimum guaranteed threshold
is achieved for the cellular and D2D pairs respectively. Note that the feasibility of solving this
problem is ensured by assuming an admission control process from the literature [163, 164, 165]
is applied beforehand. This is because this work focuses on the “Dynamic resource allocation”
functionality (as described in [168]) and not on the “Radio admission control” process which
is typically performed at the eNodeB. Therefore, this functionality is out of the scope of this
work. Also note that this model only considers one type of data traffic for each type of users.
New constraints need to be added to the model to represent different data traffic types.
Regular non-linear or integer optimization techniques can not be applied in such a for-
mulation since the integer decision variables lie within the log function representing the user
rate equation (for more information, refer to Section 2.2 in Chapter 2). To be able to solve
this problem, we take advantage of the fact that the resource allocation is for cellular users
should be performed first. This is because it is assumed that the cellular network’s perfor-
mance should not be impaired. Moreover, it is assumed that D2D pairs can only share already
assigned RBs rather than obtaining dedicated RBs. Thus, the problem is divided into two
smaller subproblems.
3.4.1 Subproblem 1: Cellular Users’ Resource Allocation
Problem:
Based on the previous description, we start of by formulating the problem of cellular
users’ resource allocation while ignoring the possible interference caused by D2D users. Hence,
the optimization problem to allocate the available resources to the cellular users is formulated
as follows with the objective being to maximize the cellular users’ sumrate:
max
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
|L|∑
l=1
B xmc,l log2
1 + PmBS,cGm,l(BS,c)
N0B
 (3.8a)
subject to
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l = 1; ∀ l ∈ L (3.8b)
NmRB =
|L|∑
l=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l ≥ ρ
m
min|L|; ∀ m ∈MSP (3.8c)
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|L|∑
l=1
B xmc,l log2
1 + PmBS,cGm,l(BS,c)
N0B
 ≥ rmc,th;
∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(3.8d)
where xmc,l is a binary variable indicating whether user c of SP m is allocated RB l, and
B is the bandwidth of an RB. Constraint (3.8b) states that an RB can only be assigned
to one cellular user. Constraint (3.8c) represents the SLA constraint to ensure each
SP is assigned a minimum number of RBs while constraint (3.8d) is the minimum rate
requirement for each cellular user. In this formulation, the possible interference caused
by the D2D users is not considered. This will be considered in the second subproblem.
The search space for this subproblem is (J(2ML− 1))|C| where J is the number of
modulation and coding schemes (MCSs), M is the number of SPs, L is the number of
RBs per SP, and |C| the total number of cellular users in the cell. The problem considers
J different MCSs and (2ML − 1) different possible resource allocation combinations for
each user. For example, consider J = 15 MCSs, M = 2 SPs, L = 6 RBs per SP, and
|C| = 10 cellular users (i.e. 5 cellular user per SP). The worst case search space is
7.665× 1047.
3.4.2 Subproblem 2: D2D Users’ Resource Sharing Problem:
After obtaining the optimal resource allocation solution for the cellular users, the
problem of deciding which cellular user’s resources will be shared by each D2D pair is
solved. This problem is formulated as follows:
max
M∑
m=1
|Dm|∑
d=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
B bm(c,d)n
m
c log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
pdG
m
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
PBSG
m
(BS,d)
 (3.9a)
subject to
PBSG
m
(BS,c) ≥ γ
m
th,c
N0B + |Dm|∑
d=1
bm(c,d)pdG
m
(c,d)
 ;
∀ c ∈ Cm,∀ m ∈MSP
(3.9b)
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|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)pdG
m
(d,d) ≥ γ
m
th,d
N0B + |Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)PBSG
m
(BS,d)
 ;
∀ d ∈ Dm,∀ m ∈MSP
(3.9c)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (3.9d)
|Dm|∑
d=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ c ∈ Cm, ∀ m ∈MSP (3.9e)
nmc r
m
d ≥ r
m
d,th; ∀ d ∈ Dm; ∀ m ∈MSP (3.9f)
Constraint (3.9b) takes care of the possible interference caused to the cellular users.
By ensuring that a specified SINR is maintained, the performance of the cellular users
is guaranteed. On the other hand, constraint (3.9c) guarantees that the SINR of D2D
users is also maintained. Constraint (3.9d) ensures that each D2D pair can only share
the resources of one cellular user while constraint (3.9e) guarantees that at most 1 D2D
pair shares the resources of each cellular user. Finally, constraint (3.9f) ensures that the
minimum required rate for D2D pairs is satisfied.
For this subproblem, the search space is M(J |Cm|)|Dm| where |Cm| is the number
of cellular users belonging to SP m, and |Dm| is the number of D2D pairs of SP m in
the cell. In this case, the subproblem considers J different MCSs for |Cm| cellular users
for each D2D pair. For the same values suggested before (|Cm| = 5 and |Dm| = 2 D2D
pairs), the search space 11250.
Solving the two subproblems to optimality is computationally expensive as the
search space grows exponentially with the number of users. Thus, it is important to de-
velop a low-complexity heuristic algorithm that can solve the problems with comparable
performance.
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3.5 Heuristic Algorithm
3.5.1 Heuristic 1: Cellular Users’ Resource Allocation
Problem:
To solve the resource allocation problem, a heuristic algorithm that is divided into
two phases is developed. In the first phase, resources are allocated to users sequentially
one after the other so as to satisfy their minimum rate constraint. This is done by
allocating RB(s) with the best channel gain(s) G
m,l
BS,c for each user until r
m
c , which is
calculated based on rate expression in equation (3.8a), satisfies the minimum rate. Then
the number of RBs that have been assigned to SP m up till this point is calculated and
denoted by Nmc . In the second phase, the number of RBs that need to be assigned to
each SP to satisfy the SLA constraint is calculated with priority given to the SP with the
highest access ratio. Thus, the number of RBs already assigned to SP m and the number
of RBs remaining free is determined. The algorithm is presented in Table 1. The first
phase is described in lines 4-14 while the second phase is described in lines 15-22 with the
decision variable in line 8 being the same as in subproblem 1. The order of complexity
of this algorithm is O(L|C|) where L is the number of RBs available and |C| is the total
number of cellular users in the system (|C| =
M∑
m=1
|Cm|). That is due to the fact that
one RB is assigned in each iteration by searching among |C| possible users. Using the
values suggested before, the complexity in this case is in the order of 60 operations.
3.5.2 Heuristic 2: D2D Users’ Resource Sharing Problem:
To solve the D2D resource allocation problem, an exhaustive-search based algo-
rithm is employed. Since D2D pairs can only share the resources assigned to cellular
users belonging to the same SP, the cellular users are sorted from the user with the high-
est number of RBs to the lowest. For each D2D pair, the interference it causes to the
cellular user with highest number of allocated RBs is calculated. The new SINR of the
cellular user is compared to the threshold SINR. The D2D pair that satisfies the SINR
constraint to the cellular user and causes the least interference to it is chosen to share
its RBs. If none of the D2D pairs satisfy the SINR constraint of the cellular user, the
algorithm moves on to the next cellular user in the list. The algorithm is presented in
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic Algorithm for Cellular Users’ RA
2: Ltot = {1, 2, .., L}
3: Lcard = |Ltot|
4: MSP = {1, 2, ..,M}
5: for m ∈MSP do
6: for c ∈ Cm do
7: while rmc < r
m
c,th do
8: find gmc,l = maxl ∈ Ltot
{Gm,lBS,c}
9: set xmc,l = 1
10: calculate rmc
11: update Ltot = Ltot \ l
12: end while
13: end for
14: calculate Nmc =
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l
15: end for
16: for m ∈MSP do
17: calculate |rbm| = ρmminLcard −N
m
c
18: for r ∈ rbm do
19: find gmc,l = maxl ∈ Ltot
{Gm,lBS,c}
20: set xmc,l = 1
21: update Ltot = Ltot \ l
22: end for
23: end for
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Algorithm 2 Heuristic Algorithm for D2D Users’ RA
2: MSP = {1, 2, ..,M}
3: for m ∈MSP do
4: sort Nmc
5: for nc ∈ Nmc do
6: while xmc,d 6= 1 ∀d ∈ Dm do
7: define Dtemp = {d : xmc,d = 0}
8: for d ∈ Dtemp do
9: calculate γmnc,d
10: end for
11: find indc,d = max
d∈Dtemp
{γmnc,d > γc,th}
12: if indc,d = φ then
13: update Nmc = N
m
c \nc
14: else
15: set xmc,d = 1
16: update Nmc = N
m
c \nc
17: update Dtemp
18: end if
19: end while
20: end for
21: end for
Table 2. The complexity of this heuristic depends on the complexity of its two parts: the
sorting algorithm used first and the resource sharing decision algorithm used afterwards.
For the sorting section, optimal algorithms such as the Radix sorting technique has a
complexity of order O(|Cm|) where |Cm| is the number of elements to be sorted (which
is the number of cellular users per SP)[169]. On the other hand, the resource sharing
decision algorithm has a complexity of O(|Dm| ∗ |Cm|) where |Dm| is the number of D2D
pairs. This is because in the worst case scenario, the algorithm loops over all the cellular
users for all the D2D pairs to determine which user each pair will share the resources
with. Thus, the complexity would be in the order of 5 + 2× 5 = 15 operations based on
the values presented in the previous examples.
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters & Values
Parameter Value
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Number of SP 3
Bandwidth per SP 10 MHz
Number of RBs per SP 50
Number of subcarriers per RB 12
Subcarrier spacing 15 KHz
RB Bandwidth 180 KHz
eNodeB Tx power 20 W
UE Tx power 250 mW = 24dBm
Slot duration 1 ms
Number of Cellular users per SP 30
Number of D2D pairs per SP 3
Cell-level user distribution Uniform
Log-normal shadowing standard deviation 8 dB
SLA Vector/ RB access ratio [0.5 0.3 0.2]
3.6 Simulation Parameters & Results
3.6.1 Parameters
A system simulation using MATLAB by adopting a realistic LTE system model
is performed on an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU with 16 GB RAM. More specifically, the
“Dynamic resource allocation” functionality (as described in [168]) is focused on in this
work with the “Radio admission control” process being outside the scope of this work.
More details about the typical LTE model can be found in [168]). When solving the D2D
resource sharing problem, the SINR threshold for cellular users is assumed to be the SNR
lower bounds of the MCSs used by the users [170]. Also, the rate requirement for cellular
users is assumed to be 36 kbps [171]. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table
3.1. Note that the “BIP” solution in the results figures refers to the decomposition-based
solution.
3.6.2 Results
Figure 3.2 shows the sumrate of the cellular users of each SPs. As is expected,
the SP with the highest sumrate is the one with the highest access ratio based on the
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SLA (SP1 in this case). Moreover, as the average shadowing loss increases, the sumrate
decreases because the channel is getting worse and thus users will only be able to use
lower MCSs with lower spectral efficiencies.
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Figure 3.2: Cellular Users’ Sumrate for different SPs
Figure 3.3 shows the sumrate of the D2D pairs for each SP. It is noticed that the
sumrate increases as the average shadowing loss increases. As the channel between the
eNodeB and the D2D pair becomes worse, the eNodeB causes less interference to the
D2D pair. Therefore, the SINR of the D2D pairs increases allowing them to use better
MCSs with higher spectral efficiencies.
Figure 3.4 shows the sumrate of each SP. The figure shows that the D2D commu-
nication can mitigate the effect of the worsening channel conditions. Thus, the overall
throughput remains almost constant for different values of the average shadowing loss.
To evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithm, it is observed that it
achieves close to optimal results for both the cellular users and the D2D pairs. This
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Figure 3.3: D2D Pairs’ Sumrate for different SPs
is evident by the overlapping results of the BIP and the heursitic in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4. Furthermore, based on Figure 3.5, the average access probability for both the BIP
and the heuristic match the ratios of the pre-agreed SLA ratios. The average runtime of
both algorithms is evaluated to compare their effectiveness. The average runtime of the
BIP algorithm is 19.9 ms which is much higher than that of the heuristic algorithm that
achieved an average runtime of 2.6 ms. This confirms the efficiency and low complexity
of the heuristic algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: Access Probability of different SPs
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3.7 Conclusion & Future Research Directions
In this chapter, the problem of wireless resource virtualization with device-to-device
(D2D) communication underlaying the LTE network was formulated. The problem is an
integer non-linear programming (INLP) problem. Due to the high complexity of such
problems, it was divided into two linear binary integer programming subprobems that
were solved to optimality. Furthermore, two heuristic algorithms that solve each of the
two subproblems were developed . Results showed that wireless resource virtualization
increased the system throughput. Also, D2D communication helped mitigate the effect
of worsening channel conditions. Moreover, the heuristic algorithm achieved close to
optimal performance while having a much lower computational complexity.
This work can be extended in different ways. One extension will be modifying the
model to include different data traffic types. This would consider a more general case
as users rarely have only one type of data traffic. Another extension will be considering
energy-efficient resource allocation algorithms. Reducing the transmission power at the
eNodeB will result in less interference at the D2D pairs. This would allow D2D pairs to
reduce their transmission power as well. Therefore, energy savings on both the eNodeB
and the D2D pairs can be achieved.
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Chapter 4
Power-Aware Wireless Virtualized Resource
Allocation with D2D Communication
Underlaying LTE Network
4.1 Introduction
New services coupled with the increased penetration of cellular technology has led
to the increase of wireless spectrum licensing [134]. Thus, spectrum access demand has
grown dramatically. Also, service providers (SPs) are searching for innovative solutions
to satisfy the growing demand while increasing their average revenue per user simultane-
ously since the profit growth rate has been slower than the mobile data services’ demand
rate [3, 2].
Wireless resource virtualization (WRV) has been suggested as a potential solution
[136, 137, 173]. WRV can be defined as the slicing of the wireless resources and the
sharing of the physical infrastructure among co-existing networks in a dynamic manner
in order to efficiently utilize the available resources [153]. WRV offers several benefits
to the different SPs such as improving the utilization of resources due to SPs sharing
them and supporting higher peak rates due to carrier resource aggregation and radio re-
source sharing between different SPs. Finally, WRV can reduce the capital expenditures
(CAPEX) by almost 80% and operating expenditures (OPEX) by almost 27% [140].
Another proposed solution to meet the increasing demand is to employ Device-to-
Device (D2D) communication as an underlay to cellular networks. D2D communication
is defined to be the direct communication between users’ equipment (UEs) that are close
to each other and have a higher signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) without
A version of this chapter has been published in [172].
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having to send the data through the base station [145]. These UEs can achieve higher
rates than that offered by sending data through the base station because of the better
SINR they have and can decrease the load at the base station since some content is
downloaded directly without going through the base station [147].
The increase in high data rate multimedia has resulted in an overall energy con-
sumption increase worldwide [174]. This is supported by the projected global energy
consumption for the telecommunication industry as shown in Fig. 4.1. However, this
increase in energy consumption has had a significant environmental impact due to the
high emission levels of CO2 [175]. Thus, the term “Green Communication” has garnered
significant attention in recent years. “Green Communication” systems aim to adopt
more energy-efficient techniques to reduce CO2 emission since the telecom industry con-
tributes to around 1% of the world’s carbon footprint [176]. Furthermore, reducing
energy consumption can reduce the SP’s OPEX by up to 40% [177]. Hence, reducing the
transmission power can have both environmental and financial gains.
Figure 4.1: Projected Global Energy Consumption [11]
This chapter formulates the problem of power-aware wireless virtualized resource
allocation and sharing with device-to-device communication underlaying cellular network.
It is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses some previous related works in the
literature. Section 4.3 presents the system model. The optimization problem is presented
in Section 4.4. The heuristic algorithms are described in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 presents
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the simulation parameters and results. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Related Work
Wireless resource virtualization has garnered increasing attention in recent times.
Some of the literature investigated this idea from different aspects. A survey of the works
done on wireless virtualization as well as the models adopted and challenges encountered
was presented in [152]. Kamel et al. [153] proposed an efficient resource allocation scheme
of resource blocks in virtualized LTE networks. A mixed integer non-linear programming
problem was formulated and was divided into two sub-problems due to its complexity.
These sub-problems were solved iteratively and repeatedly until an optimal solution was
reached. Yang et al. [155] presented an opportunistic spectrum sharing scheme that
improves revenues, resource utility, and acceptance rate while simultaneously decreasing
the cost for virtual networks.
D2D communication is another proposed solution for satisfying the increasing data
demand which garnered attention in recent literature works. A comprehensive survey
about D2D communication, its taxonomy, and the challenges it faces was presented in
[147]. Resource allocation in D2D communication has been a particular area of interest
[159, 160]. For example, a joint mode selection and resource allocation scheme that met
the Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements and suppressed the interference was developed
in [159]. In [160], the optimal system resource allocation and mode selection for mobile
content downloading was presented.
Some works in the literature have investigated power-efficient algorithms in LTE
systems and can be categorized into two main categories: resource allocation-based
[178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183] and on/off switching-based schemes [184, 185, 186]. As
the name suggests, resource allocation-based schemes try to allocate resources in such a
way so that the power is reduced. Han et al. suggested a Link Adaptive (LA) heuristic
scheme that determines the transmission parameters based on current channel condi-
tions [179]. The scheme is divided into two main steps. In the first step, resources blocks
(RBs) are allocated to each user until their rate requirement is satisfied. In the second
step, un-allocated RBs are allocated to users that can achieve the most transmit power
reduction. Thus, the bandwidth is sacrificed by assigning more RBs to users to allow
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them to transmit using a lower modulation and coding scheme (MCS) to become more
power-efficient. The downside of this scheme is that it assumes that the highest possible
MCS and then moving to a lower MCS by assigning more RBs. Shen et al. proposed
a power water-filling based scheme to determine the optimal power allocation for the
different users [180]. The scheme allocates more power into channels with higher gains.
Iterative methods such as Newton-Raphson were needed to solve a set of nonlinear equa-
tions in order to determine the optimal solution with each iteration having a complexity
of O(K). However, two main shortcomings are observed. First, the scheme assumes
that a user can be allocated different power levels on different RBs allocated to it which
is not allowed in LTE. Second, the problem might not be feasible because some users
might have bad channel conditions and thus will not be allocated channels in the first
place. Gao proposed a joint mode selection, channel allocation, and power allocation
heuristic that first determines the communication mode (cellular/D2D) then determines
the channel and power allocation. However, this algorithm doesn’t guarantee a minimum
rate requirement and thus might violate the QoS requirements of users.
On the other hand, on/off switching-based schemes rely on switching devices be-
tween the on and off states in order to save energy. Chu et al. proposed a power saving
scheme that minimizes the “wake-up” time of the users based on the discontinuous re-
ception (DRX) feature in LTE [184]. The problem was formulated as a nonlinear integer
programming problem and solved heuristically by searching along the vertices of the
polytope. However, the scheme does not take into consideration minimum rate require-
ments. Fowler et al. presented a comparison between using a fixed frame DRX cycle
and a dynamic DRX cycle in terms of power saving factor and wake-up delay. Results
showed that there is a trade-off between these two parameters. However, this scheme also
doesn’t take into consideration a minimum rate requirement [185]. Mushtaq et al. also
took advantage of the DRX feature available in LTE. A scheduling scheme was proposed
that satisfies key quality-of-service (QoS) parameters such as throughput, packet delay
and packet losses while also saving power. Nonetheless, this work doesn’t quantify the
power savings as it only stated that the longer the DRX sleep duration is, the more power
is saved [186].
In this chapter, we:
• Formulate the problem of power-aware wireless resource virtualization with device-
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to-device communication underlaying cellular network as a mixed integer non-linear
programming problem (MINLP).
• Divide the problem into four smaller linear programming problems and solve them
to optimality.
• Develop two low-complexity heuristic algorithms, each to solve the power allocation
problem for cellular and D2D users respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work addresses power-aware wireless virtualized
resource allocation and sharing with underlaying D2D communication.
4.3 System Model
Similar to our work in [135], a single cell downlink scenario in an LTE system is
assumed. The cell is managed by an infrastructure provider (InPr) that supports a set
of service providers (SPs). The system contains M SPs belonging to the set MSP =
{1, ..,M}, each serving Km users. The Km users are divided into Cm cellular users and
Dm device-to-device (D2D) pairs; i.e., Km = Cm+2×Dm. There are |L| sub-channels in
frequency, each of bandwidth B. The SPs’ frequency bands need to be adjacent to enable
the users to use the available sub-channels. Each SP is assigned a minimum number of
resource blocks (RBs) NmRB such that N
m
RB ≥ ρ
m
min|L| where ρ
m
min is a pre-agreed access
ratio between the SPs and InPr. Isolation between the SPs is guaranteed by properly
allocating the RBs to the users of the different SPs. It is assumed that the maximum
distance between a D2D pair is dmax = 25m [145]. Furthermore, the BS is assumed to
have perfect channel state information (CSI) from all users belonging to all SPs [153].
Users are typically determined by applying an admission control algorithm (outside the
scope of this work) to choose users with good channel conditions, a process assumed to
be performed beforehand using any algorithm suggested in the literature [164].
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4.4 Problem Formulation
The problem can be formulated as follows:
min
PmBS,c,p
m
d
max
nmc ,b
m
(c,d)
M∑
m=1
[|Cm|∑
c=1
Bnmc log2
1 +
Pm
(BS,c)
G
m,l
(BS,c)
N0B +
|Dm|∑
d=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm
(c,d)
pmd G
m,l
(c,d)

+
|Dm|∑
d=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
Bbm(c,d)n
m
c log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
pmd G
m
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
Pm
(BS,c)
Gm
(BS,d)

] (4.1a)
subject to
Lc∑
l=1
Pm(BS,c)G
m,l
(BS,c)
≥ γmth,c
N0B + |Dm|∑
d=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm(c,d)p
m
d G
m,l
(c,d)
 ;
∀ c ∈ Cm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.1b)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)p
m
d G
m,l
(d,d)
≥ γmth,d
N0B + |Cm|∑
c=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm(c,d)P
m
(BS,c)G
m,l
(BS,d)
 ;
∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.1c)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (4.1d)
|Dm|∑
d=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.1e)
|Cm|∑
c=1
nmc = N
m
RB ≥ ρ
m
min|L|; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.1f)
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Bnmc log2
1 +
Pm
(BS,c)
G
m,l
(BS,c)
N0B +
|Dm|∑
d=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm
(c,d)
pmd G
m,l
(c,d)
 ≥ rmc,th;
∀c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.1g)
Bnmc log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
pmd G
m
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
Pm
(BS,c)
Gm
(BS,d)
 ≥ rmd,th;
∀d ∈ Dm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.1h)
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
Pm(BS,c) ≤ PBS (4.1i)
Pm(BS,c) ≤ P
m
eq(BS,c); ∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.1j)
pmd ≤ p(d,th); ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (4.1k)
The aim is to maximize the throughput by finding the optimal resource allocation
and sharing scheme (decision variables nmc and b
m
(c,d)
) while minimizing the transmission
power of the eNodeB and D2D pair (decision variables PmBS,c and p
m
d ). n
m
c is an integer
variable representing the number of resource blocks assigned to cellular user c of SP m,
while bm
(c,d)
is a binary variable indicating whether D2D pair d shares the resources of
cellular user c of the same SP. PmBS,c and p
m
d represent the eNodeB transmission power
allocated to user c and the transmission power of D2D pair d respectively. Constraints
(4.1b) and (4.1c) are the minimum signal-to-interference and noise ratios (SINR) that
need to be maintained for both cellular and D2D users respectively. Constraint (4.1d)
forces the D2D pairs to share the resources allocated to one cellular user belonging to the
same SP while constraint (4.1e) states that a cellular user can only share its resources
with at most one D2D pair. Constraint (4.1f) represents the pre-agreed upon service
level agreement ratios between the different SPs. Constraints (4.1g) and (4.1h) are the
minimum rate requirement for cellular users and D2D pairs respectively. Constraint
(4.1i) is the total power available at the eNode B while constraint (4.1j) states that the
power allocated to a cellular user needs to be below the equal power distribution case.
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Finally, constraint (4.1k) represents the maximum transmission power that a D2D pair
can use for communication.
The problem is a mixed integer non-linear programming problem (MINLP), a well
known NP-hard problem (for more information, refer to Section 2.2 in Chapter 2 or
reference [187]). Thus, it is divided into four smaller problems, two of which are linear
binary integer programs associated with the resource allocation and sharing problems
while the other two are linear programs associated with the power allocation problems.
The subproblems are presented in the following subsections.
4.4.1 Subproblem 1a-CU resource allocation problem:
max
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
|L|∑
l=1
B xmc,l log2
1 + Pmeq(BS,c)Gm,l(BS,c)
N0B
 (4.2a)
subject to
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l = 1; ∀ l ∈ L (4.2b)
NmRB =
|L|∑
l=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l ≥ ρ
m
min|L|; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.2c)
|L|∑
l=1
B xmc,l log2
1 + Pmeq(BS,c)Gm,l(BS,c)
N0B
 ≥ rmc,th;
∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.2d)
This subproblem optimally solves the cellular users’ resource allocation problem
assuming that the eNodeB power is constant and at its maximum. Therefore, the number
of RBs allocated to each user (nmc ) is determined.
4.4.2 Subproblem 1b-CU power allocation problem:
After determining the optimal RB allocation map, the minimum power that the
eNodeB should allocate to each user so that their throughput is maintained is found by
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solving the following problem.
min
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
PmBS,c (4.3a)
subject to
Pm(BS,c) ≤ P
m
eq(BS,c); ∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.3b)
Bnmc log2
1 + Pm(BS,c)Gm,lmin(BS,c)
N0B
 ≥ rmc,ach;
∀c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.3c)
This problem is not truly an LP problem due to constraint (4.3c). However, this con-
straint can be written in linear form as:
Pm(BS,c) ≥
N0B(2
rmc,ach
Bnmc − 1)
Gm,lmin(BS,c)
. (4.4)
Therefore, the problem can be rewritten as:
min
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
PmBS,c (4.5a)
subject to
Pm(BS,c) ≤ P
m
eq(BS,c); ∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.5b)
Pm(BS,c) ≥
N0B(2
rmc,ach
Bnmc − 1)
G
m,lmin
(BS,c)
; ∀c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (4.5c)
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4.4.3 Subproblem 2a-D2D resource sharing problem:
To find the optimal resource sharing solution, the results from problems (4.2) and
(4.5) are used. Hence, the D2D resource sharing problem is formulated as:
max
M∑
m=1
|Dm|∑
d=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
B bm(c,d)n
m
c log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
p(d,th)G
m
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
Pm
(BS,c)
Gm
(BS,d)
 (4.6a)
subject to
Pm(BS,c)G
m
(BS,c) ≥ γ
m
th,c
N0B + |Dm|∑
d=1
bm(c,d)p(d,th)G
m
(c,d)
 ;
∀ c ∈ Cm,∀ m ∈MSP
(4.6b)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)p(d,th)G
m
(d,d) ≥ γ
m
th,d
N0B + |Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d)P
m
(BS,c)G
m
(BS,d)
 ;
∀ d ∈ Dm,∀ m ∈MSP
(4.6c)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (4.6d)
|Dm|∑
d=1
bm(c,d) ≤ 1; ∀ c ∈ Cm, ∀ m ∈MSP (4.6e)
Bnmc log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
p(d,th)G
m
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
Pm
(BS,c)
Gm
(BS,d)
 ≥ rmd,th;
∀ d ∈ Dm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.6f)
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4.4.4 Subproblem 2b-D2D power allocation problem:
After determining the optimal resource sharing solution, the optimal D2D users’
transmission power is found by solving the following problem:
min
M∑
m=1
|Dm|∑
d=1
pmd (4.7a)
subject to
pmd ≤ p(d,th); ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (4.7b)
Bnmc log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
pmd G
m
(d,d)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
Pm
(BS,c)
Gm
(BS,d)
 ≥ rmd,ach;
∀d ∈ Dm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.7c)
Similar to problem (4.3), this subproblem is not linear due to constraint (4.7c). Yet
it can also be transformed into a linear problem by manipulating the constraint. The
subproblem becomes:
min
M∑
m=1
|Dm|∑
d=1
pmd (4.8a)
subject to
pmd ≤ p(d,th); ∀ d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP (4.8b)
pmd ≥
(
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,d)
Pm
(BS,c)
Gm
(BS,d)
)2rmd,achBnmc − 1

Gm
(d,d)
;
∀d ∈ Dm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(4.8c)
Solution of problems (4.2) and (4.6) were discussed in [135]. In this work, we focus
on solving problems (4.5) and (4.8). These two problems are solved as simple linear
programming problems using the built in MATLAB function linprog. The results
obtained from this function are refered to as ”LP” in the results’ figures.
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4.5 Heuristic Algorithm
Extending the heuristic algorithms presented in [135], two simple heuristics are
developed that solve the transmission power allocation problems for the eNodeB and the
D2D pairs respectively.
4.5.1 Cellular Users’ Power Allocation Heuristic:
4.5.1.1 Description
Taking advantage of LTE’s feature of choosing the modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) used for transmission based on effective SINR observed, the heuristic finds the
minimum needed transmission power to maintain the use of the same MCS. The choice
of MCS is determined as part of the resource allocation heuristic for cellular users pre-
sented in [135]. The minimum transmission power is calculated using the minimum
effective SINR and the minimum channel gain among the allocated RBs. The algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm for Cellular Users’ Power Allocation
2: MSP = {1, 2, ..,M}
3: for m ∈MSP do
4: for c ∈ Cm do
5: find Γ(min,c) = min
Γ
{Γ(eff,c)} with same MCS
6: calculate pm
(c,l)
=
[N0∗B∗Γ(min,c)]
G
m,lmin
(BS,c)
7: calculate Pm
(BS,c)
= nmc ∗ pm(c,l)
8: end for
9: calculate PmBS =
|Cm|∑
c=1
Pm
(BS,c)
10: end for
4.5.1.2 Complexity
The order of complexity of this algorithm is O(|C|) where |C| is the total number
of cellular users in the system (|C| =
M∑
m=1
|Cm|). This is because in each iteration we
determine the allocated power of one cellular user.
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4.5.2 D2D Pairs’ Power Allocation Heuristic:
4.5.2.1 Description
A similar algorithm is adopted to determine the transmission power of each D2D
pair. The same LTE feature is utilized here as well. The results obtained from the
previous heuristic and from heuristic 2 in [135] to determine the cellular users’ power
allocation and the resource sharing decision are used here. The algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Heuristic Algorithm for D2D Users’ Power Allocation
2: MSP = {1, 2, ..,M}
3: for m ∈MSP do
4: for d ∈ Dm do
5: find Γ(min,d) = min
Γ
{Γ(eff,d)} with same MCS
6: calculate pmd =
[
(N0∗B+Pm(BS,c)∗G
m
(BS,d)
)∗Γmin,d
]
Gm
(d,d)
7: end for
8: end for
4.5.2.2 Complexity
The order of complexity of this algorithm is O(|D|) where |D| is the total number
of D2D pairs in the system (|D| =
M∑
m=1
|Dm|). This is because in each iteration we
determine the allocated transmission power of one D2D pair.
4.6 Simulation Parameters & Results:
4.6.1 Parameters
A system simulation using MATLAB by adopting a realistic LTE system model
is performed on an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU with 16 GB RAM. Again, this chapter only
focuses on the “Dynamic resource allocation” and “Transmission power management”
functionalities (as described in [168]). When solving the D2D resource sharing problem,
the SINR threshold for cellular users is assumed to be the SNR lower bounds of the MCSs
used by the users [170]. Also, the rate requirement for cellular users is assumed to be
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36 kbps [171]. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. Note that the
“LP” in the results figures refers to the decomposition-based solution.
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters & Values
Parameter Value
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Number of SP 3
Bandwidth per SP 10 MHz
Number of RBs per SP 50
Number of subcarriers per RB 12
Subcarrier spacing 15 KHz
RB Bandwidth 180 KHz
Slot duration 1 ms
Number of Cellular users per SP 30
Number of D2D pairs per SP 3
Cell-level user distribution Uniform
Log-normal shadowing standard deviation 8 dB
Service Level Agreement Vector [0.5 0.3 0.2]
4.6.2 Results:
Fig. 4.2 shows the average allocated power for the different service providers. As
expected, the provider with the biggest share according to the service level agreement
is allocated the most power (SP1 in this case). Also we observe that as the channel
becomes worse, the average allocated power increases. Furthermore, it is noticed that
the heuristic algorithm achieves comparable results to the LP solution.
Fig. 4.3 shows the average transmission power for the D2D pairs. We observe
two main points, the users belonging to the SP with the highest share have the highest
average transmission power since they are subjected to the most interference. Another
observation is that as the channel becomes worse, less power is needed because D2D
pairs will be less affected by the interference from cellular communication. Moreover, the
heuristic algorithm performs comparably to the LP solution.
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Figure 4.2: Average Cellular Users’ Allocated Power
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Figure 4.4: Normalized eNodeB Cumulative Cellular Transmission Power
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Figure 4.5: Normalized Average D2D Pairs’ Transmission Power
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Given that the eNodeB’s total available transmission power is 20 W, Fig. 4.4 shows
the normalized eNodeB total transmission power. Results show that approximately 30%
to 42% can be saved by adopting the proposed power aware allocation scheme.
The normalized average D2D pairs’ transmission power is shown in Fig. 4.5, assum-
ing that the maximum transmission power is 200 mW. Results show that savings range
between 55% and 75%. This is due to the fact that a small reduction in the interference
caused by cellular communication can result in a greater power savings because of the
proximity of D2D pairs.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the problem of power-aware wireless resource virtualization with
device-to-device (D2D) communication underlaying the LTE network was formulated.
The problem is a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem. Due to the
NP-hardness of such problems, it was divided into four linear programming subprobems
that were solved to optimality. The resource allocation and sharing problems were solved
in [135] while the power allocation subproblems were solved here. Furthermore, two
heuristic algorithms that solve the power subproblems were developed . Results showed
that the eNodeB can save up to 42% of energy while D2D pairs can save up to 75%
while employing this proposed power-aware scheme. Moreover, the heuristic algorithms
achieved similar results to the LP solution, proving their efficiency.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic Spectrum Management Through
Resource Virtualization with M2M
Communications
5.1 Introduction
The advancement and penetration of cellular technology has led to the increased
licensing of wireless spectrum [135]. This has led to an increase in the number of con-
sumers for new services such as satellite digital audio broadcasting and wireless Internet
access which has caused a dramatic growth in spectrum access demand [135]. It is pro-
jected that the number of mobile-connected devices will reach 11.6 billion devices by 2021
with the monthly global mobile data traffic demand reaching 49 exabytes [7]. However,
it is becoming more difficult to provide spectrum for new services or expanding existing
ones with most of the spectrum already being assigned [135]. Yet, studies performed
in the USA show that the problem is often a spectrum access problem rather than the
lack of available spectrum, meaning there is unexploited capacity in the spectrum [135].
Moreover, service providers (SPs) are looking for creative solutions to satisfy the grow-
ing data services’ demand rate while simultaneously increasing their average revenue per
user [135]. This is especially critical for 5G networks where the service requirements are
extremely stringent [188].
Wireless resource virtualization (WRV) has been proposed as one potential solu-
tion to meet the increasing rate demand in 5G networks [135, 172, 173]. WRV can be
defined as the slicing of wireless resources and sharing the physical infrastructure among
co-existing networks in a dynamic manner in order to efficiently utilize the available re-
sources [135, 172]. WRV can be extremely advantageous to the different SPs. Firstly, it
A version of this chapter has been accepted in [189].
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helps improve the resource utilization due to the SPs sharing them. This in turn reduces
the number of idle resources. Secondly, WRV can reduce both the capital expenditures
(CAPEX) and operating expenditures (OPEX) by almost 80% and 27% respectively
[135, 172]. Additionally, WRV can support higher peak rates due to carrier resource
aggregation and radio resource sharing between different SPs. Finally, multi-SP multi-
plexing gain is introduced as a result of the increased number of users in the cells [135].
Adaptive resource allocation techniques can further augment the benefits of WRV, espe-
cially in orthogonal frequency division multiple access-based (OFDMA) systems such as
in LTE-A downlink [135].
Another proposed solution for 5G networks is the adoption of a multiple radio
access technology (multi-RAT) heterogeneous networks (HetNets) architecture. This ar-
chitecture aims to boost capacity and improve the QoS by leveraging spectrum access
across multiple radio technologies [190]. It seeks to aggregate the various radio technolo-
gies into one common converged network that is seamless to the end user. The aim is
to develop resource allocation techniques that can utilize the available resources in the
different RATs in an efficient manner. Multi-RATs also open the door to improved per-
formance gains through the efficient diversity dimensions utilization such as the spectral,
temporal, and frequency dimensions [190]. This includes using multiple technologies such
as device-to-device (D2D) communication, LTE/LTE-A, and machine-to-machine com-
munication (M2M) technologies (such as Bluetooth, Zigbee,...) among others [191, 192].
However, the management of the available radio resources becomes a challenge in such
a scenario. This is because inefficient management of the available resources can nega-
tively affect other parameters such as utilization, interference, fairness, complexity, and
QoS. Hence, it is crucial to posit appropriate spectrum and radio resource management
(RRM) techniques that can efficiently utilize the available resources.
The proposed architecture in this chapter is based on both these concepts. The
problem of wireless resource virtualization with M2M communications underlaying LTE-
A cellular network is presented and described. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
work addresses the topic of M2M communications in the context of resource virtual-
ization. The objective is to maximize the overall system throughput by leveraging the
benefits of dynamic spectrum sharing between cellular service providers as well as be-
tween cellular and M2M communications in a multi-RAT HetNet environment. This is
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in an attempt to provide a more efficient management and utilization of the spectrum.
In this chapter:
• The technologies used and challenges faced in multi-RAT architectures are briefly
discussed. In particular, the advantages and challenges of efficient spectrum man-
agement are highlighted.
• A combined wireless resource virtualization and M2M communication underlaying
LTE-A cellular network architecture is proposed.
• The problem of wireless resource virtualization machine-to-machine communica-
tion underlaying LTE-A cellular network is formulated as an integer non-linear
programming problem.
• The performance of the proposed architecture is evaluated using two different algo-
rithms, a decomposition-based algorithm and a greedy-based heuristic algorithm.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 briefly describes multi-RAT ar-
chitecture as well as the common technologies used and challenges it faces. Section 5.3
discusses some of the related work done in the literature. Section 5.4 presents the pro-
posed architecture, its system model, and the channel models considered in this work.
Moreover, a mathematical description of the problem is given including the objective
and considered constraints. Section 5.5 briefly describes the problem and explains how
it can be formulated as an integer non-linear programming (INLP) problem. Section 5.6
presents how a decomposition-based algorithm can be used to evaluate the performance
of the proposed architecture. Section 5.7 summarizes the greedy-based heuristic algo-
rithm used for performance evaluation. Section 5.8 presents the simulation parameters
and results. Finally, Section 5.9 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Multi-RAT HetNets: Architecture,
Technologies, & Challenges
Given that the proposed architecture is a multi-RAT HetNet-based architecture, it
would be beneficial to first briefly describe such an architecture along with some of the
technologies proposed in the literature and the challenges it faces.
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5.2.1 Architecture
Multi-RAT HetNets have been heavily proposed in the literature as a promising
architecture for 5G systems. The idea is to aggregate the different radio access technolo-
gies together into one converged network in order to offer more capacity and enhance the
QoS for users.
The idea originated from the fact that the spectrum in the licensed band is heavily
assigned. Hence, the need to make better use of the unlicensed band arose in order to
increase the system’s capacity and offload some of the load placed on the cellular network.
Early works suggested the integration of Wi-Fi into the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) networks to relieve the congestion in the cellular networks with simula-
tion results showing 2-3x gains in terms of system capacity and users’ QoS. The proposed
architecture was then further developed to include many other access technologies to fur-
ther improve the gain by exploiting the diversity available on multiple dimensions (i.e.,
spectral, temporal, and frequency).
5.2.2 Technologies
There are different technologies that have been proposed in the literature to be
used in multi-RAT HetNets. The below list shows some of these technologies:
• Long Term Evolution/Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A)
• Wi-Fi
• Legacy networks (GSM, UMTS,...)
• D2D Communications
• Internet of Things (IoT)-based M2M Communications (Bluetooth, Zigbee,...)
5.2.3 Challenges
Although HetNets have several advantages and are considered a promising archi-
tecture to meet the requirements of 5G networks, adopting them produces a unique
and diverse set of challenges. These challenges are grouped into three main categories:
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physical-related (pertains to the physical layer of the network), user-related (pertains to
the user experience), and core network-related (pertains to the functions and load in the
core network). These are summarized in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Challenges in Multi-RAT HetNets
• Spectrum efficiency: With the scarcity and expensiveness of the spectrum, es-
pecially the licensed band, it is important to efficiently use the available spectrum
to maximize the performance gain of using multiple technologies [193].
Padaki et al. quantified the spectrum efficiency that can be reached in a multi-RAT
scenario [194]. Their simulations showed that for a user density of 1/m2 at distances
ranging between 102 and 103 m, the maximum spectrum efficiency achievable per
user with optimal transmission power ranges between 15-25 bps/Hz. This means
that if a user is assigned one RB in an LTE system, their rate would only be around
4.5 Mbps (180KHz*25bps/Hz). However, with the increasing growth of data, the
spectrum efficiency has to increase further to ensure users have a satisfying QoS.
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• Joint Radio Operation/Interference Management: This challenge pertains
to the resource allocation which in turn affects the spectrum efficiency and resource
utilization. The idea is that resource allocation should be done jointly between the
multiple RATs. This ensures that interference is minimized and that the spectrum
is used efficiently [195].
It was shown in [196] that for the scenario involving one LTE macrocell and 30
WiFi cells, the average user throughput reaches around 320 Kbps in the presence
of a joint radio resource allocation scheme. Moreover, the energy efficiency reaches
180 Kbits/Joule for the joint scheme. This highlights the significance of adopting
a joint radio resource allocation.
• Quality of Experience (QoE): The perceived quality of experience (QoE) of
users is vital. Since users will be using different RATs and protocols, this should
be done in a seamless manner that does not affect the users’ QoE [193].
• RAT selection: How to efficiently assign which RAT the user will employ is also
vital to ensure the ubiquitous connectivity. This is dependent on several metrics
like the perceived channel conditions within the different RATs as well as the load
within the RAT. Also, the users’ QoS requirements and resource availability will
affect this selection process. Therefore, each user should be assigned to a specific
RAT to maximize the overall performance of the network [193].
Wu et al.’s work showed almost a 10% improvement in average aggregate through-
put when taking users’ preference into consideration compared to the maximum
SINR based scheme. Furthermore, the average normalized power consumption of
low power users was reduced to around 15% using the preference-aware scheme.
Thus, the aggregate throughput that can be achieved in a real-life scale network
can reach the hundreds of Gbps. Therefore, it is crucial to develop efficient RAT
selection algorithms to further improve the network throughput and performance
while also making full use of the available spectrum.
• Inter-RAT handover management: Since multiple radio access technologies
(RATs) are employed, it is important to have an efficient inter-RAT handover
mechanism since users will be constantly moving from one RAT to another [193].
Extending Rao et al.’s work [197] to a multi-RAT scenario with thousands of cells
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and millions of users, the amount of messages/day exchanged will reach the hun-
dreds of millions (average message size = 75 bytes). This in turn will put more
load on the core network as it has to deal with the excess signaling overhead. This
will also have an impact on the possible spectrum gains since more resources would
be needed to exchange these messages.
• Mobility Management: Determining where the user is and to which BS (also
RAT) the user belongs to is a challenging issue in multi-tier HetNets. Since the dif-
ferent technologies handle the mobility in different manners and using different enti-
ties, it is vital to determine a way to efficiently converge these entities/mechanisms
so that the user mobility is managed appropriately [195]. This has added impor-
tance given the amount of messages exchanged between the core network and the
users for mobility purposes which might also have an impact on the spectrum uti-
lization.
Considering the work in [198] and [199], it can be shown that the combined signal-
ing overhead for mobility management in a multi-RAT ultra dense network scenario
can reach the tens of billions of messages per resource allocation interval (typically
1 millisecond). Therefore, it is crucial to develop unified and efficient mobility
management schemes that reduce the required signaling overhead.
• Inter-RAT resource coordination, utilization, and scheduling: With the
different RATs used, each of which uses a different spectrum band and different
access protocols, the coordination, utilization, and scheduling of the available re-
sources is a challenging aspect. Therefore, it is crucial to be able to efficiently
utilize the resources available to maximize the performance gain of the multi-RAT
architecture [193].
By combining the work in [135] and [200], it can be shown that the overall com-
plexity to schedule and coordinate the available resource can be prohibitively high
as it can be in the order of O
(
NJ2L|C| + NwlogNw + ...
)
where Nw is the num-
ber of WiFi cells [200]. For example, the search space when J = 15 MCSs, L =
25 RBs (for bandwidth of 5 MHz), |C| = 5 users/cell, and N = 100 cells would
be around 6.38 × 1040 feasible solutions. Therefore, it is important to be able to
develop low complexity algorithms that can efficiently manage the radio resources
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by maximizing the resource utilization.
• Network Management: Since different RATs and protocols are employed, it
is more challenging to manage the whole network. Therefore, it is important to
have efficient algorithms/architectures that can manage the network to achieve the
desired requirements for all users [193].
It was shown in [201] that handover only causes around 1% of the total signaling
overhead in an LTE system. When this is combined with the previous calculations
done for inter-RAT handover, the total amount of signaling overhead (including
control messages, synchronization, handover, etc...) the network has to deal with
skyrockets to the billions of messages if the signaling overhead of other technologies
is also considered. Thus, this gives a clearer idea about the load the network has
to deal with in order to manage the different technologies used and users to satisfy.
5.3 Related Work
The fast approaching 5G wireless network technology has promised to bring a myr-
iad of capabilities to the current 4G network architecture [188]. This has gone as far
as revolutionizing the modern economy by ubiquitously connecting billions of devices
from various sectors of the society (e.g., health, education, environment, transportation,
media) according to the evolving IoT paradigm. One of the most challenging problems
facing that heterogeneous paradigm is the scarcity of the available spectrum. In particu-
lar, the current spectrum’s static fragmentation policy for each wireless access technology
has created a paradox between spectrum limitation and temporal (and spatial) underuti-
lization. The spectrum limitation is due to the existence of diversified standard wireless
technologies, each of which occupies a fixed slice of the frequency spectrum to avoid inter-
ference between them. On the other hand, the spectrum underutilization is due to spatial
reasons where no users exist in a specific area to access the allocated spectrum, and/or
temporal situations during which wireless users have silent periods of non-transmission
or receival of data over the wireless channel. To this end, several recent published works
have tried to solve the aforementioned problem either by utilizing the unoccupied portion
of the spectrum at high frequencies known as millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies (i.e.,
from 30 GHz to 300 GHz), or proposing alternative radio resource management (RRM)
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techniques for efficient utilization of the currently available spectrum. This chapter, and
throughout the rest of this section, only focuses on the proposed solutions encompassing
advanced RRM techniques and the dynamic spectrum access mechanisms.
Numerous studies [202, 203, 204, 205, 206] were presented in the literature which
heavily addressed the problem of spectrum sharing and RRM techniques in 5G networks.
Zhang et al. presented a survey of the recently developed spectrum sharing techniques
for 5G networks. The surveyed techniques address various 5G communication tech-
nologies such as cognitive radio (CR), device-to-device communication (D2D), in-band
full-duplex communication (IBFD), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), and Long
Term Evolution (LTE) on unlicensed spectrum (LTE-U). For instance, in case of D2D-
based spectrum sharing, the authors discussed the existing interference-aware resource
allocation schemes which aim to minimize the mutual interference between D2D and
cellular links. The resource allocation problem usually targets to optimize either the
throughput or the energy consumption of both cellular and D2D links subject to signal-
to-interference noise ratio (SINR) and outage probability. Since the problem was found
to likely be non-convex, the authors highlighted a recent study which provided a graph
theory-based heuristic solution to solve the problem and mitigate interference levels by
changing the priority of D2D and cellular transmissions.
Another comprehensive survey in [203] showed the recent advances in resource allo-
cation techniques for dynamic spectrum access (DSA) in a CR environment. The study
covered a variety of perspectives when designing such techniques in terms of the cen-
tralization of decision making, availability of information and level of cooperation within
the network, link direction, and interference management scheme between primary and
secondary users. Based on the optimization framework employed by the resource al-
location problem, the authors classified existing problems into: joint optimization for
channel and power allocation, joint optimization for rate and power allocation, and inte-
grated rate and power optimization with fairness provision. From another perspective,
the authors highlighted different spectrum assignment techniques proposed to address
the CR network’s behavior in time, frequency and space, and increase the spectrum
utilization. Those techniques are distributed spectrum assignment, spectrum hand-off
management, and carrier aggregation-aware spectrum assignment. In the context of car-
rier aggregation-based techniques, for instance, the authors explained the discontinuous
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OFDM (DOFDM) transmission technique. The DOFDM technique was proposed to en-
able secondary users to access several discontinuous spectrum fragments simultaneously
by aggregating them into a single channel, and reduce wasting the small spectrum frag-
ments that are usually left unusable.
In 5G heterogeneous networks, Ul Hasan et al. [204] presented a framework for
sharing the licensed spectrum between primary licensed 5G users and secondary unli-
censed users to accommodate the growing number of secondary users. The objective is
to allow secondary users to choose the best primary network of the 5G heterogeneous
network and the best available channel to access within the selected network subject
to primary network’s constraints (e.g., interference, subscription fees, and capacity) and
secondary users’ constraints (e.g., data rate and subscription fee). The formulated opti-
mization problem was solved twice by a particle swarm optimization and modified Genetic
algorithm to find near-optimal solutions.
In the same context of cognitive sharing of spectrum, a spectrum sharing frame-
work between primary and secondary users in the 5G network was provided in [205]. The
design of the 5G spectrum sharing incorporated an optimal strategy for dynamic chan-
nel access and a finite-state Markov chain-based model for the spectrum sharing states.
The dynamic channel access strategy is used to allocate the channel for primary and
secondary users based on their channel and buffer state information. The optimization
problem of the channel access strategy, which aims to minimize the average queuing time
of secondary users, was formulated as a Markov decision process.
For heterogeneous OFDMA networks with small cells deployment within the tra-
ditional macro-cellular architecture, the authors in [206] proposed an optimal frame-
work for optimizing the energy efficiency in the downlink subject to minimum required
throughput by each user and the maximum allowable transmit power by each eNB. The
optimization problem is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear fractional programming
(MINLFP) problem. The problem was transformed to a mixed-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming (MINLP) problem by introducing some new variables, and then optimally
solved by Dinkelbach and branch-and-bound methods. The optimal solution complexity
is then relaxed by proposing a suboptimal resource allocation scheme which decomposes
the original problem into two consecutive sub-problems of RB allocation and power con-
trol.
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5.4 System Model
As mentioned earlier, the proposed architecture is a multi-RAT HetNet-based ar-
chitecture that leverages the benefits of resource virtualization and M2M communication
in order to have a more efficient management and utilization of the available spectrum.
In what follows, the general model considered in this work is presented. Moreover,
the channel model used to represent the channel conditions is given. Additionally, a
mathematical description of the problem is provided containing the objective and the
constraints considered.
5.4.1 General Model
This chapter assumes a single cell downlink scenario in an LTE-A system as is
shown in Figure 5.2. This means that the inter-cell interference is ignored, especially
between users at the cell edges. An infrastructure provider (InPr) manages the cell and
supports a set of service providers (SPs). The system consists of M SPs belonging to the
set MSP , each serving Km users. The Km users are divided into Cm cellular users and
MTCm machine-to-machine (M2M) pairs. There are |L| sub-channels in frequency, each
of which has a bandwidth B. The SPs are assumed to be adjacent in frequency bands.
This constraint is set to enable the users to use the available sub-channels. T time slots
are considered. Hence, there are T |L| resource blocks to be allocated. Each SP is assigned
a minimum number of resource blocks (RBs) NmRB based on the pre-determined access
ratio agreement between the SPs and InPr. Isolation between the SPs is guaranteed by
properly allocating the RBs to the users of the different SPs. The transmission powers
of the base-station (BS) and the users are assumed to be constant, set to their maximum
power, and are denoted as PBS and pu respectively. Moreover, perfect channel state
information (CSI) is assumed to be available at the BS from all users belonging to all
SPs [135, 172]. As mentioned in previous chapters, users are typically determined by
applying an admission control algorithm (outside the scope of this work) to choose users
with good channel conditions. This is assumed to be performed beforehand using any
algorithm suggested in the literature [135, 172].
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Figure 5.2: System Model
Fig. 5.3 shows an illustrative example with 2 SPs, each supporting 2 CUs and 2
M2M pairs respectively (SP1 supports CU1, CU2, M1, and M2 while SP2 supports CU3,
CU4, M3, and M4). Each SP originally has 5 RBs to allocate. It is shown that in the
non-WRV case, users CU1 and CU2 only have access to RBs 1 through 5 while CU3
and CU4 can only receive the RBs 6 to 10. The same applies to M2M pairs M1 to M4
respectively. In contrast, the set of RBs is aggregated into one bigger pool in the case of
WRV, giving the users access to a larger set of possible RBs to be allocated which can
result in higher throughput. As it can be seen, CU1 would get RBs 1, 3, 6 and 7 while
CU3 would get RBs 4 and 10 with CU2 and CU4 having the same allocation. This can
result in higher throughput due to the higher number of RBs allocated (as is the case with
CU1 for example) or better channel conditions (CU3 in this case). The same applies to
the M2M pairs which will have a limited number of RBs to share in the non-WRV case.
However, with WRV, they can share more RBs with possibly better channel conditions
which can result in higher throughput for them as well.
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Figure 5.3: Illustrative Example
5.4.2 Channel Model
This chapter takes into consideration both the distance-dependent macroscopic
path loss and the shadow fading path loss components. The macroscopic path loss
between the eNodeB and a user at distance d in an urban environment is given in [166,
167, 207] as:
LdB(d) = 128.1 + 37.6× log10(d) (5.1)
where d is the distance from the eNodeB in km. The shadow fading path loss component
is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and σ standard deviation
in dB [135, 172]. Thus, the total path loss between the eNodeB and the user is:
PLdB,(BS,i)(d) = LdB(d) + log10(Xi) (5.2)
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where Xi is the log-normal shadow fading path loss of user i. Consequently, the linear
gain between the eNodeB and a user i is:
G(BS,i) = 10
−PLdB,(BS,i)/10 (5.3)
On the other hand, the channel gain between two users i and j is assumed to
be distant-dependent and follows the same model given in [166, 167, 207]. The model
considers two different cases, a line-of-sight (LOS) case where the distance separating the
two machines is less than 300 m, and a non line-of-sight (NLOS) case where the distance
separating the two machines is larger than 300 m. Hence, the path loss can be given as:
PLdB,(i,j)(d(i,j)) =
38.5 + 20× log10(d(i,j)) if d(i,j) < 300m48.9 + 40× log10(d(i,j)) if d(i,j) ≥ 300m (5.4)
where d(i,j) is the distance between transmitting machine i and receiving machine j.
Therefore, the linear gain between machine i and machine j is:
G(i,j) = 10
−PLdB,(i,j)/10 (5.5)
5.5 Problem Formulation
Similar to the formulation in [135], this work assumes that the same assigned RB(s)
allocated to a particular cellular user i is shared by one of the M2M pairs so that the
total network throughput is increased. Therefore, M2M pairs must share the resources
with the cellular users belonging to the same SP rather than being assigned dedicated
RBs. This is to avoid any possible cross-pricing issues with other SPs. The optimization
problem is formulated in such a way that the existing cellular network’s performance
is not impaired. During each scheduling round, TL RBs are available to be allocated.
Furthermore, an infinitely backlogged model is assumed where users always have data
to be sent. The eNodeB serves two distinct sets. Set C represents the cellular users
belonging to the different SPs. The second set is set MTC representing the M2M pairs
belonging to the different SPs. Moreover, Cm denotes the set of cellular users of SP m
and MTCm denotes the set of M2M users of SP m.
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During downlink phase, a cellular user experiences interference whenever a M2M
user transmits using the same allocated RB. The interference depends on two main
factors, the transmission power of the M2M users and the channel gain between the
cellular and M2M users. The downlink signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of
user cm at RB l is the same as that given in [135]. On the other hand, the SINR of an
M2M pair is the same as that given for a D2D pair in [135]. A binary variable is used
to indicate whether an M2M pair shares the RB(s) assigned to a cellular user or not.
Therefore, this variable is set to 1 if the M2M pair shares the RB(s) assigned to a cellular
user, and is 0 otherwise.
The rate of the cellular users and M2M pairs is defined as per Shannon’s capacity
model based on their respective SINRs. The aim is to maximize the sum rate of the
cellular and M2M users. The problem can be formulated as integer non-linear program
(INLP) in a similar manner to that in [135] as follows:
max
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
nmc r
m
c +
|MTCm|∑
mtc=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,mtc)n
m
c r
m
mtc
 (5.6a)
subject to
Lc∑
l=1
PBSG
m,l
(BS,c)
≥ γmth,c
N0B + |MTCm|∑
mtc=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm(c,mtc) pmtc G
m,l
(c,mtc)
 ;
∀ c ∈ Cm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(5.6b)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,mtc) pmtc G
m,l
(mtc,mtc)
≥ γmth,mtc
N0B + |Cm|∑
c=1
Lc∑
l=1
bm(c,mtc)PBSG
m,l
(BS,mtc)
 ;
∀ mtc ∈MTCm, ∀ m ∈MSP
(5.6c)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,mtc) ≤ 1; ∀ mtc ∈MTCm, ∀ m ∈MSP (5.6d)
|MTCm|∑
mtc=1
bm(c,mtc) ≤ 1; ∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (5.6e)
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|Cm|∑
c=1
nmc = N
m
RB ≥ ρ
m
min|L|; ∀ m ∈MSP (5.6f)
nmc r
m
c ≥ rmc,th; ∀c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP (5.6g)
nmc r
m
mtc ≥ rmmtc,th; ∀mtc ∈MTCm; ∀ m ∈MSP (5.6h)
The problem contains two different sets of decision variables. Decision variables
denoted as nmc are integers denoting the number of RBs allocated to cellular user c of
SP m; and decision variables bm
(c,mtc)
are binary integers denoting whether M2M user
mtc shares the RB(s) assigned to user c of SP m or not. The formulation contains seven
constraints. The first two constraints ensure that the threshold SINR for both cellular
and M2M users is adhered to. The third constraint mandates that a M2M user shares
at most one cellular user’s RB(s). Additionally, the fourth constraint guarantees that at
most one M2M pair shares any cellular user’s RB(s). This is to ensure that M2M pairs
do not cause interference to each other. The fifth constraint guarantees that each SP is
allocated a minimum number of RBs as per the service level agreement (SLA) with the
InPr. Lastly, the final two constraints ensure that a minimum guaranteed rate is achieved
for both the cellular and M2M pairs respectively. It is worth noting that the feasibility
of solving such a problem is ensured by assuming an admission control process (outside
the scope of this work) from the literature is applied beforehand [135]. This is because
if no admission control process is applied, the problem might not have a solution due to
potentially bad channel conditions not allowing some users to meet their minimum rate
requirement. It is also worth mentioning that the described model considers only one
type of data traffic for each type of users. Other constraints need to be added to the
model to represent different data traffic types.
5.6 Decomposition-based Algorithm
As shown in [135], regular non-linear or integer optimization techniques can not be
applied in such a formulation. This is because the integer decision variables lie within
the log function representing the user rate (for more information, refer to Section 2.2 in
Chapter 2). Therefore, the decomposition-based algorithm takes advantage of the fact
that the resource allocation for cellular users should be done first to solve this problem.
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This is because it is assumed that the cellular network’s performance should not be im-
paired. Moreover, it is assumed that M2M pairs can only share already assigned RBs
rather than obtaining dedicated RBs. Thus, the problem is divided into two smaller
subproblems.
The first subproblem represents the cellular users’ resource allocation problem un-
der the assumption that no interference exists from M2M pairs. Therefore, this can be
modeled as a binary integer programming problem that can be solved to optimality. The
formulation for the first subproblem is as follows:
max
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
|L|∑
l=1
B xmc,l log2
1 + PmBS,cGm,l(BS,c)
N0B
 (5.7a)
subject to
M∑
m=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l = 1; ∀ l ∈ L (5.7b)
NmRB =
|L|∑
l=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
xmc,l ≥ ρ
m
min|L|; ∀ m ∈MSP (5.7c)
|L|∑
l=1
B xmc,l log2
1 + PmBS,cGm,l(BS,c)
N0B
 ≥ rmc,th;
∀ c ∈ Cm; ∀ m ∈MSP
(5.7d)
where xmc,l is a binary variable indicating whether user c of SP m is allocated RB l, and B
is the bandwidth of an RB. The first constraint states that an RB can only be assigned
to one cellular user. The second constraint represents the SLA constraint to ensure each
SP is assigned a minimum number of RBs while the third constraint is the minimum rate
requirement for each cellular user. In this formulation, the possible interference caused
by the M2M users is not considered. This will be considered in the second subproblem.
The second subproblem represents the M2M users’ resource sharing problem. In
this subproblem, the possible interference caused to the cellular users is taken into con-
sideration and is defined to be one of the optimization problem’s constraints. This
subproblem can also be modeled as a binary integer programming problem that can be
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solved to optimality. The formulation for the second subproblem is as follows:
max
M∑
m=1
|MTCm|∑
mtc=1
|Cm|∑
c=1
B bm(c,mtc)n
m
c log2
1 +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,mtc)
pmtc G
m
(mtc,mtc)
N0B +
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm
(c,mtc)
PBS G
m
(BS,mtc)

(5.8a)
subject to
PBS G
m
(BS,c) ≥ γ
m
th,c
N0B + |MTCm|∑
mtc=1
bm(c,mtc) pmtc G
m
(c,mtc)
 ;
∀ c ∈ Cm,∀ m ∈MSP
(5.8b)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,mtc) pmtc G
m
(mtc,mtc) ≥ γ
m
th,mtc
N0B + |Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,mtc) PBS G
m
(BS,mtc)
 ;
∀ mtc ∈MTCm,∀ m ∈MSP
(5.8c)
|Cm|∑
c=1
bm(c,mtc) ≤ 1; ∀ mtc ∈MTCm, ∀ m ∈MSP (5.8d)
|MTCm|∑
mtc=1
bm(c,mtc) ≤ 1; ∀ c ∈ Cm, ∀ m ∈MSP (5.8e)
nmc r
m
mtc ≥ rmmtc,th; ∀ mtc ∈MTCm; ∀ m ∈MSP (5.8f)
where bm
(c,mtc)
is a binary variable indicating whether M2M pair mtc shares the resources
of user c of SP m. The first constraint takes care of the possible interference caused by
the M2M communications to the cellular users. By ensuring that a specified SINR is
maintained, the performance of the cellular users is guaranteed. On the other hand, the
second constraint guarantees that the SINR of M2M users is also maintained. The third
constraint ensures that each M2M pair can only share the resources of one cellular user
while the fourth constraint guarantees that at most 1 M2M pair shares the resources of
each cellular user. Finally, the fifth constraint ensures that the minimum required rate
for M2M pairs is satisfied.
Despite the adoption of a decomposition-based algorithm to solve the initially de-
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scribed problem, solving the two subproblems to optimality is computationally expensive
[135]. Therefore, it is important to develop low-complexity heuristic algorithms that can
solve the problems with comparable performance.
5.7 Greedy-based Heuristic Algorithm
The proposed heuristic is a greedy and exhaustive search-based algorithm. It is di-
vided into two parts. The first solves the cellular users’ (CU) resource allocation problem
while the second part solves the M2M users’ resource sharing problem. The flowchart of
the heuristic is given in Fig. 5.4.
5.7.1 Heuristic 1: Cellular Users’ Resource Allocation
Problem:
The same heuristic algorithm proposed in [135] is adopted in this work to solve the
cellular users’ resource allocation problem. The heuristic is divided into two parts. The
first part consists of allocating RB(s) with the best channel gain(s) for each user until
their minimum rate requirement is met. This is done for each user sequentially. The
second part consists of assigning the remaining RB(s) in a greedy manner based on the
SLA agreement to ensure that each SP gets the minimum number of RBs agreed on with
the InPr.
As shown in [135], the order of complexity of the algorithm is O(L|C|) where L is
the number of RBs available and |C| is the total number of cellular users in the system.
That is because one RB is assigned in each iteration by searching among |C| possible
users.
5.7.2 Heuristic 2: M2M Users’ Resource Sharing Problem:
The M2M users’ resource sharing problem is solved using an exhaustive-search
based algorithm. The cellular users are first sorted from the user with the highest number
of RBs to the lowest so as to maximize the possible number of RBs that each M2M pair
can share. For each M2M pair, the interference it causes to the cellular user with highest
number of allocated RBs is calculated. The new SINR of the cellular user is compared to
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Figure 5.4: Heuristic Algorithm Flowchart
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its threshold SINR. The M2M pair chosen is the one that satisfies the SINR constraint to
the cellular user and causes the least interference to it. If none of the M2M pairs satisfy
the cellular user’s SINR constraint , the algorithm moves on to the next cellular user in
the list.
The complexity of this heuristic depends on the complexity of two parts: the sorting
algorithm used first and the resource sharing decision algorithm used afterwards. It can
be shown that optimal sorting algorithms such as the Radix sorting technique has a
complexity of order O(|Cm|) where |Cm| is the number of elements to be sorted [135]. In
contrast, the resource sharing decision algorithm has a complexity of O(|MTCm| ∗ |Cm|)
where |MTCm| is the number of M2M pairs. This is because the algorithm, in the worst
case scenario, loops over all the cellular users for all the M2M pairs to determine which
user each pair will share the resources with.
5.8 Simulation Parameters & Results
5.8.1 Parameters
To evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture, two scenarios are as-
sumed. In the first scenario, the number of users is fixed and the objective is to deter-
mine the maximum achievable rate. In the second scenario, it is assumed that the rate of
M2M pairs is set to its threshold (100 kbps in this case) and the objective is to determine
the average number of M2M pairs that can be supported. This is in general, multiple
M2M pairs can share one CU’s resources as their transmission power is low and their rate
requirement is low. For each scenario, the performance is evaluated with and without
WRV. This is in order to determine the impact of WRV on the over the performance.
A system simulation using MATLAB by adopting a realistic LTE-A system model is
performed on an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU with 16 GB RAM. As mentioned in the previous
two chapters, this work only focuses on the “Dynamic resource allocation” functionality
(as described in [168]). When solving the M2M resource sharing problem, the SINR
threshold for cellular users is assumed to be the SNR lower bounds of the modulation
& coding schemes (MCSs) used by the users [135, 172]. Also, the rate requirement for
cellular users is assumed to be 36 kbps [135, 172] while the rate requirement for M2M
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pairs is assumed to be 100 kbps [208]. The simulation parameters are summarized in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters & Values
Parameter Value
Cell-radius 500 m
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Number of SP 3
Bandwidth per SP 10 MHz
Number of RBs per SP 50
Number of subcarriers per RB 12
Subcarrier spacing 15 KHz
RB Bandwidth 180 KHz
eNodeB Tx power 40 W = 46 dBm
UE Tx power 25 mW = 14dBm
Slot duration 1 ms
Number of Cellular users per SP 5
Number of M2M pairs per SP 3
Cell-level user distribution Uniform
Log-normal shadowing standard deviation 8 dB
Service Level Agreement Vector [0.6 0.3 0.1]
5.8.2 Results
Figure 5.5 shows the sumrate of the cellular users of the different SPs. SP1 has the
highest sumrate, which is expected given that it has the highest access ratio based on the
SLA agreement. Furthermore, it is observed that the sumrate decreases as the average
shadowing loss increases. This is due to the channel becoming worse which leads to using
lower MCSs with lower spectral efficiencies. It is also noticeable that the greedy-based
heuristic algorithm performs comparably to the decomposition-based solution, thus high-
lighting its efficiency.
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Figure 5.5: Cellular Users’ Sumrate for different SPs
Figure 5.6 shows the sumrate of the M2M pairs for each SP. It is observed that the
sumrate almost remains constant as the average shadowing increases. This is due to the
low transmission power of M2M pairs which forces them to use lower MCSs. Therefore,
it can be deduced that M2M pairs won’t be affected much by the channel condition. In
contrast, they can benefit from the increased number of RBs shared with cellular users
as it gives them more room to send more data. Again, it is noticed that the greedy-based
heuristic algorithm has a comparable performance to that of the decomposition-based
solution.
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Figure 5.6: M2M Pairs’ Sumrate for different SPs
Figure 5.7 shows the total combined sumrate for each SP with and without the
use of WRV. Several observations can be made. The first observation is that M2M
communication can reduce the effect of the worsening channel conditions as the decay
is not as fast as it is expected. A second observation is that employing WRV can help
improve the sumrate by up to 10%. This is because with the bigger sample size of
resources available for each SP, users have a better chance of being allocated a better
channel. This emphasizes the positive impact that WRV can have on the achievable
sumrate. Last but not least, it is noticeable that the greedy-based heuristic algorithm
performs comparably to the decomposition-based solution, which further highlights its
efficiency.
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Figure 5.7: System Sumrate for different SPs
Figure 5.8 shows the RB access ratio of each SP. It is clearly seen that both the
decomposition-based solution and the greedy-based heuristic algorithm both satisfy the
SLA agreement described in Table 5.1. This further emphasizes the efficiency of both
models in solving the formulated problem while simultaneously satisfying the system con-
straints. As an additional comparison between the two models, the runtime is evaluated
for both. The average runtime for the decomposition-based model was determined to
be around 19.7 ms while that of the greedy-based heuristic algorithm was determined to
be around 2.7 ms. This reiterates the low complexity and efficiency of the greedy-based
heuristic algorithm in solving the formulated problem.
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Figure 5.8: RB Access Ratio for different SPs
Table 5.2 shows the average rate per cellular user, average rate per M2M pair,
and average combined rate of the first scenario. For the second scenario, the maximum
number of M2M pairs that can be supported is shown. This is done for the 3 SPs with
and without WRV. Note that the results shown in the table are based on those obtained
using the decomposition-based algorithm. Results show that employing WRV can help
SPs achieve better performance in terms of average rate per user (CU and M2M) as well
as the average number of M2M pairs that can be supported. This implies that employing
WRV improves the spectral efficiency and resource utilization as it allows more rate to
be transmitted and more M2M pairs to be supported. Hence, it can be deduced that the
use of WRV has improved the spectrum utilization by increasing the users’ transmission
rate and the number of concurrent connections using the same spectrum.
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Table 5.2: Performance Gain Results
First Scenario Second Scenario
Average
Rate/CU
(Kbps)
Average
Rate/M2M
pair (Kbps)
Average
Total Rate
(Kbps)
Average Num.
of Supported
M2M pairs
No WRV
SP1 6771.8 17922.0 114710 179
SP2 3385.9 8961.2 57357 89
SP3 846.5 1994.0 14339 19
With WRV
SP1 7056.7 20618.0 125370 206
SP2 3446.3 9458.0 59391 95
SP3 1019.1 2240.3 15154 22
Improvement (%)
SP1 4.21 15.04 9.29 15.08
SP2 1.80 5.54 3.55 6.74
SP3 20.39 12.35 5.68 15.79
5.9 Conclusion & Future Research Directions
In this chapter, the problem of wireless resource virtualization with machine-to-
machine (M2M) communication underlaying the LTE-A network was described. It was
shown that the problem can be formulated as an integer non-linear programming (INLP)
problem. Due to the high complexity of such problems, a decomposition-based algorithm
that divided the main problem into two smaller linear binary integer programming sub-
problems was presented. Using the decomposition-based algorithm, each of the two sub-
problems was solved to optimality. Moreover, a greedy-based heuristic algorithm which
solved each of the two subproblems was described and developed. Results showed that
wireless resource virtualization increased the system spectrum utilization. Also, M2M
communication helped reduce the impact of worsening channel conditions. Moreover,
the greedy-based heuristic algorithm performed comparably to the decomposition-based
algorithm while having a much lower computational complexity.
This work can be extended in multiple directions. One possible extension is consid-
ering a heterogeneous traffic model that includes different data traffic types with different
QoS requirements for different users. This would consider a more general case as users
rarely have only one type of data traffic. This can be applied to both cellular users as
well as M2M pairs. Another possible extension is extending the model to a multiple-cell
scenario. In this case, the possible interference between users that are close to the cell
edge need to be considered. It can be expected that the improvement extends to the
multiple-cell scenario given that the same set of constraints apply.
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Chapter 6
Student Engagement Level in e-Learning
Environment: Clustering Using K-means
6.1 Introduction
E-learning can be defined to be the use of electronic devices and technology for
learning new information and skills [209]. Its popularity is that it allows individuals to
learn new skills without having a physical mentor teaching them. In layman’s terms, e-
learning can be defined to be the access to educational curriculum outside of a traditional
classroom by utilizing electronic technologies [209]. Many e-learning platforms have been
proposed such as Coursera, edX, and OWL in which courses are offered fully online.
One challenge facing e-learning platforms and processes is the notion of person-
alization [211]. Since different people learn in different ways, it is important to create
and adapt the content to the learner’s preferences in order to maximize and speed up
the learning process. Two main tasks are needed in e-learning personalization, namely
classification and recommendation. Classification tries to categorize the available data
into different classes based on some metrics. Recommendation uses the aforementioned
classification to recommend a course of action that can maximize or improve a perfor-
mance metric.
Another challenge in an e-learning environment that relates to how the information
is transmitted/delivered is how to keep students motivated and not allow them to be-
come isolated. This is especially evident with online courses. Statistics have shown that
on average only around 15-25% of students complete online courses they registered for
[212, 213, 214]. Therefore, keeping students motivated is essential since some students
might become discouraged if they feel their learning pace is slower than others, especially
A part of this chapter has been accepted in [22] and a part has been submitted in [210].
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with little to no face-to-face interaction with instructors or fellow students. Also, engage-
ment with course material has an important impact on future career decisions taken by
students [215]. Therefore, teachers need to find a way to keep students engaged and
motivated [216, 217, 218]. However, in order for instructors to come up with new ways
to keep students engaged, they should first understand the different levels of engagement
that the students have. Moreover, the effect of the engagement level on the learners’
performance should also be evaluated and analyzed. Therefore, it is essential to be able
to properly classify students into different engagement levels so that students that are
not engaged and might need help are identified more accurately. This can be done us-
ing different classification/clustering techniques on the data collected by the instructors.
This chapter is one part of a larger study that explores the following research question:
• How can predictive data mining models be used to identify weak/potentially failing
students early in an attempt to improve their performance?
To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous works that used the stu-
dent engagement level measurement as a basis to change/improve the educational con-
tent/process. Most previous works focused on techniques to improve student engagement
in courses through the use of technology [219, 220]. This is because many literature works
have shown a positive relation between student engagement and academic performance
with higher engagement level associated with better grades [221, 222]. Hence, the in-
terest was focused on improving student engagement. However, there are no works that
show the actions taken based on the measured student engagement level. This can be
attributed to the fact that it has been difficult to properly measure student engagement
and what metrics to use. This is especially evident in an e-learning environment where
course are partially/fully online. Thus, it is crucial that the student engagement levels
are adequately measured using relevant metrics in order to be able to take informed de-
cisions/actions based on the determined measurements/levels.
In this chapter, we try to simultaneously tackle these two challenges by responding
to the following two questions:
• What engagement level model will best enable instructors to identify unengaged
students?
• How will this model be useful to support online students?
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In an attempt to identify the students’ engagement level, this work uses unsupervised
learning algorithms to group students into clusters based on their online activity and
interaction. The metrics considered include both interaction-related metrics as well as
effort-related metrics to have a more comprehensive representation of students’ engage-
ment. Interaction-related metrics describe how frequent the student interacted with
course material on the learning platform while effort-related metrics describe the effort
committed by the student to complete course tasks. This grouping or clustering would
help course instructors identify the students that are not engaged and determine the com-
ponents that encouraged student engagement. This in turn can be used to recommend
new activities or material to the unengaged students to improve their engagement in the
course. This can concurrently offer a more personalized experience for the students by
both modifying the content and how it is delivered to ensure they are better engaged.
Quantitative analysis is performed on the identified/calculated metrics to provide better
insight into the students’ engagement. It is worth mentioning that this work focuses
on clustering/grouping students with the recommendation step left to the educational
research as it is outside the scope of this work.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 gives a general
introduction to the field of e-Learning in terms of definitions, characteristics, types, and
challenges. Section 6.3 discusses e-learning personalization in more details and highlights
why unsupervised machine learning in particular is needed for the task at hand. Section
6.4 presents the different engagement level models adopted in the literature as well as the
commonly used engagement metrics. Section 6.5 gives an overview of the system model
considered in this chapter. Section 6.6 describes the dataset available and its transforma-
tion into the considered features. Section 6.7 discusses the experiments conducted and
the results obtained. Section 6.8 presents the implications and limitations of the study.
Finally, Section 6.9 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 6.1: e-Learning Overview
6.2 Introduction to e-Learning
6.2.1 Definitions:
With the proliferation of technology throughout the world and with the boom in
information access, e-learning has become more popular as it allows individuals to learn
new skills without having a physical mentor teaching them. In layman’s terms, e-learning
can be defined to be the access to educational curriculum outside of a traditional class-
room by utilizing electronic technologies [209]. One can see that the field of e-learning
can significantly contribute to the notion of big data as increasing number of students
access educational material online, generating more data flows. Thus, machine learning
and data analytics also become crucial in order to make use of the growing amount of
collected data generated in the field of e-learning. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the
different topics encompassed by e-learning.
More complex and technical definitions of e-learning are given throughout the lit-
erature. For example, the authors in [223] categorize the definitions into four main
categories as follows:
• Technology-Driven Definitions: This category focuses on the technological as-
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pects of e-learning. For example, one definition under this category defines e-
learning as “the use of technology to deliver learning and training programs” [223].
• Delivery-System-Oriented Definitions: This category focus on the accessi-
bility of resources rather than the results of any achievement. For example, one
definition under this category defines e-learning as “the delivery of education (all
activities relevant to instructing, teaching, and learning) through various electronic
media” [223].
• Communication-Oriented Definitions: This category focuses on the the tools
of communication and interaction between the involved parties. For example, one
definition under this category defines e-learning as “E-learning is learning based on
information and communication technologies with pedagogical interaction between
students and the content, students and the instructors or among students through
the web” [223].
• Educational-Paradigm-Oriented Definitions: This category focuses on the
educational side of e-learning by considering it a new way of learning or an im-
provement on an existing educational paradigm. For example, one definition under
this category defines e-learning as “E-learning is the use of new multimedia tech-
nologies and the Internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access
to resources and services, as well as remote exchange and collaboration” [223].
It is worth noting that one common point among the different definitions and categories is
the use of technology and technological devices such as computers and hand-held devices
as a means to access and share information. Based on the aforementioned categories, a
more inclusive definition was given by the authors as follows:
“E-learning is an approach to teaching and learning, representing all or part of the
educational model applied, that is based on the use of electronic media and devices as
tools for improving access to training, communication and interaction and that facilitates
the adoption of new ways of understanding and developing learning” [223].
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6.2.2 Characteristics:
There are some characteristics that can describe an e-learning course/module/program,
which are listed below [224]:
• Access: This characteristic describes how students access the content of the course,
module, or program.
1. Online: Students/learners access the content through the internet. This means
that students can learn on their computers, laptops, phones, or any other
device that is connected to the internet. This makes it easier for them to
access the content whenever and wherever they want.
2. Offline: Students/learners access the Content offline through CDs, DVDs, etc.
This restricts the students to use computers and laptops to access the infor-
mation. However, it frees them from the distractions of accessing it through
the internet where they might end up going to other irrelevant sites.
• Student Count: This characteristic describes whether students can interact among
themselves or not.
1. Individual: Students/learners do not interact with each other. Each student
only interacts with the course instructor and does all of the work on an indi-
vidual basis. This can help the student move at his/her own pace. However,
this will limit the peer knowledge sharing process that can help students learn
faster.
2. Group: Students can interact with each other via emails, discussion boards,
forums, and chat rooms among other means. This encourages peer knowledge
sharing between students. However, it might discourage some students when
they feel that the course/module/program pace doesn’t match their own.
• Time: This characteristic describes the timing of when students can access the
content.
1. Synchronous: Content is given in real time in which students “attend” classes
at the same time via conference calls, teleconferencing... This style mimics a
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real life class that is being held on a virtual platform. However, this might
become a constraint especially if the students are geographically dispersed
around the world as this would cause some students to “attend” the class late
at night or in the early hours of the day.
2. Asynchronous: Content is accessed at any time by students. Forums and
discussion boards are available for students to interact with instructors or
with each other. This overcomes the obstacle of having to learn at inconvenient
times of the day since it allows the students/learners to learn at a time that
suits them best.
• Content Format: This characteristic describes the format of the content.
1. Static: The format is the same and the content remains the same throughout
the course/module/program. This type ensures consistency and easily main-
tained. However, this might alienate some students/learners as it might not
cater to their wants and needs.
2. Dynamic: The format changes and adapts based on student behavior or knowl-
edge acquisition level. This type caters more to the wants and needs of the
students as it tries to modify the content according to the feedback and data
collected from the students. However, this poses a challenge of how to provide
new content and how to maintain it in the long run.
6.2.3 Types:
There are different ways to categorize e-learning courses/modules/program. One
way is the following that looks at e-learning at the course level [225]:
• Classroom Course: Course is given in a traditional classroom. However, it
involves the use of computers for simulation or design purposes.
• Synchronous Distributed Course: Course is given in a traditional classroom
in addition to being streamed using web conferencing for students at off-campus
locations.
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• Web-enhanced Course: Course is mostly face-to-face with some requirements
being online (typically, 20% or less).
• Blended/Hybrid Course: Course is a mixture of face-to-face instruction and
online instruction. These are traditionally used for courses whose students are
within commuting distance of campus. There are two main types of blended/hybrid
courses listed below.
1. Blended Classroom Course: A slightly bigger portion of the course is given in
a traditional classroom.
2. Blended Online Course: A slightly bigger portion of the course is given online.
• Online Course: All requirements are done online. There is no face-to-face sessions
required for the course. These are effective for students who don’t have effective
access to campus or for people that would like to take a course to improve their
knowledge in a specific area or in a particular topic.
• Flexible Mode Course: The course is offered in multiple delivery modes, allowing
the students to choose the mode that suits them best (can be purely online or
blended or classroom course).
A similar style of categorization can be given for e-learning at the program level [225]:
• Classroom Program: This can include a mix of web-enhanced, traditional, or
hybrid courses. However, all courses require a portion of face-to-face sessions.
• Multi-format Program: This mixes classroom courses with other formats such
as web-enhanced, blended, fully online courses...
• Blended program: Typically up to 30 % of the course requirements are given as
face-to-face or blended course while the rest is fully online.
• Online Program: The whole program is given online.
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6.2.4 Approaches
The teaching approaches adopted for instruction can also differ. In what follows, a brief
discussion about three such approaches is given.
• Flipped Classroom: This approach is an innovative teaching approach in which
the traditional instruction approach is flipped. When adopting it, class time is
used for assignments while learning material is pre-recorded and made available
for students to watch before class [226]. Jonathan Bergmann, a founder of this
approach, states that the videos are not just for students to watch, but rather they
are given to instigate discussion in-class. He says that this approach can also help
struggling students as it allows them to complete assignments in class and hence
promote engagement between them and himself [226]. This approach can be useful
in blended classrooms that have an online portion and a face-to-face portion.
• Game-based: As the name suggests, this teaching approach is based on using
games as a means for students to learn [227]. In this case, students work towards
a specific goal by taking actions within a game. This allows them to experiment
and gain achievement points along the way. Research showed that adopting such
an approach can help improve cognitive and psychomotor processes [227]. This
approach can be beneficial in online courses since learners do not need to interact
heavily with instructors.
• Project-based: This approach mainly focuses on the students working on a
project by exploring real-world problems and challenges [228]. This allows students
to identify and explore problems of interest to them as well as develop innovative
solutions for them. This in turn can promote their creativity and provides them
with more hands-on experiences when compared to traditional teaching approaches
[228]. This approach again can be helpful in both blended courses as well as online
courses. This is because instructors mainly act as facilitators that help guide the
students in their projects in such an approach.
It is worth noting that there are other teaching approaches that can be adopted such
as inquiry-based learning and kinesthetic learning [229]. However, focus was put more
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on approaches that may be suitable for e-learning environments that promote increased
engagement and discussion as well as continuous access to content [230].
6.2.5 Challenges:
There are many challenges within e-learning that are related to the different aspects
of it. Some of these challenges are observed from the educational point of view and some
are observed from the technological point of view. Fig. 6.2 below summarizes some of
these challenges.
Challenges in e-Learning
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Figure 6.2: Challenges in e-Learning
In what follows, a more detailed discussion of these challenges that were identified
by leading experts within the field as well as some implemented case studies is presented
[231, 232, 233, 234, 235].
6.2.5.1 Transmission/Delivery:
Delivery and transmission of content can be done using different methods. Each
method poses different challenges to both the learners as well as the teachers.
– Synchronous: In this delivery method, learners and teachers interact in real-time
using tools such as videoconferencing and chat. However, this introduces several
challenges. For example, since the class is being given in real time, teachers need
to pace themselves in a manner to accommodate students with slower connections
that may be suffering from some sort of lag. Also, it is important for teachers to be
able to identify whenever any student poses a question. Thus, he/she must provide
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a clear structure for questions and answers so as to mimic in class participation.
Another concern is for students and teachers to be tech savvy. This is important
because a lot of students and teachers know only the basics of computers and
computer networks. This often appears in courses such as literature and social
studies [232]. Therefore, providing training for both learners and teachers about
the tools and softwares that might be used is imperative. Last but not least, the
issue of simulating hands on experience is also a concern within such courses. Some
courses require some hands on experimentation. Hence, it is essential to develop
ways to simulate and mimic these experiments to ensure learners fully grasp the
content.
– Asynchronous: In this method of delivery, learners and teachers communicate via
email and discussion board as not everyone is online simultaneously (as is the
case with synchronous learning). Despite the flexibility it offers to learners, it still
introduces some challenges. One challenge is keeping content stable and inclusive in
such a way that it considers learners’ diversity and addresses their knowledge gaps.
Another challenge is keeping students motivated and not allow them to become
isolated. This is essential since some students might become discouraged if they
feel their learning pace is slower than others. Therefore, teachers need to find a way
to keep students engaged and motivated. Moreover, learners do not get immediate
feedback on their questions or concerns in the same manner that a synchronous
style would provide. This might affect the learner especially if he/she don’t know
their current position within the course. Thus, it is important for teachers to set
up a clear mechanism to provide learners with prompt feedback so that all learners
feel engaged and appreciated.
– Blended: This delivery method combines both the online and classroom learning.
This allows the teachers to design and modify the course so that it suits the students
as well as provide the needed learning objectives. This poses some challenges as it
requires teachers to carefully select the material to be given online and the material
to be given in class. Furthermore, efficient communication between the teachers
and the IT department is imperative to ensure the content is posted on time so
that the learning process be optimized.
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6.2.5.2 Personalization:
It is well known that different people learn in different ways. Some prefer instruc-
tion while other prefer doing it themselves. Therefore, being able to create and adapt
the content in such a manner that caters to the different learners’ styles/preferences and
needs is extremely important since it can help maximize and speed up the learning pro-
cess. This is called “Personalizing” e-learning.
Personalization in e-learning is a topic that is garnering significant attention within
this field [236, 237, 238]. Since students deal with different technological devices, it be-
comes imperative to adapt the content to maximize and speed up the learning process.
Two main tasks are needed in e-learning personalization, namely classification and rec-
ommendation. Classification tries to categorize the dataset into different classes based
on some metrics. Recommendation uses the aforementioned classification to recommend
a course of action that can maximize or improve a performance metric.
• Classification: Classification is an essential step in the e-learning personalization
process. It forms the basis of the process as it groups similar points within the
dataset available under one umbrella. This helps the system make better recom-
mendations. There are several aspects that need classification such as question/task
classification [239] and student status classification [240]. However, one important
classification process for e-learning is the student learning style/preference classifi-
cation and student level classification.
It is well known from educational research that different people learn in different
ways [241, 242, 243]. Some people learn through verbal instruction. Other people
learn by doing things themselves. Hence, it is imperative to efficiently classify stu-
dents based on a particular metric in order to be able to make the learning process
more efficient and enjoyable.
• Recommendation: Recommendation is the second step of e-learning personal-
ization. This step involves providing an informed suggestion on an appropriate
course of action based on the results of the aforementioned classification step. The
proposed action is thought to maximize a certain satisfaction/utility metric of the
user [244]. Such systems have been used in several fields such as e-commerce and
route planning using public transportation [245, 246].
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In the context of e-learning, recommender systems can play a vital role. For exam-
ple, e-learning platforms such as “Coursera” and “edX” use the previous searches
that a user performed to recommend new courses to take. This aims to direct the
users of the platform towards courses that are thought to be of interest to them.
Recommender systems can also play a role in adapting the content of a course by
suggesting content format based on any previous classification of the content or of
the users of the content [247, 248].
6.2.5.3 Collaborative/Cooperative Learning Facilitation:
One important aspect of many courses is group projects/tasks. Instructors often
ask students to work collectively on projects/tasks in an attempt to foster learners’
teamwork skills as well as allow the peer-to-peer knowledge sharing. However, this may
become an obstacle especially in online courses as learners often only communicate via
email or discussion boards. The question becomes, how can collaboration be facilitated
and improved in e-learning? Can intelligent educational systems improve collaboration
and knowledge-sharing? How can tasks be intelligently assigned? All these questions
need to be considered and addressed in an e-learning environment [249].
It is worth noting that there is a slight difference between collaborative learning and
cooperative learning. Cooperative learning focuses on team building by allowing learners
within a group to complete individual tasks that aim to achieve success for the whole
group (for example, a group project). On the other hand, collaborative learning focuses
on collective problem-solving by encouraging students to effectively communicate with
each other to collectively analyze and discuss possible solutions for the tackled problem
(for example, working on a new research).
6.2.5.4 Evaluation & Assessment:
This challenge is two folds. The first is from the educational point of view while
the second is from the technological point of view. The first challenge is how to evaluate
the student performance. This task becomes harder especially when little to no face-to-
face interaction occurs. Therefore, instructors need to know how to evaluate students
and track their knowledge acquisition efficiently. This is of significant importance in
asynchronous online courses specifically where there is no real-time interaction between
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instructors and students at all.
The second challenge is how to evaluate the efficiency of the e-learning tool or envi-
ronment used. This is important because the tool or environment can have a big impact
on the overall learning process. Therefore, it is essential that instructors/institutions
properly evaluate the tool being used to be able to determine whether students are meet-
ing the required learning outcomes or not when using this tool/environment.
6.2.5.5 Enabling Technologies
Another important choice in e-learning is that of the enabling technologies. This is
important because these technologies (such as cloud environment [250]) will be the tools
that learners use to acquire the knowledge and access the content. Hence, it is important
to carefully choose the supporting technologies so that it maximizes the learning process
in different scenarios. The proper infrastructure and bandwidth requirements needed
should also be considered as they might act as the system’s bottleneck due to poor
Internet access or performance.
6.3 Unsupervised Machine Learning for e-Learning
Personalization
It is well known that different people learn in different ways. Some prefer instruc-
tion while other prefer doing it themselves [241, 243]. Therefore, being able to create and
adapt the content in such a manner that caters to the different learners’ styles/preferences
and needs is extremely important since it can help maximize and speed up the learning
process. This is called “Personalizing” e-learning [211].
Personalization in e-learning is a topic that is garnering significant attention within
this field. Since students deal with different technological devices, it becomes impera-
tive to adapt the content to maximize and speed up the learning process. Two main
tasks are needed in e-learning personalization, namely classification and recommenda-
tion. Classification tries to categorize the dataset into different classes based on some
metrics. Recommendation uses the aforementioned classification to recommend a course
of action that can maximize or improve a performance metric (for more information, refer
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to Section 2.3 in Chapter 2).
Classification is an essential step in the e-learning personalization process. It forms
the basis of the process as it groups similar points within the dataset available under
one umbrella. This helps the system make better recommendations. There are several
aspects that need classification such as question/task classification [239] and student
status classification [240, 251]. Recommendation is the second step of e-learning person-
alization. This step involves providing an informed suggestion on an appropriate course
of action based on the results of the aforementioned classification step. The proposed
action is thought to maximize a certain satisfaction/utility metric of the user [244]. Such
systems have been used in several fields such as e-commerce and route planning using
public transportation [245, 246]. In the context of e-learning, recommender systems can
play a vital role in adapting the content of a course by suggesting content format based
on any previous classification of the content or of the users of the content [247, 248].
Since the status of students in terms of learning style or engagement is not known
beforehand, supervised classification learning algorithms can not be implemented. There-
fore, unsupervised machine learning algorithms need to be applied to group the students
into different clusters. Unsupervised machine learning is the branch of machine learn-
ing in which a function/pattern is inferred based on unlabeled training data [76]. The
training data consists of only inputs x1, x2, ...., xM and no known outputs. Therefore,
unsupervised learning algorithms aim to make sense of the training data by finding re-
lations and patterns within it. One of the easiest ways to make sense of a set of data
points is to group/cluster them. This makes the data more understandable as it gives
more structure to it by forming a finite set of groups rather than having a multitude
of random data points. Since we don’t know whether this grouping is correct or not,
the term “clustering” is used rather than “classification” because the data points are
not labeled to be belonging to specific classes. Note that unsupervised machine learning
algorithms have been proposed in the literature in the field of e-learning [252].
K-means is one of the most popular unsupervised clustering algorithms for auto-
matic data grouping into coherent clusters. This algorithm tries to group the data into
K clusters by finding the cluster centroid (also known as cluster mean) and group with
it the data points closest to it. To be able to properly cluster the data points into the
K clusters, a cost function needs to be minimized. This cost function is dependent on
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3 variables: c(j) which is the index of the cluster to which example x(j) is currently as-
signed to, µk centroid of cluster k, and µc(j) the centroid of the cluster to which example
x(j) is currently assigned to. The algorithm aims to find the indices and centroids that
will minimize the average distance of every example to its corresponding cluster centroid.
In the cluster assignment step, we minimize the cost function relative to the index c(j)
while fixing the value of µ. Then, in the centroid movement step, we calculate the new
centroid mean of the clusters by minimizing the cost function relative to µ while keeping
the indices fixed. Accordingly, the cost function is defined as:
J =
k∑
j=1
M∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x(i) − µ(j)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (6.1)
The ease of implementation of this algorithm has made it a popular one in fields
such as big data analysis [77], environmental studies [78], social studies [79], and power
generation [80]. In the context of e-learning, K-means can be used to group students
that have similar profiles in terms of online activity and interaction into one engagement
level. This grouping can be used as the basis of the recommendation that can be later
given to these students depending on their cluster.
6.4 Related Work
To be able to discuss some of the related work in the area of student engagement, it
is essential to first present a conceptualization of what engagement is. Different definitions
of student engagement can be given. In this chapter, student engagement is considered to
be the amount of interest shown in a topic or subject which can be characterized by the
degree of interaction the student has with the material and the effort made to complete
related tasks. This falls in line with the definitions given in [253] and [254]. In what
follows, a brief overview of the different engagement level models and metrics used in the
literature is given.
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6.4.1 Engagement Levels:
Several works in the literature have explored the notion of student engagement
levels and methodologies on how to define and determine these levels [255, 256, 257]. The
most common models adopted in the literature either follow a three-level model [255, 256]
or a five-level model [257]. Oriogun adopted a three-level model for student engagement
and classified them as: High, Nominal, and Low [255]. The SQUAD approach was used in
which student posts on a discussion forum were classified as one of five categories, namely:
Suggestion, Question, Unclassified, Answer, and Delivery. Each post belonging to one of
the aforementioned categories was given a score and the total score of each student was
used to determine their engagement in the course. However, this study only focused on
quality of forum posts to evaluate engagement without taking into consideration other
possible metrics. Kamath et al. also adopted a three-level model to classify student based
on their engagement. However, the authors used image recognition as the basis of their
classification by building a custom dataset of images portraying the different engagement
levels and using support vector machines to classify new images [256]. Yet, this provides
a limitation as not all students will have cameras in their devices. Moreover, this won’t
be as beneficial in a non-real time scenario. On the other hand, Schlechty adopted a five-
level model in which students are classified into one of the following categories: Authentic
engagement, Ritual compliance, Passive compliance, Retreatism, Rebellion. However, the
proposed model gave guidelines for instructors to evaluate student engagement based on
in-class interaction, making it harder to adopt in an online setting.
6.4.2 Engagement Metrics:
To be able to measure/identify the engagement level of students, different engage-
ment metrics have been used and proposed in the literature [258, 259, 260]. Reid proposed
frequency-related metrics to determine the engagement level of the students based on the
”Classroom Survey of Student Engagement (CLASSE)” model [258]. To that end, the
considered metrics were: number of questions asked, number of participations, number of
interactions with instructor, and time spent on the course. Although the CLASSE model
is not applicable in an online setting given that it was designed to measure student engage-
ment in face-to-face classes, it can be used as an inspiration to define engagement metrics
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in an online e-learning environment. On the other hand, Koster et al. proposed using
the interaction frequency with a tablet-installed application (opening application, closing
application, accessing material, and accessing a questionnaire) to determine student en-
gagement [259]. Similary, Ramesh et al. used three main interaction-related features to
determine the engagement level of students in a a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
setting [260]. The engagement metrics are number of posts in discussion forums, number
of content views, and binary indicator of assignment completion. These metrics were
used to determine the students’ engagement based on a three-level model.
The engagement metrics used in the literature provide an inspiration to the kind of
metrics that can be representative of student engagement in an e-learning environment.
To that end, this chapter considers two different types of engagement metrics, namely
interaction-related metrics and effort-related metrics. These metrics can give an indica-
tion to the level of engagement the student has based on his/her interaction with the
material and peers as well as the effort spent on completing course-related tasks. These
metrics are provided and explained in further details in the subsequent section.
6.4.3 Contribution:
The contribution of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• Providing a general and more comprehensive set of engagement metrics that include
both interaction-related metrics and effort-related metrics that gauge the student
engagement in an e-learning environment that can be integrated into any LMS.
• Comparing the performance of different engagement level models to determine
which model is the most appropriate in an e-learning environment.
• Determining the metrics that are more representative of student engagement in
an e-learning environment. These can be used as the basis for personalizing the
e-learning experience later on.
6.5 System Model
Figure 6.3 presents the overall system model considered in this chapter. The pre-
sented module is the general module that would be integrated into the LMS. It consists
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of the following modules:
• Data Collection Module: Collects the data from the LMS. This includes both the
events and the grades.
• ML-based Student Status Predictor Module: Predicts the status of the students
using different supervised learning algorithms.
• Engagement Metrics Module: Calculates the different engagement metrics using
the collected events log data.
• Student Clustering Module: Clusters students into different engagement levels using
the aforementioned engagement metrics by implementing unsupervised learning
algorithms.
• Association Rule Generator Module: Takes the both the grades dataset and calcu-
lated engagement metrics as well as the resulting clustering decision to generate a
group of association rules.
• Feature Selection Module: Selects the features that are most representative of the
student performance.
• Performance Metrics Module: Generates a group of performance metrics that can
be used to classify students.
• ML-based Classification Module: Classifies students by implementing different su-
pervised learning algorithms.
• Set of Students Who May Need Help Module: Identifies the group of students who
may need help in the course. This can be used as an initial step of the e-learning
personalization process.
This chapter focuses on the “Student Clustering” module highlighted in blue.
Within this module, several different clustering algorithms can be implemented. In this
case, the k-means algorithm is used. This is because as discussed previously, this algo-
rithm is easy to implement and allows the user to determine the number of groups/clusters
desired. It is worth mentioning that the modules highlighted in yellow are the ones used
in the creation of the dataset described in the following section.
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Figure 6.3: LMS Analytical Module
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6.6 Dataset Description & Engagement Metrics
Used
6.6.1 Data Preprocessing:
The dataset was collected for a second year undergraduate Science course from a
North American University that was given in a blended format (i.e. course had both a
face-to-face component and online component). The dataset consists of an event log of
486 enrolled students and has a total of 305933 records collected from the university’s
learning management system (LMS), namely OWL. Each record consists of the following
6 fields:
• Event Date: The time-stamp of the event.
• Event Type: The action the student takes.
• Event Location: The directory in which the action was taken by the student.
• Session Start: The time-stamp representing the start of the online session.
• Session End: The time-stamp representing the end of the online session.
• Student ID: Student identifier to group the event log based on.
Resources and assignments are posted sequentially throughout the course. Moreover,
the average duration between assignment posting and assignment due date was approxi-
mately two weeks.
The dataset was sorted based on the “Student ID” first and then based on “Event
Date”. This was done so that a chronological order of the events each student took is
obtained. Table 6.1 shows a sample of the original dataset.
The dataset does have some limitations. The first is the absence of the stu-
dents’ demographics. It is not possible to perform any qualitative data analysis based
on demographic metrics such as gender, education level, and ethnicity. Moreover, the
topics discussed within the course were not identified as well. This is to ensure complete
anonymity of the dataset as per the university’s request due to the privacy laws the uni-
versity adheres to. However, it is known that this was not the first time the participants
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Table 6.1: Sample of Original Dataset
Event
Date
Event Type Event Location Session
Start
Session
End
Student ID
15-09-08
20:09:12
pres.begin /presence/course-id-presence 15-09-08
20:09:03
15-09-09
02:32:43
student000000
15-09-08
20:09:49
lessonbuilder.read /lessonbuilder/page/39397935 15-09-08
20:09:03
15-09-09
02:32:43
student000000
15-09-09
23:36:31
syllabus.read /syllabus/course-id/1 15-09-09
23:34:59
15-09-10
02:58:00
student000001
were exposed to OWL since they are second year students. Hence, they were exposed to
the system during courses taken in their first year. The data is collected throughout the
semester with the analysis being performed at the end of the course.
6.6.2 Data Transformation:
Using MATLAB, the dataset was transformed from its original state into a new
dataset representing the desired engagement metrics. This was done by searching the
events’ column of the subset of data representing each student and calculating the de-
sired metrics accordingly. Based on the engagement metrics used in the literature and the
original available dataset, Table 6.2 presents the newly calculated desired metrics which
are considered in this study as well as their description, type, and range of values of
each metric. Moreover, Table 6.3 shows a sample of the transformed dataset. This study
considers both interaction-related metrics (number of logins, number of content reads,
etc.) and effort-related metrics (time to submit assignments). This provides a more com-
prehensive representation of the students’ engagement since interaction-related metrics
shows the interest of the students based on their interaction with the course material
and their peers while the effort-related metrics shows the effort they give throughout
the course. The use of both sets of metrics is supported by the fact that most previous
works only focused on one type rather than both together as can be seen in section 6.4.2.
However, based on the definition of student engagement adopted in this chapter (the
amount of interest shown in a topic or subject which can be characterized by the degree
of interaction the student has with the material and the effort made to complete related
tasks), it is important to consider both types of metrics to get better understanding
and characterization of each student’s engagement. It is expected that the effort-related
metrics will be more representative of students’ engagement. This is because the course
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followed a blended format, which means that part of the course is given face-to-face.
This will inevitably mean that part of the course content and discussion is done in class,
reducing the online access to content and discussion forum posts. Hence, this will reduce
the impact of the interaction-related metrics which are measuring online activity.
Table 6.2: Engagement Metrics Description
Feature Metric
Type
Description Value
Type
Range of
Values
Student ID - Student identifier Numeric [0,...,485]
Num. of Logins Interaction The number of times the student accessed the
course site on the LMS
Numeric [0,...,647]
Num. of Con-
tent Reads
Interaction The number of times the student ac-
cessed/downloaded course material
Numeric [0,...,1007]
Num. of Forum
Reads
Interaction The number of times the student read posts on
the discussion forum
Numeric [0,...,58]
Num. of Forum
Posts
Interaction The number of times the student posted on the
discussion forum
Numeric [0,...,6]
Num. of Quiz
Reviews
Interaction The number of times the student reviewed their
quiz solution before final submission
Numeric [0,...,12]
Assign. 1 late-
ness indicator
Effort A binary indicator that states whether Assign-
ment 1 submission is late or not
Numeric 0 or 1
Assign. 2 late-
ness indicator
Effort A binary indicator that states whether Assign-
ment 2 submission is late or not
Numeric 0 or 1
Assign. 3 late-
ness indicator
Effort A binary indicator that states whether Assign-
ment 3 submission is late or not
Numeric 0 or 1
Assign. 1 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
Effort The duration (in hours) between Assignment 1
posting and submission
Numeric [0,...,583]
Assign. 2 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
Effort The duration (in hours) between Assignment 2
posting and submission
Numeric [0,...,296.3]
Assign. 3 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
Effort The duration (in hours) between Assignment 3
posting and submission
Numeric [0,...,632]
Average Assign.
duration to sub-
mit (in hours)
Effort The average duration (in hours) between Assign-
ments’ posting and submission
Numeric [0,...,495.3]
Table 6.3: Sample Transformed Dataset
Student
ID
Num.
of
Logins
Num.
of
Con-
tent
Reads
Num.
of
Forum
Reads
Num.
of
Forum
Posts
Num.
of
Quiz
Re-
views
Assign.
1 late-
ness
indi-
cator
Assign.
2 late-
ness
indi-
cator
Assign.
3 late-
ness
indi-
cator
Assign.
1 du-
ration
to
sub-
mit
Assign.
2 du-
ration
to
sub-
mit
Assign.
3 du-
ration
to
sub-
mit
Average
As-
sign.
dura-
tion to
sub-
mit
0 143 344 58 0 3 0 0 0 178.167 92.716 116.167 129.016
1 70 342 0 0 4 0 0 0 294.033 196.083 217.75 235.956
2 42 219 0 0 3 0 0 0 169.6 235.733 260.333 221.889
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6.7 Experiment Results & Discussion
In this section, we aim to determine the appropriate engagement level model and
the features that are most representative of engagement. To that end, we first describe
the experiment setup followed by the presentation and discussion of the obtained results.
6.7.1 Experiment Setup:
As mentioned earlier, the experiment uses unsupervised learning to cluster the
records within the transformed dataset into a user-determined set of clusters. To do so,
the following settings were used:
6.7.1.1 Software
The following software have been used to run the experiment and record the results:
• Operating System: Microsoft Windows 10 (64-Bit OS, X-64 based processor)
• MATLAB: MATLAB was used to transform the data from its original state to a
new all-numeric dataset.
• Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) version 3.8: WEKA is a
toolkit used for machine learning and data mining. It was developed using Java by
the University Waikato in New Zealand.
6.7.1.2 Experiment
WEKA was used to run the K-means algorithm to perform clustering of the dataset.
K-means was used as the unsupervised learning clustering algorithm. This algorithm
was chosen in particular due to its simplicity, robustness, and ability to allow the user
to determine the desired number of clusters. Three clustering models are considered:
two-level, three-level, and five-level clustering. For each model, 20 runs are performed
and the results are averaged.
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6.7.2 Results & Discussion:
6.7.2.1 Two Level Clustering Model
Table 6.4 shows the mean value and standard deviation of each metric representing
the centroid of each cluster. It can be seen that students that are highly engaged can be
characterized as having a higher number of logins, higher number of forum interactions
(forum reads and posts), and lower average time to submit. This makes sense as it can
be expected that students that are engaged will tend to access the course site more often
and participate more. Also, they tend to submit assignments earlier so that they stay
updated with the requirements and not fall behind. However, it can be seen that the
number of content reads/accesses is not representative of the students’ engagement as
the two clusters have similar values. This can be attributed to the fact that students
need to download the material irrespective of how engaged they truly are. To further
validate these findings, a t-test at 5% significance level is conducted to determine if the
clusters are statistically different. The results of the t-test show that the two clusters are
statistically different in 9 out of the twelve features. More specifically, the p-values for the
statistically different features were all less than 0.036. On the other hand, it is observed
that only the “Num. of Content Reads”, “Num. of Forum Posts”, and “Num. of Quiz
Reviews” features are statistically similar between the two clusters. Again this supports
the notion that students will download the material irrespective of their engagement
level.
Fig. 6.4 further emphasizes this. The figure plots the number of content reads
against the average duration to submit an assignment. It is clear that students that are
highly engaged had lower average submission duration. This is shown by the fact that
the two clusters are almost horizontally separable. However, the number of content reads
for both clusters seems to be very similar, further supporting the notion that the number
of content reads is not representative of the students’ engagement level. Furthermore,
the figure shows that the number of forum reads is also not representative of student
engagement despite the statistical difference that the cluster centroid showed. This can
be attributed to the fact that students will more likely focus on graded tasks rather
than reading/posting on the forum. This further cements our earlier prediction that
interaction-related metrics may not be as representative in a blended course where part
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of the content access and discussion is done in class.
Table 6.4: Centroid Means For Two Level Clustering Model
Level
Metric Low High
Num. of Logins 75.61±48.51 83.65±33.37
Num. of Content Reads 272.41±100.86 271.34±110.83
Num. of Forum Reads 1.07±5.72 3.11±10.87
Num. of Forum Posts 0.07± 0.39 0.21±0.74
Num. of Quiz Reviews 2.1±1.89 2±2.03
Assign. 1 lateness indicator 0.05±0.22 0±0
Assign. 2 lateness indicator 0.05±0.22 0±0
Assign. 3 lateness indicator 0.03±0.17 0±0
Assign. 1 duration to submit (in hours) 314.25 ±69.34 151.76±29.27
Assign. 2 duration to submit (in hours) 219.75±31.13 64.32±26.39
Assign. 3 duration to submit (in hours) 253.92± 144.54 93.68± 40.64
Average Assign. duration to submit (in hours) 262.64±81.69 103.25±40.59
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Figure 6.4: Two Level Clustering Model: Number of Content Reads and Number of
Forum Reads vs Average Time for Assignment Submission
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6.7.2.2 Three Level Clustering Model
Table 6.5 shows the mean value and standard deviation of each metric represent-
ing the centroid of each of the three clusters. The table shows a similar trend to that
observed for the two level model in which students with a high engagement level had a
higher number of logins, higher number of forum interactions (forum reads and posts),
and lower average time to submit assignments. Again, the t-test at 5% significance level
is conducted to check if the clusters are statistically different. Results show that three
clusters are statistically different in at least 9 out the 12 features considered.
Table 6.5: Centroid Means For Three Level Clustering Model
Level
Metric Low Medium High
Num. of Logins 44.5±24.70 77.69±48.91 83.65±33.43
Num. of Content Reads 161.07±77.37 280.36±98.20 270.8±110.69
Num. of Forum Reads 0.07±0.27 1.14±5.89 3.12±10.89
Num. of Forum Posts 0.07±0.27 0.07±0.40 0.21±0.74
Num. of Quiz Reviews 1.43±2.14 2.15±1.87 2±2.03
Assign. 1 lateness indicator 0.86±0.36 0±0 0±0
Assign. 2 lateness indicator 0.36±0.50 0.03±0.18 0±0
Assign. 3 lateness indicator 0.5±0.52 0±0 0±0
Assign. 1 duration to submit (in
hours)
523.76±87.14 299.93±40.37 151.65±29.26
Assign. 2 duration to submit (in
hours)
237.96±68.71 218.34±26.96 63.8±25.55
Assign. 3 duration to submit (in
hours)
420.85±226.50 242.34±45.55 93.6±40.64
Average Assign. duration to sub-
mit (in hours)
394.19±84.20 253.54±27.68 103.05±28.54
Fig. 6.5 plots the number of content reads against the average duration to submit
an assignment for the three different clusters. The same trends observed in Fig. 6.4
can be observed here. Furthermore, the figure shows that the points that were classified
as low in the three level model are those that seemed to be outliers in the two level
model. This cements the notion that students that spend more time on average to
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submit assignments tend to be less engaged. It can also be observed that the low and
medium engaged students can almost be horizontally separated at the 325 hour mark
with only 4 points contradicting this line.
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Figure 6.5: Three Level Clustering Model: Number of Content Reads vs Average Time
for Assignment Submission
6.7.2.3 Five Level Clustering Model
Table 6.6 shows the mean value and standard deviation of each metric representing
the centroid of each of the five clusters. It is noticed here that a clear trend is not
observable anymore. Unlike the previous models, when adopting a five level model,
students who had higher average number of logins didn’t have the lowest average duration
for assignment submission. This can be attributed to the fact that the algorithm over-
clustered the data points. This is further emphasized when conducting the t-test at 5%
significance level which showed that the clusters are statistically similar in more than 6
features.
Fig. 6.6 supports this claim. Compared to Fig. 6.5, it can be seen that the points
that were clustered as high in the three level model were divided into three groups in
the five level model. It can also be seen that there is no clear separation between these
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three levels (medium, high, and very high) in the five level model. This reiterates the
idea that the five level clustering model over-clustered the data points.
Table 6.6: Centroid Means For Five Level Clustering Model
Level
Metric Very Low Low Medium High Very High
Num. of Logins 44.5±24.70 77.24±48.88 72.36±26.18 90.59±35.39 112.27±35.04
Num. of Con-
tent Reads
161.07±77.37 278.1±94.76 231.75±77.68 299.25±144.45 246.2±124.14
Num. of Forum
Reads
0.07±0.27 0.65±3.07 0.35±1.42 1.04±9.06 48.8±3.45
Num. of Forum
Posts
0.07±0.27 0.07±0.40 0.05±0.28 0.32±0.83 0.4±1.04
Num. of Quiz
Reviews
1.43±2.14 2.14±1.88 1.21±0.86 2.55±2.76 3.07±2.17
Assign. 1 late-
ness indicator
0.86±0.36 0±0 0±0 0±0 0±0
Assign. 2 late-
ness indicator
0.36±0.50 0.0332±0.18 0±0 0±0 0±0
Assign. 3 late-
ness indicator
0.5±0.52 0±0 0±0 0±0 0±0
Assign. 1 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
523.76±87.14 300.38±40.51 172.26±27.31 133.67±62.52 177.09±29.28
Assign. 2 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
237.96±68.71 218.64±26.93 82.91±25.82 47.74±53.51 90.5±23.56
Assign. 3 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
420.85±226.50 243.01±45.63 118.67±46.61 71.52±53.05 120.87±28.41
Average Assign.
duration to sub-
mit (in hours)
394.19±84.20 254.01±27.69 124.71±28.78 84.31±55.39 129.49±25.64
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Figure 6.6: Five Level Clustering Model: Number of Content Reads vs Average Time
for Assignment Submission
6.7.2.4 Comparison
To further compare the three different engagement level models, the silhouette coef-
ficient of each clustering model is calculated. The silhouette coefficient gives a numerical
value to describe how well a data point lies within its cluster [261]. It measures how
similar the data point is to other points within the same cluster as compared to points
in other clusters. Formally, the definition of silhouette coefficient is as follows:
Consider a data point i. The silhouette s(i) of this point is given by
s(i) =
b(i)− a(i)
max{a(i), b(i)}
(6.2)
where a(i) is the average distance between data point i and the other data points within
the same cluster, and b(i) is the average distance between data point i and the other data
points belonging to the nearest cluster. The silhouette coefficient s of the entire dataset
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is the average silhouette of all the points within the dataset, i.e.
s =
N∑
i=1
s(i)
N
(6.3)
where N is the total number of points within the dataset. The silhouette coefficient
ranges between -1 and 1 with 1 being perfect separation between clusters and -1 being
that the clusters are intertwined.
Table 6.7 gives the average silhouette coefficient of 20 runs for each clustering
model. It can be seen that the two level model had the highest coefficient followed by the
three level model and finally the five level model. This makes sense as it can be observed
in Figs. 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. The cleanest separation is observed for the two-level model
with the three level also providing a clean separation despite few outlying points. On
the other hand, the five level model has the lowest silhouette coefficient since there are
three clusters that seem to be greatly intertwined.
Table 6.7: Silhouette Coefficient of the clustering models
Clustering Model
Silhouette
Coefficient
Two-level Three-level Five-level
s 0.7003 0.5983 0.3809
Despite the two-level model having the best average silhouette coefficient, the three-
level model is adopted since such a model offers a good compromise between having a good
separation between the three groups while not over-clustering the points into needless
extra clusters and providing a group of truly unengaged students. Furthermore, it can be
seen that when determining the silhouette coefficient of each individual level in the case
of the three-level model, the coefficient for two of these clusters (mainly medium and high
engagement) is almost the same as those for the two-level model (values ranging between
0.6 and 0.7) with only the silhouette coefficient of the third cluster (low engagement)
having a negative impact due to some outlier points (around 0.2). This cements the
trend observed within the literature as most of the previous works adopted a three-
level model to classify the students’ engagement levels. Hence, the answer to the first
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research question “What engagement level model will best enable instructors to identify
the unengaged students?” is that the three-level model is the best model for instructors
to adopt that can enable them to identify unengaged students.
6.8 Implications & Limitations
6.8.1 Implications
As shown above, the answer to the first research question “What engagement level
model will best enable instructors to identify the unengaged students?” is that the
three-level model is the best model for instructors to adopt that can enable them to
identify unengaged students. This is supported by the fact that this model offers a good
compromise between having a good separation between the three groups while not over-
clustering the points into needless extra clusters. This also further cements the observed
trend within the literature which adopted such a model for students’ engagement level
classification.
The second research question proposed in this study is “How will this model be
useful to support online students?”. Although this study doesn’t provide a determining
factor for identifying quality of engagement in e-learning environment, it can provide a
basis to identify seemingly unengaged students based on their online behavioral cues.
Using these cues as a bedrock to identifying the unengaged students will give instructors
the chance to communicate more with these students on an individual basis to discuss
and work on any possible issues that may be hindering the student’s performance or
lowering his/her motivation and engagement. This can be done face-to-face since the
course follows the blended format with the instructor-student meeting focusing on what
elements of the course need modification to improve the student’s engagement. This is
also applicable in an online setting using different tools such as questionnaires or surveys.
Hence, a qualitative-based data analysis can be done to determine what components were
more engaging or less engaging for the students. The results of this analysis can then be
used to modify the content or provide extra material for online students based on their
preferences to get them more engaged.
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6.8.2 Limitations
As mentioned earlier, this study does have some limitations. The first is the ab-
sence of students’ demographics. This does not allow us to perform any qualitative data
analysis based on demographic metrics such as gender, education level, and ethnicity.
Moreover, the topics discussed within the course were not identified. This is to ensure
complete anonymity of the dataset as per the university’s request. Furthermore, the
dataset didn’t offer any information about the assignment contents, forum post contents,
or course content. Hence, only a quantitative data analysis process is done to attempt to
gauge student engagement in the course. Additionally, due to the structure of the LMS
used for the initial event log dataset collection, it was not possible to measure the time
spent on the course site as the system does not record the movement from one site to the
other. Hence, the time the students spent on the site could not be measured accurately.
6.9 Conclusion & Future Research Directions
With the proliferation of technology, e-learning has become an area of great in-
terest. Among the challenges facing e-learning are two main challenges, the first is the
personalization of the e-learning experience and the second being keeping the students
engaged and motivated. This chapter proposed the use of k-means algorithm to cluster
students into different engagement level groups. This is part of a larger study that aims
to explore how predictive data mining models can be used to identify weak students early
in an attempt to improve their performance. In particular, two research questions are
explored in this chapter, the first being “what engagement level model will best enable
instructors to identify unengaged students?” and the second being “how will this model
be useful to support online students?”. To that end, twelve possible interaction-related
and effort-related engagement metrics were identified and calculated from the event log
dataset available. Three different clustering models were studied, namely the two-level
model, three-level model, and the five-level model. Experimental results showed that
that the number of logins as well as the average duration to submit assignments can be
indicative of the students’ engagement level while the number of content reads/accesses
isn’t. Moreover, despite the two-level model having the best performance in terms of
the silhouette coefficient, the three-level clustering model showed a good compromise
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between the having a clear separation between the clusters and being able to accurately
identify students with low engagement levels.
Although this study doesn’t provide a determining factor for identifying quality of
engagement in e-learning environment, the adopted methodology is valuable as it can
provide a basis to identify unengaged students based on their online behavioral cues.
Using these cues as a bedrock to identifying the unengaged students will give instructors
the chance to communicate more with these students on an individual basis to discuss
and work on any possible issues that may be hindering the student’s performance or
lowering his/her motivation and engagement. This can be done face-to-face since the
course follows the blended format with the instructor-student meeting focusing on what
elements of the course need modification to improve the student’s engagement. This is
also applicable in an online setting using different tools such as questionnaires or surveys.
Hence, a qualitative-based data analysis can be done to determine what components were
more engaging or less engaging for the students. The results of this analysis can be used
to modify the content or provide extra material for online students based on their pref-
erences to get them more engaged.
As future work, several ideas can be explored. To better gauge the students’ en-
gagement, the total time spent on the course as well as the average time per session
should be collected and considered. This should be integrated into the university’s LMS
to record the timestamps of when the students login into the course and when do they
leave it. This would also allow instructors to identify unengaged students at earlier stages
of the course rather than having to wait till a later stage. Another idea to explore is the
impact of the considered engagement metrics on the performance of the students. The
relation between the metrics and the grades that the students get can be investigated in
order to shed further light on the significance of each metric on the overall performance
of the student.
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Chapter 7
Relationship between Student Engagement
and Performance in e-Learning
Environment Using Association Rules
7.1 Introduction
With the proliferation of technology and the expanding use of smart devices, the
field of e-learning has grown in popularity in recent times. E-learning can be defined to
be the use of electronic devices and technology for learning new information and skills
[209]. Such environments allow individuals to learn new skills without having a physical
mentor teaching them face-to-face. In layman’s terms, e-learning can be defined to be the
use of electronic technologies to access to educational curriculum outside of a traditional
classroom [209]. Many e-learning platforms have been proposed such as Coursera, edX,
and OWL in which courses are offered fully online. Moreover, several prestigious univer-
sities such as Stanford University and Massachusetts Institute of technology have also
started offering online courses through their own platforms known as Stanford Online
[262] and MIT OpenCourseWare respectively [263].
One of the challenges an e-learning environment faces is how to keep students mo-
tivated and not allow them to become isolated. This is particularly of importance in
online courses since statistics have shown that on average only around 15-25% of stu-
dents complete online courses they registered for [212][213]. Therefore, keeping students
motivated is crucial. This is because students might feel discouraged if they perceive
that their learning pace is slower than others, especially with little to no face-to-face
interaction with instructors or fellow students. Moreover, studies have shown that en-
gagement with course material has an important impact on future career decisions taken
A version of this chapter has been accepted in [264].
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by students [215]. Therefore, teachers need to find a way to keep students engaged and
motivated [216, 217, 218]. Furthermore, many literature works have shown a positive re-
lation between student engagement and academic performance with higher engagement
level associated with better grades [221] [222].
In this chapter, the relationship between the students’ engagement level and their
academic performance is studied. Despite there being a few literature works that study
this relationship [265] [266], none of the previous works consider a comprehensive set of
engagement metrics and their impact on academic performance. This chapter studies
the impact of both the interaction-related and effort-related engagement metrics as well
as the overall engagement level on the academic performance of students using Apriori
association rules algorithm.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 gives a brief
background about the field of e-Learning and the association rules. Then, Section 7.3
presents some of the related work from the literature. Section 7.4 gives overview of the
system model considered in this chapter. That is followed by Section 7.5 which describes
the dataset available and its transformation into the considered features. Section 7.6
discusses the experiments conducted and the resulting rules obtained based on three
evaluation metrics. Finally, Section 7.7 concludes the chapter.
7.2 Background
7.2.1 E-learning:
E-learning has become more popular in recent times due to the proliferation of
technology throughout the world and the boom in information access. This is because it
allows individuals to learn new skills without having to engage in a physical face-to-face
teaching environment. In layman’s terms, e-learning can be defined to be the access
to educational curriculum outside of a traditional classroom by utilizing electronic tech-
nologies [209]. Several more complex definitions have been given for e-learning [223].
However, they all agree on one common point which is the use of technology and techno-
logical devices such as computers and handheld devices as a means to access and share
information [223].
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This can shown how the field of e-learning can significantly contribute to the notion
of big data. With increasing number of students accessing educational material online,
more data flows are generated. Thus, machine learning and data analytics also become
crucial in order to make use of the growing amount of collected data generated in the
field of e-learning. In particular, the sub-field of educational data mining has emerged
which focused on analyzing educational data to better understand and improve students’
performance as well as enhance the learning and teaching process [267] [268].
7.2.2 Association Rules:
Association rule learning is a type of rule-based machine learning algorithms that
aims to discover interesting relations between items in large databases [269]. The idea is
to produce rules that can predict the occurrence of an item based on occurences of other
items [270]. Agrawal et al. provide a more formal definition as follows [271]:
Let I = {i1, i2, ..., in} be a set of n attributes/items and T = {t1, t2, ..., tm} be a set of
m transactions forming a database. Each transaction ti includes a subset of the items
available in I. A rule can be defined as X =⇒ Y where X, Y ⊆ I, i.e. X and Y (known
as itemsets) are a subsets of the items available. In other words, a rule can be thought
of as a predictable transaction within the database. X and Y are commonly referred to
as the antecedent and the consequent of the rule respectively.
Association rules can be beneficial in an e-learning environment as they can detect
correlations between different features within the dataset. In particular, they can be used
to correlate student behaviors with their performance to determine what is positively or
negatively impacting their learning experience.
In order to evaluate the importance and interestingness of an association rule,
several measures have been proposed. In what follows, three measures are presented.
• Support: Support of an itemset is an indication of how frequent an itemset appears
in the transactions’ database. It can be thought of as the probability of occurrence
of the considered itemset by counting the number of transactions in which the
itemset appears relative to the total number of transactions. More formally, the
support of an itemset X with respect to a set of transactions T is calculated as
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[270]:
supp(X) =
|t ∈ T ;X ⊆ t|
|T |
(7.1)
• Confidence: Confidence is a measure of how frequent the rule is within the trans-
actions’ database. In layman terms, it is the portion of transactions that contain
both itemsets X and Y forming the rule relative to the transactions that contain
X in general. Hence, the confidence of rule X =⇒ Y can be defined as [270]:
confidence(X =⇒ Y ) = supp(X ∪ Y )
supp(X)
(7.2)
The confidence of a rule can be thought of as the conditional probability of the rule
[272].
• Lift: The lift of a rule is a measure of how interesting the rule is. The lift determines
the probability of the rule occurring relative to the probability of the antecedent
and consequent being independent. Therefore, the lift of an association rule is
defined as [273]:
lift(X =⇒ Y ) = supp(X ∪ Y )
supp(X)× supp(Y )
(7.3)
A lift of 1 implies that the two itemsets comprising the rule are independent and
hence the rule associating them together is not truly a rule. However, if the lift is
> 1, it can be concluded that the two itemsets are dependent on each other. This
makes the corresponding rule possibly useful in predicting future occurrences of the
consequent if the antecedent occurs.
The significance of the lift is that it takes into consideration both the confidence of
the rule as well as the overall transaction database [274].
Association rules are often used for categorical (non-numeric) datasets and have been
considered for a variety of applications. This includes marketing and sales promotion,
supermarket shelf management, inventory management [270], network intrusion detection
[275], and health informatics [276].
Several association rules algorithms have been developed. In what follows, a brief
description of three well known algorithms is given.
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7.2.2.1 Apriori Algorithm
Apriori algorithm is a breadth-first search-based algorithm that depends on the
frequency of the itemsets to identify a set of association rules [277]. The algorithm
identifies the itemsets that appear in at least C transactions within the database, where
C is the minimum threshold chosen by the user. It adopts a ”bottom up” approach
where a frequent subset is extended by one item in each iteration. This means that
the algorithm starts with itemsets of length 1 (i.e. only one item within the itemset)
and determines the itemset that have a frequency higher than the considered threshold
C. This is repeated until no more new frequent itemsets are found. The length is then
incremented by 1 and the same process is adopted again. This continues until there is
no more possible extensions of the itemsets.
The popularity of the apriori algorithm stems from the fact that it can be easily
implemented and parallelized as well as makes use of the large itemset property [278].
However, the algorithm does suffer from some drawbacks. One of the main drawbacks is
that it requires several database scans in order to produce the rules [278]. This is mainly
due to the itemset extension property of the algorithm. Another drawback is the fact
that it can be slow due to its dependence on the size of the database, number of items
within it, and the choice of minimum support [270].
7.2.2.2 Frequent Pattern (FP)-Growth Algorithm
Frequent pattern growth algorithm, also known as FP-growth algorithm, is an
efficient and scalable alternative to the apriori algorithm [279]. The FP-growth algorithm
also aimes to find the frequent itemsets within the transaction database. However, it
does so without using candidate generations, i.e. it doesn’t increment the itemset size
by 1 in each round. This helps it outperform the apriori algorithm in terms of runtime
as it significantly reduces the number of considered frequent itemsets. In essence, this
algorithm adopts a divide-and-conquer approach to generate the association rules [279].
The algorithm is based on the use of a particular data structure named the FP-tree
which conserves the itemset association information [279]. To produce the FP-tree, the
transaction database is scanned once and the set of frequent items F is then determined
and ordered in support-descending order. Then each transaction within the database is
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considered with the items in it sorted based on the order found in F . The count of each
item in the tree is updated with each new transaction studied. Hence, the FP-tree is
produced using two scans of the database [279].
Despite its efficiency and runtime speed, this algorithm does suffer from one major
drawback. That drawback is that all attributes of the database should be binomial, i.e.
either it exists in the transaction or not [280]. Hence, this algorithm can’t be used in
cases where an attribute/item can have multiple possible values.
7.2.2.3 Generalized Sequential Pattern Algorithm (GSP)
Generalized Sequential Pattern (GSP) algorithm is another association rule algo-
rithm. It is mainly used for sequential mining. That means it looks for patterns in
datasets in which values are given in a sequential manner [281]. The algorithm uses the
apriori algorithm level-wise to discover the frequent itemsets within the corresponding
level. The set of frequent itemset is then given to the GSP algorithm which makes mul-
tiple scans in order to determine the association rules. In each scan, a set of candidate
sequences of length k are formed using itemsets of length (k − 1). This continues until
no more frequent sequences can be generated.
The GSP algorithm suffers from similar limitations as its apriori counterpart. One
major limitation is the fact that it needs multiple database scans to generate the asso-
ciation rules [282]. This is especially a concern when dealing within large transaction
databases. Another limitation is the generation of non-existent candidates. This hap-
pens because the GSP algorithm generates candidate sequences by combining smaller
ones without accessing the database. This can lead to time wasted when considering
non-existent patterns [282].
7.3 Related Work & Contribution
7.3.1 Student Engagement:
Several works in the literature have explored the notion of student engagement
levels and methodologies on how to define and determine these levels [255][256]. Oriogun
classified students based on their engagement into three levels, namely High, Nominal,
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and Low [255]. The authors used the SQUAD approach in which a student’s posts on a
discussion forum were classified as one of five categories, namely: Suggestion, Question,
Unclassified, Answer, and Delivery. Each post belonging to one of the aforementioned
categories was given a score and the total score of each student was used to determine
their engagement in the course. However, this study only focused on quality of forum
posts to evaluate engagement without taking into consideration other possible metrics.
Kamath et al. also classified students using a three-level model. However, the authors
used image recognition as the basis of their classification by building a custom dataset
of images portraying the different engagement levels and using support vector machines
to classify new images [256]. Yet, this provides a limitation as not all students will have
cameras in their devices. Moreover, this won’t be as beneficial in a non-real time sce-
nario.
To be able to measure/identify the engagement level of students, different en-
gagement metrics have been used and proposed in the literature [258, 259, 260]. Reid
used the ”Classroom Survey of Student Engagement (CLASSE)” model and proposed
interaction-related metrics to determine the engagement level of the students [258]. The
metrics considered were: number of questions asked, number of participations, number of
interactions with instructor, and time spent on the course. On the other hand, Ramesh
et al. used three main interaction-related features to determine the engagement level
of students in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) setting [260]. The engagement
metrics are number of posts in discussion forums, number of content views, and binary
indicator of assignment completion. These metrics were used to determine the students’
engagement based on a three-level model. However, most previous works lack the use of
a more comprehensive set of engagement metrics that include both interaction-related
and effort-related metrics.
7.3.2 Academic Performance Prediction:
Similarly, several literature works tried to predict the academic performance of
students based on a variety of factors. Yadav et al. studied the impact of previous
or first year exams marks on the final grade of engineering students [283]. In their
experiment, the authors used several classification algorithms and found that the C4.5
(also known as J48) algorithm gives the most accurate results. This was corroborated
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by Ramesh et al.’s work in [284] which also concluded that decision tree classification
algorithm was the most suitable for predicting students’ performance. Moreover, it was
shown that students’ previous data can be used to predict their final grade. Prasad et
al. also considered the use of decision tree algorithms and found that the C4.5 (J48)
algorithm is the most suitable algorithm to predict the students’ grades because of its
accuracy and speed [285].
7.3.3 Impact of Engagement on Academic Performance:
Some literature works have also studied the impact of student engagement on their
academic performance [221] [222] [265]. Lee studied the relationship between student
engagement and their academic performance using the data from 121 U.S. schools [221].
The study concluded that both behavioral and emotional engagement can be used to
predict reading performance accurately. On the other hand, Casuso-Holgado et al. used
a questionnaire that aims to measure the students engagement and investigated the rela-
tionship with academic achievement. The study concluded that engagement is positively
related with the academic achievement of students. Similarly, Madar et al. aimed to
study the relationship between the student engagement through the use of an e-learning
platform and their academic performance. This was done using a survey questionnaire
filled by postgraduate students. Results showed a positive correlation between engage-
ment on the platform and the performance of students.
However, most works that studied this relationship didn’t consider it for an e-
learning environment. Moreover, the few works that did investigate this relationship
in an e-learning setting didn’t use a comprehensive set of engagement metrics to fully
understand their impact on the academic performance of students.
7.3.4 Contribution:
The contribution of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• Providing a comprehensive set of engagement metrics that include both interaction-
related metrics and effort-related metrics illustrated by the time spent on different
tasks of the course.
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• Studying the impact of the considered engagement metrics and levels on academic
performance.
7.4 System Model
The same system model proposed in Chapter 6 is considered in this chapter. The
presented module is the general module that would be integrated into the LMS. It consists
of the following modules:
• Data Collection Module: Collects the data from the LMS. This includes both the
events and the grades.
• ML-based Student Status Predictor Module: Predicts the status of the students
using different supervised learning algorithms.
• Engagement Metrics Module: Calculates the different engagement metrics using
the collected events log data.
• Student Clustering Module: Clusters students into different engagement levels using
the aforementioned engagement metrics by implementing unsupervised learning
algorithms.
• Association Rule Generator Module: Takes the both the grades dataset and calcu-
lated engagement metrics as well as the resulting clustering decision to generate a
group of association rules.
• Feature Selection Module: Selects the features that are most representative of the
student performance.
• Performance Metrics Module: Generates a group of performance metrics that can
be used to classify students.
• ML-based Classification Module: Classifies students by implementing different su-
pervised learning algorithms.
• Set of Students Who May Need Help Module: Identifies the group of students who
may need help in the course. This can be used as an initial step of the e-learning
personalization process.
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Figure 7.1: LMS Analytical Module
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This chapter focuses on the “Association Rule Generator” module highlighted
in blue in Figure 7.1. Within this module, several different association rule algorithms
can be implemented. In this case, the apriori algorithm is used. This is because as
discussed previously, the FP-growth algorithm only accepts binomial features. On the
other hand, the GSP algorithm searches for association rules in a transactional dataset.
However, the dataset considered here is not a transactional one, i.e. each record represents
one student. Hence, the GSP algorithm can’t be implemented. It is worth mentioning
that the modules highlighted in yellow are the ones used in the creation of the dataset
described in the following section.
7.5 Dataset Description
7.5.1 Data Preprocessing:
The collected dataset is from a second year undergraduate Science course offered
in a North American University. The dataset consists of two parts. The first part is an
event log of 486 enrolled students and has a total of 305933 records collected from the
university’s learning management system (LMS). Each record has the following 6 fields:
• Event Date: The time-stamp of the event.
• Event Type: The type of action the student makes.
• Event Location: The directory in which the action was taken by the student.
• Session Start: The time-stamp signaling the start of the online session.
• Session Start: The time-stamp signaling the end of the online session.
• Student ID: Student Identifier.
The dataset was sorted based on the “Student ID” first and then based on “Event Date”.
This was done so that a chronological order of the events each student took is obtained.
The second part is the obtained grades of the 486 students in the different assign-
ments, quizzes, and exams. Each record has the following 8 fields:
• Student ID: Student Identifier.
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• Assingment 1: Grade obtained in Assignment 1.
• Assingment 2: Grade obtained in Assignment 2.
• Assingment 3: Grade obtained in Assignment 3.
• Quiz 1: Grade obtained in Quiz 1.
• Midterm Exam: Grade obtained in Midterm Exam.
• Final Exam: Grade obtained in Final Exam.
• Course Grade: Final Course Grade.
7.5.2 Data Transformation:
Using MATLAB, the event log dataset was transformed from its original state into
a new dataset representing the students’ engagement metrics. This was done by searching
the events’ column of the subset of data representing each student and calculating the
engagement metrics accordingly. Moreover, each metric’s value was rounded to the near-
est 10s to get a discrete set of values as per the requirement of the different association
rules algorithms. Furthermore, the engagement level of each student is determined as
per our previous work [210]. Based on the engagement metrics used in the literature and
the original available dataset, Table 7.1 presents the calculated engagement metrics and
engagement level which are considered in this study as well as their description, type,
and range of values of each metric. Note that for the engagement level, L means Low
while M means Medium and H means High.
Similarly, the grades of each student were rounded to the nearest 10s to get a
discrete set of values as per the requirement of the association rules algorithms. The
calculated engagement metrics dataset and the grades dataset were combined to form
a new dataset consisting of eighteen features, namely the Student ID, nine engagement
metrics, engagement level, and the seven grades.
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Table 7.1: Engagement Metrics Description
Feature Description Type Range of Values
Student ID Student identifier Numeric [0,...,485]
Num. of Logins The number of times the student accessed the
course site on the LMS
Numeric [0,10,...,650]
Num. of Con-
tent Reads
The number of times the student ac-
cessed/downloaded course material
Numeric [0,10,...,1010]
Num. of Forum
Reads
The number of times the student read posts on
the discussion forum
Numeric [0,10,...,60]
Num. of Forum
Posts
The number of times the student posted on the
discussion forum
Numeric [0,10]
Num. of Quiz
Reviews
The number of times the student reviewed their
quiz solution before final submission
Numeric [0,10]
Assign. 1 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
The duration (in hours) between Assignment 1
posting and submission
Numeric [0,10,...,580]
Assign. 2 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
The duration (in hours) between Assignment 2
posting and submission
Numeric [0,10,...,300]
Assign. 3 du-
ration to submit
(in hours)
The duration (in hours) between Assignment 3
posting and submission
Numeric [0,10,...,630]
Average Assign.
duration to sub-
mit (in hours)
The average duration (in hours) between Assign-
ments’ posting and submission
Numeric [0,10,...,500]
Engagement
Level
Student engagement level using K-means Clus-
tering
Categoric [L,M,H]
7.6 Experiment Results & Discussion
7.6.1 Experiment Setup
As mentioned earlier, the experiment uses apriori algorithm to generate the associ-
ation rules linking the students’ engagement metrics and level to their performance. To
do so, the following settings were used:
7.6.1.1 Software
The following software have been used to run the experiment and record the results:
• Operating System: Microsoft Windows 10 (64-Bit OS, X-64 based processor)
• MATLAB: MATLAB was used to transform the data from its original state to the
new desired dataset that includes the engagement metrics as as the grades.
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• Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) version 3.8: WEKA is a
toolkit used for machine learning and data mining. It was developed using Java by
the University Waikato in New Zealand.
7.6.1.2 Experiment
WEKA was used to run the apriori algorithm to generate the desired association
rules. Apriori algorithm was used because it allows features to have multiple values
rather than just binomial as is the case with FP-growth algorithm. Furthermore, apriori
algorithm was used instead of GSP algorithm because the considered dataset is not
transactional in nature, i.e. each student has only one record within the dataset. Hence,
GSP algorithm can’t be implemented.
7.6.2 Rules:
To generate the association rules, the minimum support used was 0.1, i.e. the rule
needs to have occurred at least 10% of the time to be considered. Moreover, the minimum
confidence value assumed was 0.9, i.e. we would want to be more than 90% confident
that the rule is applicable. These values were chosen to ensure that the rules are frequent
and interesting enough to be considered in an educational setting [286]. Based on the
aforementioned settings, the following rules have been generated:
• Engagement level=H & Quiz1≥90 =⇒ Course Grade≥ 90:
The rule had a support = 0.2, i.e. 20% of all students were classified as highly
engaged, had a grade higher than 90 in their quiz, and completed the course with a
grade higher than 90. The rule had a confidence of 1 and a lift of 4.02. This means
that all the students who were highly engaged and performed well in their quiz
ended up excelling in the course. The high lift value shows that the components
are highly correlated. This means that engagement level can indeed be used as a
predictor for academic performance.
• Number of Logins≥60 & Quiz1≥80 =⇒ Course Grade ≥ 80:
The support of this rule is 0.61, which indicates that around 61% of the students
logged into the system more than 60 times. This is an indication of being moder-
ately or highly engaged as per the results obtained in [210]. The rule’s confidence
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is 1 and the lift is 1.37, indicating that all students who were moderately or highly
engaged and performed well in their quiz had a high final course grade. Moreover,
the lift value indicates that there is a positive correlation between the antecedent
and consequent of the rule.
• Engagement level=M & Quiz1≥70 =⇒ 70≤Course Grade≤90:
This rule had a support of 0.4, confidence of 0.93, and a lift of 1.1. This shows
again that there is a correlation between engagement and academic performance.
This is because students that were moderately engaged tended to get a moderate
grade in the course.
• Engagement level=M =⇒ 70≤Course Grade≤90:
This rule further emphasizes the previous obtained rule. The rule had a support of
0.4 as well. The confidence is 0.9 and the lift is 1.1 too.
In addition to the obtained rules, the average grade of the students is calculated
based on their engagement. It can be shown that students with medium engagement
had an average final grade of 77 while those that were highly engaged had an average
final grade of 79. On the other hand, students that were lowly engaged had an average
grade of 61. Moreover, when conducting the t-test at 5% significance level, it is shown
that the grades of the low engagement students (target group we are trying to identify)
is statistically different than those with medium and high engagement. This cements the
hypothesis that student engagement is highly correlated with academic performance even
in a blended e-learning environment. Hence, it can be used as a predictor and identifier
of students that may need help based on their engagement in the course.
7.7 Conclusion
The field of e-learning has become more popular due to the proliferation of tech-
nology. Among the challenges facing e-learning is keeping the students engaged and
motivated. This is especially important due to the impact that engagement has on aca-
demic performance. To that end, this chapter proposed the use of apriori algorithm to
investigate the impact of engagement on students’ academic performance in a blended
e-learning environment. Nine engagement metrics that include both interaction-related
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as well as effort-related metrics were identified and calculated from the event log dataset
available and combined with the grades to form a new dataset composed of eighteen fea-
tures. Apriori algorithm was used to generate rules that studied the impact of students’
engagement level on their academic performance. Experimental results showed that there
is a high positive correlation between engagement and academic performance. This was
shown through the association rules generated which stated with high confidence and lift
that students with higher levels of engagement tended to perform better in the course.
Due to this positive correlation, engagement can be used as a predictor of the students’
academic performance. This in turn can be used to identify the unengaged students who
may need help with the course and work with them to improve their engagement and
possibly their performance.
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Chapter 8
DNS Typosquatting Domain Detection: A
Data Analytics & Machine Learning Based
Approach
8.1 Introduction
Domain Name System (DNS) protocol, is the standard mechanism for name to
IP address resolution [287]. Name servers generally maintain complete name/address
information about a particular zone in a file known as the zone file. Every zone needs
to provide a primary and a secondary name server to enhance resiliency, redundancy
and load balancing. Hence, the DNS protocol is one of the core components in today’s
Internet given that it helps users locate servers and mailing hosts [287].
However, DNS suffers from lack of data integrity and origin authentication pro-
cesses. This makes it vulnerable to a variety of security concerns and breaches as shown
by the various DNS attacks in recent years [289, 290]. For example, the distributed denial
of service (DDoS) attack on Dyn in October 2016 was one of the largest attacks of this
kind with a reported strength of 1.2 Terabytes/s (Tbps) [291, 292]. This attack managed
to bring down a significant portion of America’s Internet Service [291, 292]. Another
example is the attack on a Brazilian Bank’s website in which attackers redirected all
of the traffic targeted to the bank’s website to their own servers by changing the DNS
registrations of all the bank’s domains [293].
Among the many vulnerabilities and security challenges of DNS protocol is the
issue of typosquatting. Typosquatting refers to the registration of a domain name that
is extremely similar to that of an existing popular brand (ex: www.google.com and
A version of this chapter has been accepted in [288].
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www.goggle.com, www.paypal.com and www.paypa1.com,...). The goal is to redirect unsus-
pecting users to malicious/suspicious websites by registering confusingly similar domain
names that the user might not pay attention to [294]. This is particularly important
given that it can be a threat to corporate secrets [295]. Moreover, it can be used to steal
information or commit fraud [295].
For practical security and availability reasons it is important that DNS is able to
tolerate failures and attacks [290]. That is why a variety of techniques have been pro-
posed in the literature to combat and protect against failures and attacks. For example,
the DNSSEC protocol, which is a set of security extensions added to the original DNS
protocol, has been proposed to address some of the existing vulnerabilities by providing
data integrity and origin authentication [296, 297, 298]. However, DNSSEC is still prone
to other attacks such as synchronization attacks and amplified denial of service attacks
[290, 299]. Therefore, it is crucial that new efficient detection algorithms are developed
that can help identify malicious/suspicious queries and protect systems from the various
attacks.
In this chapter, a machine learning-based approach is proposed to tackle the ty-
posquatting DNS vulnerability. To that end, exploratory data analytics is first used to
better understand the behavior and trends observed in eight features that characterize
the domain name. Furthermore, a majority voting-based ensemble learning classifier that
is based on five traditional supervised machine learning classification algorithms is pro-
posed that can detect suspicious domains. Moreover, the observed trends are verified by
studying the same features in an unlabeled dataset using unsupervised machine learning
clustering algorithm and through applying the developed ensemble learning classifier.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 presents the
main vulnerabilities and security challenges facing the DNS protocol. Section 8.3 gives
an overview about the methodologies that have been proposed in the literature as well
as other potential methodologies to adopt. Section 8.4 presents the proposed approach
adopted in this work. Section 8.5 describes the two dataset used in this work including
the extraction of the considered features. Section 8.6 discusses the experiment details
and results. Finally, Section 8.7 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 8.1: DNS Vulnerabilities and Challenges
8.2 DNS Vulnerabilities & Challenges
Due to its naivety, DNS protocol suffers from several vulnerabilities and security
issues as it is prone to a variety of attacks. This is mainly due to the lack of data integrity
and origin authentication processes within the protocol. Fig. 8.1 summarizes the most
common vulnerabilities and attacks facing DNS protocol [290, 295, 300].
1. Man in the middle attacks: DNS does not specify a mechanism for servers to provide
authentication details for the data they push down to clients. Hence attacks such
as Packet Sniffing or Transaction ID Guessing can occur [290].
(a) Packet Sniffing: Attacker can capture DNS reply packets and modify them.
(b) Transaction ID Guessing: Guessing the transaction ID can allow the attacker
to respond with false answers to legitimate queries.
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This is dangerous as it can threaten the users’ privacy and direct them to suspicious
domains and servers.
2. Cache Poisoning Problems: The current DNS protocol does not support any means
to propagate data updates or invalidations to DNS caches in a fast and secure way.
This could lead to Cache Poisoning by using Name Chaining or Transaction ID
Prediction.
(a) Using Name Chaining: Attacker introduces false information into the DNS
cache by adding arbitrary DNS names in the DNS response.
(b) Using Transaction ID Prediction: An attacker sends a large number of queries
with domain names under his control. These replies have different transaction
IDs. The attacker is hoping that one of the spoofed replies sent has the same
transaction ID as that used between the two servers.
3. DDoS attacks: Due to the hierarchal nature of the DNS architecture, root servers
are prone to DDoS attacks that can cause a loss of availability of name resolution
services. This in turn can lead to the stoppage of Internet service as illustrated by
the DDoS attack on Dyn in October 2016 which was one of the largest attacks of
this kind with a reported strength of 1.2 Terabytes/s (Tbps) that was able to bring
down a significant portion of America’s Internet service [291, 292].
4. Registrar hijacking: An attacker might hijack a registrar and gain control over all
the domain names hosted by the registrar. This can potentially lead to losing the
domain names of the enterprise/company. This was illustrated by the attack on a
Brazilian Bank’s website in which attackers redirected all of the traffic targeted to
the bank’s website to their own servers by changing the DNS registrations of all the
bank’s domains [293]. This attack affected thousands of users as their banking and
even email and FTP credentials in some cases were obtained through this attack
[293].
5. Other DNS attacks: other attacks exist such as, Information Leakage and DNS
Dynamic Update.
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(a) Information Leakage (DNS Tunneling): Using DNS queries or responses to
leak information to a malicious user/server. Attacker could reveal sensitive
information such as internal firewall configurations.
(b) Typosquatting: Registering a domain name that is extremely similar to that of
an existing popular brand (ex: www.google.com and www.goggle.com, www.paypal.com
and www.paypa1.com,...). This can be used to steal information or commit
fraud [295].
This work focuses on one type of attack in particular, namely Typosquatting. As men-
tioned earlier, the danger of this attack is that it focuses on the users’ attention as the
change in a domain name might be minimal that they don’t notice it. However, this
change in domain name can have serious repercussions since it can lead to stealing of
personal information, stealing corporate secrets, or committing fraud [295]. Hence, it is
important to be have efficient and intelligent algorithms to detect such attacks.
8.3 Previous & Potential Methodologies
8.3.1 Previous Methodologies
Internet security has always been a prime concern given the significant dependence
on Internet services in our daily lives. With the growing number of attacks on Internet
services, a need has risen to improve its security. Machine learning-based techniques
have been proposed to help detect these attacks. For example, a variety of supervised
machine learning classification algorithms such as support vector machines and artificial
neural networks have been proposed in [301] to detect intrusion and DDoS attacks in
Software-Defined Networks (SDN). Similarly, a decision tree-based classification algo-
rithm is proposed in [302] to detect DDoS attacks in cloud environments.
However, very few previous works consider DNS security using machine learning.
One such work was proposed in [300] in which a decision tree-based classifier was also
used to detect malicious/suspicious domains by looking at a variety of query level features
such as query size and time to live (TTL).
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8.3.2 Potential Methodologies
There are various methodologies that can be used to detect malicious/suspicious
DNS queries and domains. These methodologies can be divided into two main categories:
methodologies adopted at the query level and methodologies adopted at the traffic level.
For each level, a distinct set of features can be considered and studied. Fig. 8.2 gives an
overview of the different methodologies that can be adopted to tackle the issues facing
DNS protocol and improve its security.
Figure 8.2: Possible Methodologies
8.3.3 Query Level:
Each query is looked at individually and a decision is made using the adopted
technique. A variety of techniques have been/can be adopted.
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1. Supervised learning: Supervised machine learning classification algorithms can
be used on labeled datasets to train a classifier that is able to detect malicious/suspicious
activity with high accuracy and low false positive rate.
2. Semi-supervised learning: Semi-supervised machine learning algorithms can be
used in cases where the dataset is a mixture of labeled and unlabeled data points.
The knowledge gained from the labeled data points can be leveraged to predict the
label for the unlabeled data points.
3. Unsupervised learning: Unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithms
can be used in cases where the labels are not available. In this case, data points
that look similar (based on some distance metric) are grouped together. An expert
with contextual knowledge would then make a decision on what each cluster means.
4. Anomaly Detection: Anomaly detection can be used to identify malicious/suspicious
activity by determining whether a data point is anomalous or not. Again, an expert
with contextual knowledge is needed to define the normal behavior which will be
used to determine the anomaly score of any new data point.
5. Domain Checking: The most basic way is to compare the domain with a list of
malicious/suspicious domains such as the one available at [303]. However, this will
depend on the update rate of this list since this methodology can become inefficient
if the list becomes stale. This is further emphasized in [304] as it was shown that
this methodology is more reactive than proactive, which keeps attackers one step
ahead.
To adopt one of these methodologies, the following list gives some of the features that
can be used to detect malicious/suspicious activity:
• Query size
• Number of IP addresses associated with a domain
• Type of domain requested
• Length of domain name (number of characters in the domain name)
• Number of unique characters in domain name
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• Number of numerical characters within domain name
• Percentage of numerical characters within domain name
• Percentage of unique characters from longest meaningful substring
• Age of domain (how old is the domain)
• Number of canonical names associated with a domain
• Time when domain is being accessed
• Registrar name
• Cost of registering domain with the registrar name
• Trustworthiness of registrar
8.3.4 Traffic Level:
A group of queries are studied and analyzed using the adopted technique. A variety
of techniques can be adopted.
1. Supervised learning: Supervised machine learning classification algorithms can
also be applied at the traffic level. This can be done to detect specific types of
attacks such as DDoS attacks. This is because such attacks can’t be detected
by one query due to their group-based nature. Features such as access ratio and
number of distinct IP addresses associated with a domain can be used to build the
classifier [300].
2. Semi-Supervised Learning: Semi-supervised machine learning can also be used
in this case by leveraging the information gained from a labeled dataset and apply-
ing it to an unlabeled dataset.
3. Unsupervised Learning: Unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithms
again can be used at the traffic level to group similarly looking data points. Con-
textual knowledge is needed as well to define what each cluster represents.
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4. Time Series Analysis: Time series analysis can be used to determine any time-
dependent correlations in the data. For example, it can be check if a specific pattern
appears every day or every week. This can be hugely beneficial in trying to detect
automated attacks that often follow a particular time-related pattern.
5. Frequent Patterns/Log Mining: Frequent patterns and log mining techniques
can also be used to identify any correlation between different frequent itemsets.
Similar to the approach in [305], association rules algorithms can be used to find
statistical correlation between frequent itemsets. For example, log mining can be
used to find if two domains that are being frequently queried are correlated in time.
To that end, the following list gives some of the features that can be used to detect
anomalous/malicious activity:
• Frequency of requests for different domains from one machine
• Frequency of requests to a domain from different machines
• Access ratio of a domain to the whole set of requests
• Time separation between consecutive domain requests from one machine
• Rate of change of IP address
• Average TTL value
• Standard deviation of TTL value
8.4 Proposed Approach
8.4.1 Proposed Approach
This chapter proposes a machine learning-based approach to tackle the typosquat-
ting DNS vulnerability by detecting suspicious domain names. The proposed approach
can be divided into three components as follows:
1. Study and understand the characteristics of such domain names using exploratory
data analytics techniques used on a labeled dataset (limited dataset).
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2. Develop a supervised machine learning-based classifier that can detect malicious/suspicious
domains.
3. Validate the observed trends by studying the same set of characteristics in a larger
unlabeled dataset to ensure the extendability of the proposed approach.
Fig. 8.3 illustrates the process.
Figure 8.3: Proposed Approach
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8.4.2 Application of the Proposed Approach
To understand the characteristics of suspicious domain names, eight features are
extracted from the domain name that can be used to characterize it. The features where
chosen specifically because of the nature of the typosquatting attack which is mainly
directed towards modifying the domain name. Exploratory data analytics is then used
to better understand the trends observed in these features. This is done by studying the
statistics of these features, their probability density function, and their correlation with
the class label (whether domain is legitimate or generated algorithmically).
The second step is developing a majority voting-based ensemble learning classifier
that is based on five traditional supervised machine learning classification algorithms.
The considered algorithms are decision trees (C4.5), K-nearest neighbors (K-NN), logis-
tic regression (LR), Naive Bayesian (NB), and Support Vector Machines (SVM). These
algorithms were chosen due to their popularity and efficiency in various applications,
especially in text-based classification (more details about these algorithms can be found
in Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2). The goal is to improve the detection accuracy of the
ensemble learning classifier by reducing the bias of the base classifiers and reduce the
false positive detection of suspicious domains.
The final step is verifying the trends observed in the labeled dataset. This is done
by studying the same features in an unlabeled dataset using unsupervised machine learn-
ing clustering algorithm, namely the K-means algorithm. It is worth mentioning that
due to the size of the dataset, other clustering algorithms such as hierarchical clustering
couldn’t be implemented as the needed distance matrix would consist of more than 9
million values. Moreover, the developed ensemble learning classifier is applied to the
unlabeled dataset to predict the label of each domain.
8.4.3 Complexity of Proposed Approach
The computational complexity of the proposed approach is governed by the com-
plexity of each of its individual algorithms. To do so, it is assumed that the number
of training samples is M and number of features is N with M >> N . The complex-
ity of C4.5 algorithm is O(M2N) while the complexity of K-NN algorithm is O(MN)
[306, 307]. On the other hand, LR has a complexity of O(N3+MN2) and NB algorithm’s
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complexity is O(MN) [306, 307]. Lastly, the SVM algorithm’s complexity is O(M2N)
while k-means algorithm has a complexity of O(MNk) [306, 307]. Hence, the overall
complexity of the proposed approach is O(M2N).
8.4.4 Contributions
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• The behavior and trends of several domain name-related features is studied using
exploratory data analytics.
• A majority voting-based ensemble learning classifier based on five supervised ma-
chine learning classification algorithms is proposed to identify suspicious domain
names that achieves higher accuracy.
• The observed trends are verified by studying the same set of features in an unlabeled
dataset using unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithms and through
applying the developed ensemble learning classifier.
8.5 Dataset Description
This work considers two different datasets, a labeled dataset and an unlabeled
dataset. In what follows, a brief description of both datasets is given.
8.5.1 Data Preprocessing:
8.5.1.1 Labeled Dataset
The dataset was collected by the authors of the “Data Driven Security” book
[308]. This was done by combining data collected from Alexa’s top 1 million legitimate
domains and from “Cryptolocker” for domains generated algorithmically (DGA) [309].
The dataset consists of 133,926 unique domains of type A with 81,261 legitimate domains
and 52,665 DGA domains. Each record consists of the following three fields:
• Host: The complete url of the domain (ex.: www.mydaily.co.uk).
• Domain: The domain accessed (ex.: mydaily).
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• Domain Class: The classification of the domain (either legit or dga).
8.5.1.2 Unlabeled Dataset
The unlabeled dataset used is based on the DNS Census 2013 public dataset [310].
The dataset consists of 750,719,726 type A records (record having the original domain
name registered and corresponding IPv4 address). However, only the first 1 million
records are used in this work as the entire set of records couldn’t be processed. Each
record consists of the following two fields:
• Domain: The domain accessed .
• IP4 address: IP4 address associated with the domain .
This dataset was then processed to extract 302,689 unique domains using MATLAB.
8.5.2 Data Transformation:
Using MATLAB, both datasets where transformed from their original format into
a new dataset consisting of eight domain name-based features. These features are used
to characterize each unique domain. The features where chosen specifically because of
the typosquatting attack that is mainly directed towards modifying the domain name.
The extracted features are:
• Length of Domain Name
• Number of Unique Characters
• Number of Unique Letters
• Number of Unique Numbers
• Ratio of Letters to Domain Length
• Ratio of Numbers to Domain Length
• Ratio of Unique Letters to Unique Characters
• Ratio of Unique Numbers to Unique Characters
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In addition to these features, a binary feature is added to the labeled dataset to show
the class of the domain. In this case, 1 was used to represent a DGA domain while 0
was used to represent a legitimate domain. It is worth noting that all these features are
numeric with the first four being integers and the remaining being continuous. Table 8.1
shows the value type and range of each of the aforementioned features.
Table 8.1: Domain Features Description
Feature Value Type Range of Values
Length of Domain Name Numeric [1,2,...,68]
Number of Unique Characters Numeric [1,2,...,36]
Number of Unique Letters Numeric [1,2,...,26]
Number of Unique Numbers Numeric [0,1,...,10]
Ratio of Letters to Domain Length Numeric [0-1]
Ratio of Numbers to Domain Length Numeric [0-1]
Ratio of Unique Letters to Unique Characters Numeric [0-1]
Ratio of Unique Numbers to Unique Characters Numeric [0-1]
Domain Class (for labeled dataset) Numeric [0,1]
8.6 Experiment Results & Discussion
8.6.1 Experiment Setup
The following settings were used to conduct the experiments in this work:
8.6.1.1 Software
The following software was used to run the experiment and record the results:
• Operating System: Microsoft Windows 10 (64-Bit OS, X-64 based processor)
• MATLAB: MATLAB was used to transform the data from its original state to the
new desired dataset representing the previously provided features.
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8.6.1.2 Experiment
MATLAB was used to train the different classifiers considered in this work, namely
the C4.5 classifier, K-NN classifier, LR classifier, NB classifier, and SVM classifier. More-
over, the ensemble learning classifier is trained as a majority vote of these classifiers. This
means that the ensemble learning classifier will classify the domain name with the same
class as that of majority of the base classifiers.
8.6.2 Results & Discussion
The experiment results are divided into two sections, one for the labeled dataset
and one for the unlabeled dataset.
8.6.2.1 Labeled Dataset
8.6.2.1.1 Exploratory Data Analytics
As mentioned earlier, exploratory data analytics is applied to the extracted features
to better understand the behavior and trends observed for legitimate and DGA domains.
It is worth mentioning that the findings of this step are not used as input at a later
stage, but are only used for comparison purposes. Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 show the probability
density function of the domain name length and number of unique characters respectively
for legitimate and DGA domains. It can be seen that legitimate domains tend to have
shorter domain names and fewer number of unique characters. This is expected since
legitimate domains need to be easily memorable. However, DGA domains tend to be more
random which results in a higher number of unique characters and a wider distribution.
To further understand the behavior, the correlation between each feature and the
domain class is studied. Table 8.2 shows that the highest correlation with the domain
class is that of the number of unique characters. This gain can be attributed to the fact
that legitimate domains tend to have more memorable names with less characters while
DGA domains tend to have more unique characters to increase the randomness of the
domain name.
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Figure 8.4: Probability Density Function of Domain Length For Labeled Dataset
Figure 8.5: Probability Density Function of Number of Unique Characters For Labeled
Dataset
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Table 8.2: Correlation Between Extracted Features and Domain Class
Feature Correlation
Number of Unique Characters 0.663
Number of Unique Letters 0.653
Length of Domain Name 0.621
Number of Unique Numbers 0.329
Ratio of Numbers to Domain Length 0.281
Ratio of Unique Letters to Unique Characters 0.269
Ratio of Unique Numbers to Unique Characters 0.269
Ratio of Letters to Domain Length 0.242
8.6.2.1.2 Ensemble Learning Classifier
An ensemble learning classifier was developed based on five traditional supervised
machine learning classification algorithms using a majority-vote rule. This was done
to improve the prediction and reduce the bias and variance of the underlaying classifiers
[311]. Four metrics are considered in evaluating the performance of the proposed ensemble
learning classifier, namely the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score using the same
equations given in [312]. Table 8.3 shows the results of the ensemble learning classifier
as compared to that of its base classifiers.
Table 8.3: Performance Evaluation of Classifiers With All Features
Algorithm Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F-score
C4.5 88.1 84.5 95.8 0.89
K-NN 88.2 83.8 94.3 0.89
LR 79.9 83.8 77.3 0.80
NB 88.1 84.5 95.8 0.89
SVM 79.6 85.2 71.5 0.78
Ensemble Learning
Classifier
88.4 85.5 92.4 0.89
The results show that the ensemble learning classifier has the highest accuracy,
precision, and F-score while have a relatively high recall value. This shows that the
proposed ensemble learning classifier is able to identify malicious/suspicious domains
accurately due to the high precision rate. This emphasizes the efficiency of the proposed
classifier when compared to other traditional classifiers.
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Table 8.4: Performance Evaluation of Classifiers With The Highest Correlation Features
Algorithm Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F-score
C4.5 85.3 84.3 86.7 0.86
K-NN 84.2 82.7 86.4 0.85
LR 77.8 83.8 71.6 0.77
NB 85.3 84.4 86.7 0.86
SVM 72.6 84.1 53.9 0.66
Ensemble Learning
Classifier
85.4 84.4 86.7 0.86
Furthermore, the performance of the classifiers is also evaluated using the three
features with highest correlation with the label class as shown in Table 8.4 to quantify
the possible performance loss due to the elimination of features. The results show that
the same trends are observed with the ensemble learning classifier having the highest
accuracy, precision, and F-score while simultaneously having a high recall value. Ad-
ditionally, it is observed that the reduction in accuracy was between 3% to 6% when
compared to the case where all the features are considered. This shows that correlation-
based feature selection doesn’t have a significant impact on the detection accuracy of the
classifiers in this case.
8.6.2.2 Unlabeled Dataset
8.6.2.2.1 Unsupervised Clustering
To further validate the observed trends, an unsupervised machine learning clus-
tering algorithm is applied to an unlabeled dataset consisting of 302,689 unique domain
entries. In particular, K-means algorithm was used to group the points into two distinct
clusters due to its simplicity, robustness, and ability to allow the user to determine the
desired number of clusters. Moreover, due to the size of the dataset, other clustering al-
gorithms such as hierarchical clustering couldn’t be implemented as the needed distance
matrix would consist of more than 9 million values.
The clustering algorithm resulted in 165,593 points grouped into cluster 1 and
137,096 points grouped into cluster 2. Table 8.5 shows the centroid of each of the two
clusters. It can be seen that cluster 1 on average has a smaller domain length and fewer
number of unique characters (more specifically fewer number of letters) while cluster 2 on
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Table 8.5: Centroid Means For Two Level Clustering Model
Cluster
Feature Cluster 1 Cluster 2
Length of Domain Name 12.3023 20.4739
Number of Unique Characters 8.1069 12.0255
Number of Unique Letters 7.9815 11.9744
Number of Unique Numbers 0.1253 0.0511
Ratio of Letters to Domain Length 0.8741 0.9107
Ratio of Numbers to Domain Length 0.0124 0.0026
Ratio of Unique Letters to Unique Characters 0.9850 0.9964
Ratio of Unique Numbers to Unique Characters 0.0150 0.0036
average has longer domain names with a larger number of unique characters, specifically
a larger number of unique letters.
Moreover, the probability density function of the number of unique characters for
each of the two clusters is plotted. Fig. 8.6 shows that cluster 1 has a smaller mean and
standard deviation when compared to that of cluster 2. Based on the statistics illustrated
in this figure and the insights gained from the statistics of the labeled dataset, it can
be concluded that cluster 1 mimics the behavior of legitimate domains while cluster 2
mimics that of DGA domains.
8.6.2.2.2 Ensemble Learning Classifier
To reduce the number of domains that are identified as possibly suspicious, the
information gained from the labeled dataset is applied to the unlabeled dataset. This is
done by using the developed ensemble learning classifier to predict the class of each data
point in the unlabeled dataset. Fig. 8.7 shows the probability density function of the
number of unique characters for domains classified as legitimate and DGA respectively.
As expected, similar trends observed previously in terms of the mean, standard devia-
tion, and distribution are illustrated. This further emphasizes the validity of these trends.
The main difference however is that the number of domains classified as DGA was 29,119
domains. This is almost five times lower than that using the K-means clustering. This
is because the information and insights gained from training the ensemble learning clas-
sifier on the labeled dataset was used to better identify potentially malicious/suspicious
domains. This is based on the fact that K-means grouped the domains into two almost
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Figure 8.6: Probability Density Function of Number of Unique Characters For
Unlabeled Dataset Using K-means Clustering
linearly separable clusters despite the fact that they are not as can be deduced from Figs.
8.4 and 8.5.
To further verify the performance of the ensemble classifier, domains are chosen
randomly from the subset classified as potentially suspicious and checked using WEB-
ROOT’s BrightCloud online tool [313]. This tool gives a reputation score between 0
and 100 to the queried domain based on several factors such as the number of malware
infections in the past 12 months, domain popularity, and age. The following three do-
mains are a sample of the domains chosen that had a reputation score below 50 and were
classified as suspicious by the BrightCloud tool.
• aleximpianti.com
• a1ukandeuropeancouriers.net
• aachenhochzeit.de
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Figure 8.7: Probability Density Function of Number of Unique Characters For
Unlabeled Dataset Using Ensemble Learning Classifier
This again shows the merit of the developed ensemble learning classifier as it was indeed
able to identify potentially suspicious domains.
8.7 Conclusion & Future Research Directions
The Domain Name System (DNS) protocol is a core component in todays Internet
given that it helps users locate servers, mailing hosts, and other services online [287].
However, due to the lack of data integrity and origin authentication processes within it,
it is vulnerable to a variety of security concerns and breaches [289, 290]. Among the many
vulnerabilities and security challenges of DNS protocol is the issue of typosquatting. Ty-
posquatting refers to the registering of a domain name that is extremely similar to that
of an existing popular brand (ex: www.google.com and www.goggle.com, www.paypal.com
and www.paypa1.com,...). This is particularly important given that it can be a threat
to corporate secrets as well as being used to steal information or commit fraud [295].
Therefore, it is crucial that new efficient detection algorithms are developed that can
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help identify malicious/suspicious queries and protect systems from the various attacks.
In this chapter, a machine learning-based approach is proposed to tackle the typosquat-
ting DNS vulnerability. Exploratory data analytics were first implemented to better
understand the behavior and trends observed in eight domain name-based extracted fea-
tures. Analysis showed that legitimate domains have a smaller domain name length and a
lower number of unique characters when compared to domains generated algorithmically
(DGA). Next, a majority voting-based ensemble learning classifier that is based on five
traditional supervised machine learning classification algorithms was proposed to identify
suspicious domains. Experimental results showed that the developed ensemble learning
classifier performed better in terms of accuracy, precision, and F-score while maintaining
a high recall value. Additionally, the observed trends were then verified by studying the
same features in an unlabeled dataset using unsupervised machine learning clustering
algorithm and through applying the developed ensemble learning classifier. Clustering
results showed that the same trends are observable. However, the number of domains
identified as potentially suspicious was extremely high (almost half of the dataset). To
that end, the information gained from training the classifier on the labeled dataset was
leveraged by applying it to the unlabeled dataset. Results showed that when using the
developed ensemble learning classifier, the number of domains identified as potentially
suspicious was reduced by almost a factor of five while still maintaining the same trends
in terms of statistics as seen from the probability density function, mean, and standard
deviation.
To further build upon this work, several research directions can be followed. The
first is exploring other possible approaches and comparing their performance to that of
the ensemble learning classifier proposed. For example, the trie data structure can be
used to get a list of possible variants of a DNS domain name that can be checked against
a list of blacklisted domains [314]. Another possible approach is using text similarity and
distance measures such as the Levenshtein distance to measure the similarity between
legitimate DNS domains and the incoming DNS domain name[315]. The second research
direction is to consider more features such as query sizes and timing. This can help to
identify other types of attacks. Another possibility is to combine several techniques to-
gether. For example, time series analysis can be implemented in addition to exploratory
data analytics techniques to further improve our understanding of the data.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Introduction
The continued evolution and penetration of technology in our daily lives has in-
creased our dependency on smart devices and is impacting the way we communicate,
we learn, and transport among many things. However, adopting such technologies poses
several challenges. One challenge is improving the performance and efficiency of such
systems by properly allocating the available resources. This is especially important given
the scarcity of these resources [2, 3]. A second challenge is making use of the massive
amount of data generated to help make smarter and more informed decisions [4]. A third
challenge is protecting such devices and systems, especially with the surge in security
breaches and attacks in recent times [5].
To that end, this thesis proposed the use of various optimization modeling and
machine learning techniques in three different types of future systems; namely wireless
communication systems, learning management systems (LMSs), and network systems. In
particular, the first part of the thesis focused on using optimization modeling techniques
to improve the aggregate throughput and power efficiency of a wireless communication
network. On the other hand, the second part of the thesis proposed to use unsuper-
vised machine learning clustering techniques to identify unengaged students based on
their engagement with material in an e-learning environment by integrating it into the
LMS. Moreover, the impact of the identified engagement levels was also studied using
unsupervised association rules techniques. Last but not least, the third part of the the-
sis proposed using exploratory data analytics, unsupervised machine learning clustering,
and supervised machine learning classification techniques to identify malicious/suspicious
domain names in a computer network setting.
The remainder of this chapter summarizes the work and contributions completed in
this thesis. Moreover, future research directions are presented to conclude this chapter.
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9.2 Summary of Contributions
Chapter 2 presented a detailed background about optimization modeling techniques
including the different optimization categories and the variety of applications and fields
in which they are used. Moreover, a thorough description of the different types of ma-
chine learning and data analytics algorithms was presented along with a brief summary
of the applications and use cases in which they were proposed.
Chapter 3 formulated the problem of wireless resource virtualization with D2D
communication underlaying the LTE network. The problem was divided into two smaller
linear integer programs since the problem was an integer non-linear programming prob-
lem (INLP). Each of these linear integer programming problems was solved to optimality.
Additionally, two lower complexity heuristic algorithms, each solving one of the subprob-
lems were introduced. Results showed that wireless resource virtualization increased the
system throughput. Also, D2D communication helped mitigate the effect of worsening
channel conditions. Moreover, the heuristic algorithm achieved close to optimal perfor-
mance while having a much lower computational complexity.
Chapter 4 extended the previous work by formulating the problem of power-aware
wireless resource virtualization with D2D communication underlaying the LTE network.
Again, the problem was divided into four smaller linear programs since the problem was
a mixed integer non-linear programming problem (MINLP). Each of these linear integer
programming problems was solved to optimality. Moreover, two lower complexity heuris-
tic algorithms were introduced that solve the power allocation problems. Results showed
that the eNodeB can save up to 42% of energy while D2D pairs can save up to 75%
while employing the proposed power-aware scheme. Moreover, the heuristic algorithms
achieved similar results to the LP solution, proving their efficiency.
Chapter 5 further extended the previous work by formulating the problem of wire-
less resource virtualization with M2M communication underlaying LTE-A network. The
problem was again divided into two smaller linear integer programs that are solved to
optimality (decomposition-based algorithm) because the original problem was an integer
non-linear programming problem (INLP). Furthermore, a greedy-based low complexity
heuristic algorithm was developed to solve each of the sub-problems. Results showed that
wireless resource virtualization increased the system spectrum utilization. Also, M2M
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communication helped reduce the impact of worsening channel conditions. Moreover,
the greedy-based heuristic algorithm performed comparably to the decomposition-based
algorithm while having a much lower computational complexity.
Chapter 6 proposed using unsupervised clustering algorithms, namely k-means al-
gorithm, to cluster students into different engagement levels based on twelve engage-
ment metrics divided into two categories: interaction-related and effort-related metrics.
Quantitative analysis was performed in an attempt to identify the students that are not
engaged who may need help. Experimental results’ analysis showed that among the con-
sidered interaction-related and effort-related engagement metrics, the number of logins
and the average duration to submit assignments are the most representative of the stu-
dents’ engagement level. Furthermore, using the silhouette coefficient as a performance
metric, it was shown that the two-level model offers the best performance in terms of
cluster separation. However, the three-level model had a similar performance while bet-
ter identifying students with low engagement levels.
Chapter 7 studied the relationship between student engagement and their academic
performance using association rules. In particular, Apriori association rules algorithm
was used to derive a set of rules that related student engagement to academic perfor-
mance. Experimental results’ analysis done using support, confidence, and lift metrics
showed that a positive correlation existed between students’ engagement level and their
academic performance in a blended e-learning environment. In particular, it was shown
that higher engagement often led to better academic performance. This cements the pre-
vious work that linked engagement and academic performance in traditional classrooms.
Due to this positive correlation, engagement can be used as a predictor of the students’
academic performance. This in turn can be used to identify the unengaged students who
may need help with the course and work with them to improve their engagement and
possibly their performance.
Chapter 8 explored the different vulnerabilities of the DNS protocol. More specifi-
cally, the chapter focused on the typosquatting attack which can often lead to fraud and
identity theft. To that end, two datasets were considered (one labeled and one unlabeled).
Exploratory data analytics were first performed on the labeled dataset to better under-
stand the behavior and trends of several domain name-related features. Furthermore,
an ensemble learning classifier based on five supervised machine learning classification
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techniques was proposed. Additionally, an unsupervised machine learning clustering al-
gorithm was applied on the unlabeled dataset to validate the trends observed for the
domain features. Furthermore, the ensemble learning classifier was then applied to the
unlabeled dataset to study the impact of having prior information on the identification
of suspicious domain names. Experimental results showed that the developed ensemble
learning classifier performed better in terms of accuracy, precision, and F-score while
maintaining a high recall value. Moreover, the observed trends were then validated by
studying the same features in an unlabeled dataset using unsupervised machine learning
clustering algorithm and through applying the developed ensemble learning classifier.
Clustering results showed that the same trends are observable. However, the number
of domains identified as potentially suspicious was extremely high (almost half of the
dataset). To that end, the information gained from training the classifier on the labeled
dataset was leveraged by applying it to the unlabeled dataset. Results showed that when
using the developed ensemble learning classifier, the number of domains identified as
potentially suspicious was reduced by almost a factor of five while still maintaining the
same trends in terms of statistics as seen from the probability density function, mean,
and standard deviation.
9.3 Future Research Directions
This thesis explored the use of optimization modeling and machine learning tech-
niques to make systems more efficient and intelligent. Despite the novel solutions and
algorithms that were developed in this thesis to tackle the various challenges of future
systems, there are numerous challenges that need to be addressed. These challenges are
of technical, economical, regulatory, and social nature given the multi-national, multi-
industry, and multi-technology ecosystem that such systems will create. This section
presents some future research directions that can be explored towards more efficient and
intelligent systems with specific examples given for each of the three systems considered
in this work.
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9.3.1 Technical Challenges:
Technical challenges facing IoT-based systems present ample opportunities for re-
searchers to explore. Issues such as interoperability, node security, energy efficiency, and
reliability are all open issues to investigate. To tackle these challenges, a variety of tech-
niques and methods can be adopted such as data analytics, game theory, optimization,
and graph theory. Below are three examples of future research directions that extend the
work presented in this thesis.
9.3.1.1 Multi-cell Resource Virtualization With Heterogeneous Traffic
The work presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 can be extended in multiple directions.
One possible extension is considering a heterogeneous traffic model that includes different
data traffic types with different QoS requirements for different users. This would consider
a more general case as users rarely have only one type of data traffic. This can be applied
to cellular users, D2D pairs, and M2M pairs. Another possible extension is extending
the model to a multiple-cell scenario. In this case, the possible interference between
users that are close to the cell edge need to be considered. It can be expected that the
improvement extends to the multiple-cell scenario given that the same set of constraints
apply with the addition of the possible inter-cell interference among users. Additionally,
the energy-efficiency in a multi-cell scenario can be explored to help increase the energy
savings for both the service providers as well as devices and reduce inter-cell interference
without sacrificing performance.
9.3.1.2 e-Learning Experience Personalization
The work presented in Chapters 6 and 7 can be extended in several research direc-
tions. To better gauge the students’ engagement, the total time spent on the course as
well as the average time per session should be collected and considered. This should be
integrated into the university’s LMS to record the timestamps of when the students login
into the course and when do they leave it. This would also allow instructors to identify
unengaged students at earlier stages of the course rather than having to wait till a later
stage. Another possible extension is to use supervised machine learning classification al-
gorithms to predict students’ final grades based on their performance during the course.
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This again can help identify students that may not be doing well and need help in the
course.
9.3.1.3 Internet-based DNS Security
The work presented in Chapter 8 can be extended by following several research
directions. The first is considering more features such as query sizes and timing. This
can help to identify other types of attacks. Another possible extension is combining
several techniques together. For example, time series analysis can be implemented in
addition to exploratory data analytics techniques to further improve our understanding
of the behavior and trends of the collected data.
9.3.2 Economical Challenges:
Addressing the economical challenges associated with efficient and intelligent sys-
tems is another important aspect that needs to be considered in terms of design, develop-
ment, and deployment. For example, power efficient models need to be developed using
novel optimization modeling techniques in an attempt to reduce the operational costs
associated with power consumption. Furthermore, the adoption of virtualization tech-
nology needs to be further investigated given its ability to reduce capital expenditures
by allowing the cost of physical infrastructure and equipment to be shared. Addition-
ally, establishing new and innovative business models for such systems is needed. This
is because traditional models will not be efficient given the multi-industry and multi-
technology ecosystem that such systems will create. Game theory can play a significant
role in developing such models due to its ability to deal with the complex and heteroge-
neous nature of future systems.
9.3.3 Regulatory Challenges:
Another challenge is that the regulatory and standardization process for future
systems. This is crucial given that such standards are needed to determine the appli-
cation requirements, communication protocols, security practices, and other operation
mechanisms for an efficient system. To that end, the different standards development
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organizations such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU), and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) need to
develop and ratify the standards to govern such systems. For example, communication
standards are needed to enable and facilitate communication within a heterogeneous
network setup.
9.3.4 Social Challenges:
The social aspect of such systems is also important. This is due to the fear that
such systems will replace humans. This is predominant in sectors and industries such as
healthcare sector. In such a field, clinicians and health care practitioners are encouraged
to treat the patient as an individual rather than just a set of numbers or statistics.
Therefore, skeptics feel that standardized diagnosis procedures can dehumanize patients.
Hence, it is important to develop intelligent systems that act as support tools rather than
replace human actions and interactions.
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